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Preface
This book is devoted to Hilbert's 21st problem (the Riemann-Hilbert problem)
which belongs to the theory of linear systems of ordinary differential equations in
the complex domain. The problem concems the existence of a Fuchsian system
with prescribed singularities and monodromy. Hilbert was convinced that such a
system always exists. However, this tumed out to be a rare case of a wrong forecast
made by hirn. In 1989 the second author (A.B.) discovered a counterexample, thus
obtaining a negative solution to Hilbert's 21st problem. 1
After we recognized that some "data" (singularities and monodromy) can be obtained from a Fuchsian system and some others cannot, we are enforced to change our
point of view. To make the terminology more precise, we shaII caII the foIIowing
problem the Riemann-Hilbert problem for such and such data: does there exist a
Fuchsian system having these singularities and monodromy? The contemporary
version of the 21 st Hilbert problem is to find conditions implying a positive or
negative solution to the Riemann-Hilbert problem.
In this book we consider only (the contemporary version 00 the cIassical 21st
Hilbert's problem and only mention (of course, with due references) various modifications, generalizations and related problems. We mention aII known results on the
cIassical problem, both positive and negative, and prove some of them. We simply
do not have enough place to prove aII of them, but the sampies we explain in detail
incIude the most important cases and see m to provide a good feeling of the whole
picture.
The problem under consideration is of global character, but in order to study it
one needs so me local theory (a theory describing the behavior of solutions near
a singular point). There is a well-known local theory which goes back to Fuchs
and Poincare and can be found in such textbooks as those by Coddington-Levinson
[CoLe], or Hartman [Ha](we need only a simpler part ofthis theory dealing with the
so-called regular singularities). For our purposes this theory has to be supplemented
by a new local theory due to Levelt. Our book contains the exposition of both
theories inasmuch as we need them.
In 1908 Plemelj obtained a positive solution to the problem similar to Hilbert's
1 In the preface we dweIl on the history only inasmuch as it helps us to describe the content of the
book. Introductory chapter contains more remarks on the history (which was somewhat fanciful), but
complete description of the history was not our goal.
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21 st problem in its original form, but conceming the so-called regular systems
instead of Fuchsian ones. This was a remarkable achievement, although it does not
me an a solution to Hilbert's 21st problem, because the cIass of regular systems
is broader than the cIass of Fuchsian systems. However, his theorem is useful
even if one is interested only in Fuchsian systems - almost all positive resuits on
Hilbert's 21st problem are obtained in the following way: one takes a regular system
provided by Plemelj and tries to modify it so that it becomes Fuchsian with the same
singularities and monodromy. In reality, not only the statement ofPlemelj's theorem
is used, but sometimes also some details from its proof - the very proof we give
here. This proof is different from PlemeIj's original proof, but goes back to RöhrI
(1957) [Rö] and takes into account so me improvements invented later. An essential
"ingredient" of this proof is the use of the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem about
the complex analytic vector bundles over the Riemann sphere. We give (with minor
modifications) the elementary proof of the latter theorem developed recently by
J.Leiterer [Lei]. This makes our exposition self-contained, modulo more or less
standard background.
Here follows some information on this background. The reader must be acquainted
with standard ("basic") courses on linear algebra (incIuding Jordan normal form of
matrices). ordinary differential equations (we need general properties of solutions
to linear systems), and the theory of functions of the complex variable. Usually in
the basic course of the latter more attention is paid to the "single-valued" functions
than to "multi valued" ones, whereas "multi valued" functions are important for
our purposes. However, we need not a "deep general theory" of such functions
(whatever that means), but rather a good "feeling" of such things as branching of
elementary functions, analytic continuation, "complete" analytic function, Riemann
surface. Usually this is incIuded in a basic course (although often - in a formal way)
and of course can be found in many textbooks. One must know what the universal
covering surface and the deck transformations are. We shaII use two functions of
matrices - exponential and logarithm. Although the theory of ordinary differential
equations in thc complex domain is rather extensive, we need only a few facts of
it. It may happen that the reader's knowledge of ordinary differential equations is
restricted to the real domain only. We hope that several remarks in the introductory
chapter will help such areader to adopt to a complex point of view. At the beginning
our exposition is detailed, later it becomes more succinct - we hope that by that
time the reader gets some practice in this field and becomes more mature.
This book includes without big changes the preprint "An introduction to Hilbert's
21st problem" [An], published by the first author (D.A.) in 1991. This preprint
contained: the general introduction (wh ich is extended here); the description of the
local theory (which we reproduce here with minor changes); the first counterexample
to Hilbert's 21st problem (the exposition in the preprint is somewhat improved

VII
compared to the original exposition given by the second author); proofs of the
theorems of Plemelj and Birkhoff-Grothendieck. The first author wrote also the
section on the Bessel equation. All other text was written by the second author. Of
course, we planned and discussed it together.
The above mentioned preprint was written during the visit of the first author to
the Inst. of Math. and Appl., Penn State Univ. and City Univ. of New York. In
this preprint the first author already expressed his thanks to a number of persons
who helped hirn at his work on this preprint and the entire faculty and staff of the
IMA, PSU and CUNY for their hospitality. Big part of this book was written in
Moscow where we both work at the Steklov Math. Inst., and the second author
finish~d the work on this book during his visit to Max-Planck-Institut für Math. and
to the University of Nice. He would like to thank the staff of MPIM and UN for
hospitality and excellent working conditions. He is very grateful to Y.A.Golubeva
and A. y'Chemavskii , who introduced hirn to the theory of Fuchsian equations and
the Riemann-Hilbert problem.
D.Y.Anosov
A.A.Bolibruch
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1.1

Introduction

Educational notes

When dealing with the system of ODE in a complex domain

dyj -_
dt
one assurnes that

Ji

Ji( x,y,
1
P)'J -- 1 , ... ,p
... ,y,

(1.1.1)

are holomorphic (i.e. single-valued analytic) in some domain

G and asks for analytic solution yl(X), ... , yP(x). The local existence theorem
(for brevity, we include here uniqueness and analytic dependence on initial duta and
parameters (ifthere are any)) looks like the corresponding theorem in areal domain.
The most well-known proof of the latter is obtained by rewriting the system as a
system of integral equations which is solved using iterations. A careful analysis of
this proof reveals that it works in a complex domain as weil. (We work in a small
disk on the x-plane containing the initial value Xo of the independent variable.
Integration is performed along linear segments connecting Xo to the "current" x.
These integrals are estimated literally in the same way as in the real case). At
some points it even becomes simpler. If a sequence of analytic function<; converges
uniformly in a domain on the x-plane, then its limit is an analytic function. In fact,
one does not even need to assurne apriori that the convergence is uniform; but in
our case the proof of the convergence is based on the estimates which imply the
uniform convergence in a sufficiently small disko (For brevity, we say "function"
instead of "a system of p functions"; one can also have in mind "a vector function").
So (1.1.1) has an analytic solution. Now, as regards to the uniqueness, it is easy to
see (differentiating (1.1.1)) that two solutions having the same initial data must have
the same derivatives of all orders. Being analytic, they must coincide. As regards
to the dependence on initial data and parameters, we have an uniformly convergent
sequence of functions holomorphic with respect to x, these data and parameters, so
the limit is also holomorphic with respect to them (we again refer to the analyticity
of the limit functions, only this time we deal with a function of several complex
variables). Compare this easy argument with the situation in the real domain. In the
latter case the un iform convergence does not imply any smoothness of the limit
function. As regards to its dependence in x, smoothness follows immediately from
the integral equation, so this is also easy, but as regards to the dependence on the
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initial data 'and parameters, one needs some extra eonsiderations. (It is tme that
one ean avoid them by using a simplest version of the implieit funetion theorem in
Banaeh spaees, but it is not so popular).
Another way to prove the loeal existenee (ete.) theorem in the eomplex-analytie
ease is provided by majorants. This is an "essentially eomplex-analytie " method
of a broad value (its applieations by no means reduee to this theorem or even to
the entire theory of DE). But as regards to the theorem under eonsideration, it does
not give more than the "integral equations plus iterations" method whieh may weil
happen to be more familiar to the reader.
Being analytie in so me disk, solutions to (l.l.l) ean be eontinued analytieally. By
the well-known "prineiple of preservation of analytie identities under the analytic
eontinuation", the "eontinued" yI, ... ,yP remains to be a solution to (l.l.l), if
(x, yI, ... , yP) does not leave the domain G during the proeess of eontinuation.
One must have in mind that it may happen that the solution admits the proeess
of analytie eontinuation during whieh (x, yI, ... ,yP) leaves G; then the elements
of funetion thus obtained need not be solutions, as it may happen that the right
hand side of (1.1.1) does not admit an analytie eontinuations for sueh values of
(x, yI, ... , yP). It may happen also that after leaving G our (x, yI, ... ,yP) will
return later to G; then we get a new element of an analytie funetion for whieh one
ean ask whether it will be a solution to (1.1.1). There are no reasons why it must
be - it may be and it may not be. And if it will be a solution, it may be so that this
solution will be different from whieh we started and cannot be conneeted to this
solution via a process of analytie continuation inside G.
In the theory of real ODE there is another process of eontinuation - eontinuation of a
local solution to (1.1.1) which leads to the solution to (1.1.1) defined on the "maximal
interval of existenee". This proccss has nothing to do with the analyticity, but is
specific to differential equations (one "glues together" appropriate loeal solutions).
Clearly the same "glueing" proeess ean be defined in the complex domain; of course
this time it may weil lead to a multivalued analytie function. It leads to the same
result as the analytie eontinuation, proviso we do not leave G. Indeed, we already
said that all elements of analytie function obtained by the analytic eontinuation of a
loeal solution inside Gare solutions; if two of them are "immediate" eontinuation
of each other, they take the same values at some x, so that they are "glued" during
the second proeess; and if the two loeal solutions have the same values at so me poit
x, then they are elements of the same analytic funetion.
Although theoretically we have a proeess of analytic eontinuation, in general one
scareely ean say much about the "domain" (to be more precize, Riemann surfaee)
where a given loeal solution can be eontinued. But for the linear systems the situation
is simple.
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Consider first the system

dy -_ A()
.. )
dx
x y, .y -_ ( y 1 , ... , y P)t , (t means transposition

( 1.1.2)

where the matrix A(x) (i.e. its elements) is (are) holomorphie in the closed disk

D

= {x;

Ix - al :S r}

(i.e. Ais holomorphie in a somewhat biggcr open disk). It turns out that any solution
y(x) to (1.1.2) is holomorphie in D.
Indeed, let m = maxxED IA(x )1. As in real domain, write the eorresponding integral
equation and prove that it has a solution in the whole D. The related estimates for
sueeessive approximations

Yo(x)

= eonst,

Yl(X)

= Yo+

l

x

A(t)!Jodt, ... , Yn(x)

= Yo+

l

x

A(t)Yn_l(t)dt, ...

are as follows:

It is a good training exereise to elaborate another proof, also well-known in the
real domain, by glueing together appropriate loeal solutions, - this idea is ealled
"eontinuation up to the boundary of the domain". This domain is not D, but D
times so me big ball in
and the essential point is that as far as y is defined on the
linear segment joining a and x,

a

so that the loeal solutions we are glueing never beeome "too big".
This allows, first, to show that a solution with arbitrary y( a) is defined in the whole
D. We claim also that one ean preseribe the value of y at any other point of D and
the corresponding solution again will be defined and holomorphic in the whole D.
This follows from what we already proved about solutions with prescribed y(a).
Take a fundamental system of sueh solutions and, eonsidering them as eolumns
of Cauehy matrix Y(x), write arbitrary solution as Y(x)c with some eonstant
veetor c. And now a solution with preseribed value u at the point b in D will be
y(x) = Y(x)Y-1(b)u. All this is quite similar to what is well-known in the real
domain.
Consider now system (1.1.2) assuming A is holomorphie in

4
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Its solutions can be continued along any path in S. Indeed, this path can be covered
by a finite number of overlapping disks; and in each of them we have a linear
holomorphic system. Thus, we have to "glue" a finite number of local solutions,
each being defined in some disko
Different solutions to different systems with fixed singularities a1, ... , an and even
different solutions to one system can branch in different ways. But all of them can
be lifted to the universal covering surface 5 of s. For this reason we shall always
consider them as holomorphic functions on 5 (although some of them may weIl
have "a less branching" Riemann surface).

1.2

Introduction

1. Hilbert's 21 st problem concerns a certain c\ass of linear ODE's in the complex
domain. Let the system

dy
- = A(x)y,

dx

y= (

~1

(1.2.1)

)

yP

t \{

a1 , ... , an}
have singularities a1, ... , an; that is, A( x) is holomorphic in S : =
(where is the Riemann sphere). The system is called Fuchsian at ai (and ai is a
Fuchsian singularity of the system) if A(x) has a pole there of order at most one.
The system is Fuchsian if it is Fuchsian at all ai. Let all ai #- 00. Then

t

A(x)

L
n

=

i=1

1
--Bi
x-ai

+ B(x),

where B is holomorphic on Co We want this system to have no singularity at 00.
First of all let us see when it is Fuchsian at 00. Rewrite the system in terms of a new
independent variable t = I/x. An easy computation shows that

dy
-d
t

= (D 1 (t)

- D 2 (t))y, where D 1

1~

= -- L..J (
t

i=1

Bi
1 - ai t

)'

The matrix function D 1 has a first order pole (or no singularity at all) at t = O.
Thus, the system is Fuchsian at t = 0 if and only if B( has a pole of the first
order there. This implies that B (00) = 0, and since B is holomorphic on C, B = 0
everywhere. Hence systems which are Fuchsian on
are just the systems (1.2.1)
with A having the form

fr t)

t
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1
L -x-ai
-B,.
n

A(x) =

(1.2.2)

i=1

Such a system has no singularities at
zero, that is

00

if and only if the residue of D 1 at t = 0 is

n

LBi=O.

(1.2.3)

i=1

Instead of the vector equation (1.2.1), one considers the matrix equation

dY
dx

= A(x)Y,

Y is a (p x p) matrix.

(1.2.4)

The columns of Y are p vectors - some solutions Yl, ... , YP to (1.2.1). We shall deal
only with the case when they constitute alundamental system 01 solutions, i.e., they
are lineary independent. This meansjust the invertibility ofY, i.e. Y E GL(p,C).
Let p : Ei -> S be the universal covering surface for S. Usually we denote points
in S by x and points in p-1 X C Ei by x. Solutions Y and Y are holomorphic
functions on Ei, so it is better to write y(x), Y(X) instead of y(x), Y(x). Let Ö be
the group of deck transformations of the covering p : Ei -> S, and let (j, T E ö.
Evidently, if y, Y are solutions to (1.2.1), (1.2.4), then so are y 0 (j, Y 0 (j. [f Y
is invertible, then so is Y 0 (j. However, an invertible solution to (1.2.4) can be
obtained from another invertible solution just by multiplying the latter on the right
by some constant matrix. Thus

Y = (Y

0

(j)x((j),

(1.2.5)

where X : Ö -> G L(p, C) is the so-called monodromy representation. It is really a
representation, that is,

X((jT) = X((j)x(T).
Indeed, Y

Y

0

T = [(Y

0

(j)X((j)]

0

T = (Y

0

(j

0

T)x((j), so

= (Y 0 T)X(T) = (Y 0 (j 0 T)X((j)X(T) = [Y 0

but Y = [Y
to

0

(1.2.6)

((jT)]X((j)X(T),

((jT)]X((jT), so we get (1.2.6). This explains why one prefers (1.2.5)
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Y

0

er

= Yx(er),

(1.2.7)

which at a first glance may see m more natural. If we choose (1.2.7), then instead
of (1.2.6) we get x(er7) = X(7)x(er), i.e. X is a so-caJled anti-representation. It is
more convenient to deal with representations.
Instead of Y = (Yl"'" Yp) one can start from another fundamental system of
solutions to (1.2.1), i.e. from another invertible solution Y of the matrix ODE
(1.2.4). Then

(1.2.8)

with some constant C E GL(p,C). Instead of (1.2.5) we get
with some X : ß ---. GL(p, C). So

YC = (YC
But Y

=

(Y

0

er)x(er), thus (Y

0

Y = (Y

er)x(er) = (Y

0

er)CX(er).

er)x(er)C = (Y

0

er)CX(er). Hence

0

x(er)

= C-lx(er)C,

where C is the same for all er. We see that to a system (1.2.1)
a class of mutuaJly conjugate representations ß ---. G L(p, C).
class simply monodromy. For any representation Xl beJonging
exists an invertible matrix solution Yl to (1.2.4) such that Yl =
Xl = C-IXC, take YI = YC).

0

er)x(er)

(1.2.9)
there corresponds
We shall caJl this
to this dass there
(Yl 0 er)XI(er). (If

Consider the space of aJl solutions y = y(x) to (1.2.1). This is a p-dimensional
vector space X. For Y E X, er E ß let er*y := y 0 er-I, i.e., (cr*y)(x) = y(er-Ix).
Clearly er*y is also a solution to (1.2.1), so we obtain a map er* : X ---. X which is
an invertible linear transformation. This defines a map
ß ---. GL(X),

er

f-+

er * .

It is easy to check that (er7)* = er* 7*, i.e., this map is a homomorphism. (If we
defined er' as er'y := Y 0 er, then er f-+ er' would be an anti-homomorphism). After
choosing a basis Yl,"" YP in X, we can identify X and GL(X) with the more
concrete objects cP and G L(p, C). This basis defines a map

S ---. GL(p, C),

x

f-+

Y(x)

= (YI (x), ... Yp(x))

1.2 Introduction
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(Yj are the columns of the matrix Y). Clearly Y(X) is a solution to the matrix
equation (1.2.4) and (a*Y1"" ,a*yp) = Y 0 a- 1. It follows that the monodromy
matrix x( a) is just the matrix describing the linear map a* : X ---+ X with respect
to the basis Y1, ... , YP in X.

2. Hilbert's 21st problem is stated as follows ([Hil]): Prove that there always exists
a Fuchsian system with given singularities and a given monodromy. Hilbert hirnself
said "prove", but it would be more careful to say "inquire whether... " This is a
distinctly formulated problem which has to be answered "yes" or "no" (whereas
some of Hilbert's problems are formulated not so distinctly, e.g.: "develop the
calculus of variations along such and such lines").
Literally, Hilbert said "equation", not "system". (For equations one also has a notion
of Fuchsian equations, see (1.2.12). The monodromy for the pth order linear ODE
is just the same as for the pth order system describing the behavior of the vectors
~,
~::~ 1f ), where satisfies the equation). Does one have to understand
this as "a system of equations" (as we often do in conversations and even in the titles
of textbooks)? We think that the answer is "yes", because it was al ready known
at the time that for equations the same problem has a negative answer. It is very
easy to verify that a Fuchsian equation of pth order with singularities a1,' .. , an
contains fewer parameters than the set of classes of conjugate representations ~ ---+
G L(p, <C). (This goes back to Poincare [Poi]), who calculated the difference between
these two numbers of parameters, see Chapter 7). So in general it is impossible to
construct a Fuchsian equation without an appearance of additional singularities. But
the clear and accurate statement of Hilbert's 21st problem does not allow such a
possibility.

(y,

... ,

y

In mathematical literature Hilbert's 21st problem is often called the RiemannHilbert problem, although Riemann never spoke exactly of something like it. This
was well-known: Klein in his "Lectures on the development of the mathematics in
19th century" [KI] said that "Riemann speaks in such a careless way as if existence
of functions Y1,'" ,yp (having the given singularities and monodromy) is selfevident and one has only to study their properties". However, Hilbert mentioned
that "presumably Riemann was thinking on this problem", and Röhrl [Rö] made
a final step in this mythological direction and distinctly attributed Hilbert's 21st
problem to Riemann. As weil as the majority of the mathematicians who have dealt
with the problem we prefer to say that the Riemann-Hilbert problem (Hilbert's 21st
problem) is close to the sphere of Riemann's ideas and it has arisen in the course of
research stimulated by hirn.
For a number of years people thought that Hilbert's 21st problem was completely
solved by Plemelj [PI] in 1908. Only recently it was realized that there was a gap
in his proof (for the first time this was observed by T.Kohn [Koh] and Y.I.Amold,
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YU.S. Il'yashenko [ArII]). It turned out that Plemelj obtained a positive answer to a
problem similar to Hilbert's 21st problem but concerning so-called regular systems
instead of Fuchsian ones. Here is the definition of them.
Let (1.2.1) be a system with singularities al, ... , an. It is called regular at ai (and ai
is a regular singularity for this system), if any of its solutions has at most polynomial
growth as x-ai, ("Polynomial" means "polynomial in 1/lx - ail"). This has to
be stated more carefully, as it is clear that if y branches logarithmically near ai, then
one can get any growth of y as x tends to ai along an appropriate spiral: each turn
gives a constant "increase" to y. One must demand that x-ai in an "honest" way,
remaining inside some sector E having vertex at ai' Here is the precise definition:
for any such sector E, for any "covering" sector ton S andfor any solution y,
the restriction ylt has at most polynomial growth as x-ai remaining in E. It is
sufficient to demand this for only p linearly independent solutions, or equivalently,
for an invertible matrix solution Y to (1.2.4). In view of (1.2.5) one needs only take
several sectors f: h C S such that p
h ) is a disk centered at ai' It follows that

(ut

there exists A E IR such that for any E, E and y as before,

y(i) - 0 as x
-:--,'-'---,-:--:-

Ix - aJ\

-+

ai

( pi = x E E, i E E-) .

(1.2.10)

The system is called regular if it is regular at all ai' Any Fuchsian system is regular
(see [Ha] Hartman's textbook on ODE's for a very short proof due to G. Birkhoft),
but a regular system need not be Fuchsian (Plemelj was able to find systems in a
broader class than required by Hilbert).
Of course, misunderstandings are common for human's activity, but it is not so
common that a misunderstanding in mathematics retains for more than 70 years.
Perhaps this is explained by the following circumstances. First, the notions of
"Fuchsianity" and "regularity" are defined in some way also for the pth order scalar
linear ODE in the complex domain. In this case these notions, being different in
appearance, turn out to be equivalent. This is not the case for the systems - it is
well-known and trivial that for them the two notions under consideration are really
different. But now the second circumstance appears: locally it is easy to modify a
regular system so that one gets a Fuchsian system with the same singular point and
monodromy. Perhaps all this supports the unconcious feeling that also globally one
can modify the regular system so that one gets a Fuchsian system with the same
singularities and monodromy. Now we know that this feeling is wrong, although it
is easy to pass to a Fuchsian system with the same monodromy if we admit the extra
singularities. (The latter are called apparent singularities, although they are true
singularities in the sense that they are poles of the coefficients. They are apparent
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only in the sense that the solutions do not branch there). However, this feeling is not
entirely deceptive: as we al ready mentioned, almost all positive results to Hilbert's
21 st problem for Fuchsian systems are obtained by perfoming some appropriate
modification of a regular system provided by the Plemelj theorem.
Although Hilbert spoke of Fuchsian systems, one may ask whether he could have
in mind regular ones. Here again arises the problem of interpretations etc. which we
consider as a difficult one. But if he could have this in mind, it means that there was
some ambiguity with the term "Fuchsian" at that time. Then one should consider
Hilbert's 21st problem as consisting of two parts - one for Fuchsian, another for
regular systems. Whether it is justified historically or not, such a point of view on
this problem is quite reasonable as really there are two problems.
Some particular cases of Hilbert's 21st problem were more or less solved (always
positively) before Plemelj (some of them - even before Hilbert published his list of
23 problems). References are given in Hilbert's text [Hi 1] devoted to these problems
and in Röhrl's paper [Rö]; also Klein refers to Hilb's (not Hilbert's) article in the
German Math. Encycl. However, nowadays one must check whether these results
concerned Fuchsian or regular systems and whether they were proved at all; this
explaines why we said "more or less". Hilbert hirnself published a paper [Hi2].
Klein refers to Hilbert's solution of the problem in the general case, but Röhrl
attributes to hirn only the positive solution for the case of two equations and any
number of singularities. At any case, Hilbert's paper has areputation of involved
etc. and it seems that after Plemelj published a much more lucid paper nobody was
interested in the careful analysis of Hilbert's arguments.
Plemelj used the theory of singular integral equations which he developed especially
for this purpose. (Perhaps this was the first success both in developing and applying
this theory). In 1957 Röhrl ([Rö]) published another approach to the same problem
using some arguments from the theory of Riemann surfaces and the algebraic
geometry. There are some improvements of his approach. Primarily they go back to
Deligne [DeI] 1; also several remarks are due to [B04] and [An]. Taking into account
all this improvements, Röhrl's approach can be considered as an elementary one,
with an essential exception: one has to use a nontrivial theorem due to Birlchoff and
Grothendieck (or another statement which is perhaps one slightly weaker; both will
be stated below). Birkhoff proved this theorem using singular integral equations,
while Grothendieck used algebraic geometry; so it may seem that the reduction of
our problem to this theorem only moves more difficult arguments to another place.
1 He considered an analogous problem for a system of Pfaffian differential equations with several
independent variables. This made a more geometrie point of view more or less unavoidable. Sut the
same point of view turns out to be useful in our case. (Of course here it becomes simpler. E.g., we
need not mention Deligne's "flat connections" explicitly, although the "branching cross section" Z
below is a simple manifestation of the same idea).
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But now there exists a short and elementary proof of the Birkhoff-Grothendieck's
theorem. It was published by Leiterer [Lei].
The goal of the third Chapter of our book is to give a complete proof of Plemelj's
theorem, following Röhrl's approach, using the improvements mentioned above
and including a slightly modified version of the proof of Birkhoff-Grothendieck's
theorem sketched by Leiterer. In our opinion, both the reduction of the problem
to this theorem and the proof of the latter use nontrivial ideas (although they
are elementary); however, there is a difference in style between this two parts of
the argument. First part looks like "abstract nonsense", so it is almost trivial in
appearance (but it is quite nontrivial that this can be made trivial!). The second part
seems to be nontrivial both in appearance and in essence.
In 1989 it was found an unexpected negative solution to Hilbert's 21st problem in
[Bol], [Bo2]. It is explained in Chapter 2. This result changes our point of view on
these questions and increases the value of various partial positive results, such as
the following:

'" "-

" "-,

-
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I

/

~n

b
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. :: =: ---,.

~~~~------~-----

_-- _
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/

_/

\
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I

I

I
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1. (Plemelj, [PI]). Fix b E Sand let a1, ... , an be loops at b such that ai "goes
around" ai without "going around" any aj #- ai' (Such a system of loops
is not uniquely determined - see the dashed line in the figure, but anyone of
them will do). If at least one of the matrices x( ad, ... ,X( an) is semisimple
(diagonalizable), then the answer is positive.
2. (Lappo-Danilevskii, [LD]. 1920-s). lf all x(ai) are sufficiently close to the
identity matrix I, then the ans wer is positive.
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3. (Dekkers, [Dek], 1979)./n the case p = 2 the ans wer is positive (independently
ofn ).2
4. (Kostov, [Kol], [K02], Bolibrueh, [B05], [B06]). If the representation X is
irreducible, then the answer is positive.
5. (Bolibrueh, [B02]). If p = 3 then there is a complete answer whether the
problem has a positive or negative solution for a given X. (See Chapter 6 of
the present book).
It is worth mentioning onee more that the proofs of several positive results about the
Hilbert 21 st problem for Fuehsian systems begin by referring to Plemelj's theorem
on regular systems; after this one modifies the regular system provided by this
theorem in order to obtain a Fuehsian system with the same ai, x.
The goal of the seeond Chapter of this book is to explain the first negative result.
Not only does it provide an ans wer to Hilbert's 21st problem but also serves as an
introduetion to other results.
The first negative result eoneems the ease p = 3, n = 4. (It is the first ease when
the known positive results do not apply - and now we understand why).
It was found out that this "eounterexample" has the following property: if one
perturbs the singular points ai then the answer to Hilbert's 21 st problem with the
same monodromy ean beeome positive ([B02]). Thus, in the "eounterexample" the
monodromy must be somehow tied to the singular points. In the theory of ODE's
it does not seem unnatural to tie these things by means of a differential equation.
Indeed, this is the ease for the "first eounterexample".
Some later in [B04] there were obtained new series of representations, that give a
negative solution to Hilbert's 21st problem and are already stable under perturbations of singular points. These series and some other new results eoneeming Hilbert's
21st problem are presented in Chapter 5.
3. In Chapter 7 we consider a connection between Fuehsian systems and Fuehsian
equations on the Riemann sphere. Equation
(1.2.11)
is ealled Fuchsian at a point a, if its eoeffieients ql (x), ... , qp (x) are holomorphie
in some punetured neighborhood of this point and
2Lappo-Danilevskii and Dekkers did not pretend to solve the Riemann-Hilbert problem (that time
there was the opinion that this problem was solved by Plemelj), but the results formulated above
follow immediately from their results.
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q,(x) = (

r,(x)

x-a

i=l, ... ,p

)"

(1.2.12)

where rl (x), ... ,rp(x) are functions holomorphic at a. All solutions of a Fuchsian
system have at most a polynomial growth at ai, so the Fuchsian point is regular.
This has to be made more precise in the same way as for the systems. It tuns out that
(1.2.11) is regular at the point a if and only if the system describing the behavior of
d1,-J,,).
the vector ( y 1 , ... , y P) -- (1:JL
y, dx" .. , dXl'-1
,l.e., the system

(1.2.13)

dyP

dx
is regular at a. It is well-known that (1.2.11) is regular at x = a
Fuchsian at x = a (see [Ha]).

if and only if it is

For the systems the analogous statement is not valid. Equation

d2 y
1 dy
1
-+--+-y=O
dx 2
x2
X dy
is Fuchsian at x = 0, hence the corresponding system (1.2.13) is regular there, but
one of its coefficients has a pole of the 2nd order.
Nevertheless there are ways to trans form (1.2.11) to a system Fuchsian at a. Für
this purpüse we can replace transformation (1.2.13) by the following üne:

y = Zl
dy
2
(x - a)- = z

dx

Under such a transformation we get

(1.2.14)
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d- l
\x - a)_k_

dx

d7 2

(x - a)---

(1.2.15)

dx

dz P

(x - a)-

dx

P

=

(p -l)zP - 2:)z - ay-(k-l)qp_k+l(X)zk.
k=l

Due to (1.2.12), (1.2.15) we obtain that the vector z satisfies the system (1.2.1) with
the matrix

A(x)

1
x

=-

0
0
0

1
1
0

-T p

-Tp-l

0
1
2

0
0
1

0
0
0

(p - 1) -

Tl

thus the system is Fuchsian at a.
Equation (1.2.11) is called Fuchsian (on the whole Riemann sphere) if all qi (x) are
holomorphic on S = t \ {al, ... , an} and (1.2.11) is Fuchsian at points al, ... , anIn Chapter 7 we prove that any Fuchsian equation (1.2.11) can be transformed to a
Fuchsian linear system with the same singular points and a monodromy group on
the whole Riemann sphere without appearance of new singularities.
Here we also estimate the number of so-called "apparent" singularities of a Fuchsian
linear differential equation of p-th order. (These singularities appear under attempts
to construct a Fuchsian linear differential equation of the p-th order with a given
monodromy X).
4. There are different modifications and generalizations of the classical RiemannHilbert problem. The analogous problem over Riemann surfaces were considered
by Röhrl [Rö] (see also [Fö]). Some modifications ofthe problem over the Riemann
sphere were considered by G.Birkhoff [Bi] and Il'yashenko [ArII].
Röhrl 's and Deligne's papers [DeI] gave rise to the setting and investigation of the
multidimentional Riemann-Hilbert problem in [Ge], [Goi], [Lek], [Su], [Ki], [Hai].
Hilbert's 21st problem and its analogous have many applications in various areas
of mathematics and physics, which are not discussed in our book. Information on
these subjects can be found in [Ka], [SJM], [G02].
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2.1

Counterexample to Hilbert's 21st problem

The first counterexample

Consider the system (1.2.1) with

A(x)

lC
C

= 2"

+ 2(x-1)
1

x

1
oo )
x
0
0 0 -x

0
0 -1
0
1

2)

-~

6

1

( 00 -1
+
6(x + 1)
0 -1
1
+3(x-t)

C
~

-3
-1
-1

n+

(2.1.1)

-3 )
1 .
1

t.

= 0, al = -1, a2 = 1, a3 = Later (in Section 2.4) we
will check that there is no singularity at 00. The points al, a2, a3 are Fuchsian
singularities, however ao is not Fuchsian, but a pole of order 2. Thus, the system is
not Fuchsian, but we shall see that it is regular.

It is singular at ao

Our system has so me monodromy. We shall prove the following assertion. There
exists no Fuchsian system with the same singularities and monodromy. (This statement will be referred to as the "Assertion".) In this example the monodromy is
given implicitly. Here are some comments on this fact.
The Assertion is very sensitive to the given data (ai and X) - one type of sensitivity
was described in the penultimate paragraph of item 2 of Section 1.2 (sensitivity
to ai), another is evident from Plemelj's positive result (1) above. This second
type of sensitivity does not depend on p. The first type does depend on p (at least
sometimes): for p = 4, n ~ 3 the second author was able to find (explicitly) a
monodromy which cannot occur in a Fuchsian system whatever the
are (see
Chapter 5).

a;s

Now about the method of proof of the Assertion. The matrix (2.1.1) has the form
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adx)

a.,(x) )
(2.1.2)

B(x)
where

a12(x)

1

1

= -:-Z + - - X
x +1

B(x)

=;;1 (10

1
a13(x)
x - 2"

--1 ;

1
x- 1

= -- -

0)
1
(-1
-1 + 6(x + 1)
-1

1
(-1 -1)
1
(-1
+2(x-1)
1
1 +3(x-~)
-1

1
x - 2"

--1 ;

1)
1 +

(2.1.3)

(2.1.4)

1)
1 .

For the system (1.2.1), (2.1.2)

dyl
(2
dx = a12 x)y

+ aI3(x)y

3
,

(2.1.5)

where y2 and y3 satisfy the system

dy
dx = B(x)y,

y E <ez

(2.1.6)

with B as in (2.1.4). When studying this system in its own right, we shall write
yl, y2 instead of y2, y3. (This will not be much of an inconvenience.) Clearly the
properties of (2.1.6), (2.1.4) are important for the study of (1.2.1), (2.1.1), so Seetion
2.3 will be devoted to them.
Assurne that our Assertion is false, i.e., there exists a Fuchsian system

dy
dx

= C(x)y, Y E <e3

(2.1.7)

with the same singularities and monodromy as (1.2.1), (2.1.1). The latter already
indicates some similarity of these systems. In Seetion 2.4 we shall transform (2.1.7)
in order to increase this similarity. Afterwards, we shall be ahle "to pick out" from
the modified "C-system" a second order Fuchsian quotient system
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du

-

dx

=

F(x)u, v E C2

(2.1.8)

having the same singularities and monodromy as (2.1.6), (2.1.4) and satisfying some
extra conditions. The investigation theorem in Section 2.3 will show that such a
system cannot exist.
We shall rephrase the very end of previous paragraph. Consider the "problem":
[P]" Does there exist a second order Fuchsian system having the same singularities
and monodromy as (2.1.6), (2.1.4)?" [P] is trivially "yes": we need not even appeal
to Dekkers «3) above), as (2.1.6), (2.1.4) is itself Fuchsian. However, if we impose
some additional requirements on the system we are looking for, the answer may
be "no". Earlier we said essentially that the falseness of the Assertion implies a
positive answer to the problem [P+ some extra requirement]. Thus, we see that
a negative answer to Hilbert's 21st problem for p = 3 depends upon a negative
answer to a related problem for p = 2. Perhaps this auxialiary problem in its own
right seems somewhat unnatural, at least less natural, but that does not matter (and
depends more on the experience than on the taste).
lust to state the auxialiary problem one needs a new local theory to supplement the
well-known theory which goes back to Poincare and can be found in such textbooks
as those by [CoLe] or [Ha]. (Needless to say one needs the new theory in order to
investigate the auxialiary problem and its relationship to the Assertion.) This new
theory is due to Levelt (1961) [Le]. Section 2.2 is devoted to it.

2.2

Local theory

First we recall the old theory. We shall consider the system (1.2.1) near an isolated
singular point, say O. Let U be a small disk with center 0, U' = U \ 0, p : Ü' -+ U'
be the universal covering of U'. A(x) is holomorphic in U', solutions y (to (1.2.1)
and Y (to(1.2.4» are holomorphic in Ü'.
The group of deck transformations 6. is now an infinite cyclic group generated by
a deck transformation a which corresponds to one trip around 0 counterclockwise.
Clearly In x is a holomorphic function in Ü' and In( ax) = In x + 27ri. Let G =
x(a- 1 ) so that

Y(ax) = Y(x)G

(2.2.1)

(which is similar to (1.2.7) - for a cyclic group we do not bother with the difference
between representations and anti-representations, so there are no objections to
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= 2~i 1n G (logarithm in the sense of the matrix theory), so that if
)..j are eigenva1ues of G and f.Lj of E, then f.LJ = 2~i In)..i. Denote pl = Ref.Li and
norma1ize the choice of In demanding that

(1.2.7». Let E

O-S;tY<l

(2.2.2)

(this is not necessary for the Poincare arguments, but we shall use it later). Introduce
the function xE := e Elnx (holomorphic on er);

Then (cf. (2.2.1))

Hence, Y(i)x- E can be considered as a single-valued holomorphic function on
U'; denote it by Z(x). We arrive at Poincare result claiming that any (invertible)
solution Y to (1.2.4) can be represented as folIows:

(2.2.3)
where Z is holomorphic on U·. Recall that G in (2.2.1) (and hence Ehere) depends
on Y; for Y = YC one must replace G by (; = C-1GC (Cf. (1.2.8),(1.2.9».
Now we turn to Levelt's theory. It concerns only regular systems. For a scalar
or vector function holomorphic on {r and having only polynomial growth when
x ....... 0 (cf. (1.2.10) and the discussion preceding it) define

[sup { )..; y(x)
lxi.\.

cp(y) :

=

. . . . 0 as x

max { k E 7l; V)..

cp(O)

= 00.

.......

00

}]

=

y(x)
- ....... Oasx ....... O}
<k -

Ixl'\

(2.2.4)

(Here [... ] denotes the entire part. As regards to the statements ofthe type" .......... 0
as x ....... 0", they are subject to the same provisos as before). For example:
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Evidently,

if y

=(

~: ) ,

then <p(y)

= min '1'(11')

(2.2.5)

also

cp(y

0

0') = cp(y).

(2.2.6)

Indeed,our

(2.2.7)
means that

whenever~, ~

are as in the text preeeding (1.2.10),

-t 0 as x -t 0, x E

~,

i; E

~,

pi; = x.

But this is equivalent to

((y o O')IO'- 1 f:)(i;)
IxlA

_
-1_
-t 0 as x -t 0, x E ~, x E 0' ~,px

= x,

sinee we ean replaee i; E 0'-1 f: in the lutter formula by O'- 1i;, i; E f: (still p.T = x),
and then in the numerators in both formulas we shaII have the same funetion

~ -t C,
As

X

-t y(i;) = y(O'O'- 1 i;), i; E f:, pi; = x.

f: runs over aII see tors eovering ~, so does 0'-1 f:. Henee (2.2.7) is equivalent to

,,(y~~~(i;)

-tOasx-tO"

(quotes indicating the same provisos as in (2.2.7)), and the set of A in (2.2.4) is the
same for y and y 0 0'.)
Solutions y to (1.2.1) (reeaII that they are some veetor functions on U*) eonstitute
a veetor spaee X isomorphie to CP. Restrieted to X, cp is a map cp : X -t Z having
the foIIowing properties:
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cp(>.y)
CP(Yl

= cp(y),

+ Y2) 2': min( cp(Yd, CP(Y2)),

if>' E C \ 0;

cp(o)

= 00;

(2.2.8)

with equality if CP(Yl) =j:. CP(Y2)'

In algebraic terminology this can be expressed by the words: "cP is a nonarchimedian
normalization on X over the trivial normalization on C'. The appearance of the
root "norm" is explained as folIows. If we define

Illylll

111>'111 = 1 when >. E C \ 0, 1110111 = 0,
= a-<p(y) fory E X (using a fixed a > 1),

then 111 . 111 satisfies the standard properties of the norms:

IllYl

111>'ylll

111>'1I1·lllylll

+ Y2111 <

IIIY1111

+ IIIY2111·

(Moreover: IllYl + Y2111 ::; min(IIIY1111, IIIY2111), with equality when IllYdl1 =j:. Illv2111·
Of course this is not standard, but a peculiar property due to the nonarchimedian
character of cp). However, when dealing with nonarchimedian norms, people usually
work with such functions as cP, without appealing to 111 . 111.
Another example of a normalization on a finite dimensional vector space X is given
by the Lyapunov characteristic numbers (exponents). In this case, X is the space of
solutions x( t) to a linear system ~~ = A( t)x on [0,00) with appropriate restrictions
on A. The characteristic number of x E X is
.

1

X(x) := IImt~oo-ln Ix(t)l, X(O) := -00.

t

Then cP

= -x has the properties (2.2.8). In contrast to Levelts's case, this 'P takes its

values in ]Ru 00. Properties of X are well-known, and it is more or less well-known
that many of them are due to the fact that cp = - X satisfies (2.2.8). (Of course one
does not go from X to cp = -X, but just rewrites (2.2.8) in terms of X. Incidentally,
Lyapunov hirnself defined X as the negative of the definition given above). Due to
Levelt further we shall use term valuation for cp.
In any case, one can prove that cp defines a filtration of X (a strictly increasing
sequence of vector subspaces)
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(2.2.9)

such that <p is constant on Xj \ Xj-l and if ,tt·) = <p( Xj \ Xj-l) then 1p1 > 1jJ2 >
... > 1jJh. Let kj := dimXJ - dimXJ-l. We say that <p takes the value 1jJJ with
the multiplicity k j , or that 1jJj has multiplicity kJ. We shall use also the notation

= ... = <pk = 1jJl,
= ... = <pk +k2 = 1jJ2,

<pI

<pk l +1

1

l

Note that

(2.2.10)

There exists a basis Yl, ... ,YP in X such that <p(Yj) = tpj. We take k l linearly
independent vectors in Xl, then add to this collection k 2 vectors in X 2 which are
linearly independent mod Xl, and so on.
Until now we have used only (?.2.8). Recall now that our y's are solutions to (1.2.1)
- some vector functions on U' where the deck transformation
acts. If y is a
solution to (1.2.1), then Y 0 (J is also a solution (again defined on U*), so we get a
linear transformation l

c:

(J* :

X

->

X

(J*

Y =Y0

(J.

It preserves the filtration (2.2.9) (cf. (2.2.6). Consider the induced transformation
(J; on the jth factorspace and take a basis YlJ"" Ykjj in this space that (J; has an
upper-triangular(say, Jordan) matrix representation in this basis. Each YiJ is some
coset Yij + Xj-l where Yij is any representative of this coset. Take the following
basis in X:

1 In Chapter 1 we defined 0"* y slightly differently, 0"* = Y 0 0"-1. As we mentioned already, in the
local situation one has cyclic group of deck transformations and needs not bother with the difference
between representations and anti-representations. The matrix G in (2.2.1) is just the matrix describing
0"* with respect to the basis whose vectors are columns of Y.
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Denote these vectors
particular case of the
that 'P(Yj) = 'P j and
check the latter, argue

(in this order) by Yl, ... , Yp. Such a choice of basis is a
choice considered in the previous paragraph. We conclude
(7* has an upper-triangular representation in this basis. To
as folIows: if YJ = Ylm, 1 :S l :S km, 1 :S m :S h, then
I

(7';",Ylm

E

L<Cyqm in xmjx m- l
q=l

and in X

(7 * YJ = (7 * Ylm

E

I

~

~

If"

+

vm-l

ILYqm'<\.

=

q=l
I

rn-I k,.

= LCy"m + L L<Cyqr
q=1

r= 1 q= 1

J

= LCys'
8=1

We shall call such a basis a Levelt's basis or a Levelt's fundamental system of
solutions to (1.2.1) (although Levelt himself used another name). It is clear from
the construction that it is not unique, i.e., there is so me freedom in choosing it, but in
general only some bases are Levelt's bases. (Note that a Levelt's basis, by definition,
is an ordered system of vectors; in general the same vectors taken in another order
will not constitute a Levelt's basis). A matrix Y = (Yl,"" Yp) whose columns
constitute a Levelt's basis we shall call a Levelt's matrix or a Levelt's (matrix)
solution (to (1.2.4)). Now we shall explain that for a Levelt's matrix Poincare
representation (2.2.3) can be improved.
Let us note first if one uses some basis (Yl, ... , Yp) in X (not necessarily a Levelt's
basis), the matrix representation of (7* in this basis is just given by the monodromy
matrix G related to Y = (Yl,"" Yp) according to (2.2.1). Indeed, what does it
mean that some matrix, say H, is the matrix representation of (7* in the basis
(YI, ... ,Y p )? This means the following. Take a vector z having coordinates ( =
((1, ... , (P) in this basis. Then (7* z has coordinates H ( (writing ( as a column
vector). Now z = L~=l (JYj, which can also be written as Z = Y(. Clearly,
(7*z = L~=l (J(YJ 0 (7) = (YO(7)( = YG(.Butthismeansthat(7*zhascoordinates
G( in the basis (Yl, ... , Yp), i.e., Gis actually the matrix representation discussed.
We conclude that if (Yl, ... , Yp) is a Levelt's basis then G is an upper-triangular
matrix. Hence, so are E and etE (t E q, XE = eIn xE. Note that X (t) := etE satisfies
the system of ordinary differential equations dd~ = EX having constant and uppertriangular coefficient matrix, with X(O) = I (the identity matrix). Writing X(t) =
(x jk (t)), it follows easily that x jj (t) = efJ.' t (recall that J.Lj are the eigenvalues of E)
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and each x jk (t) with j
exponential functions
XE by D:kj(X), Then

< k is a sum of products of some polynomials in t and some
(whereas Xjk = 0 for.i > k). Denote the coefficients of

eJ-L't

(2.2.11)
(here we use (2.2.2»,

(2.2.12)
Now
j

Yj(x) =

2:= D:kj(X)Zk(X)

(2.2.13)

k=l

(cf. (2.2.3» and cp(y;) = cpj. All the Zk are holomorphic in U' and have at most
a pole at 0 (so we may speak about CP(Zk)' Thus Zk = X'P(zc)Wk(X) with so me
Wk holomorphic in U and such that Wk(O) i= O. The case Zk == 0 is excluded here
because the zk are columns of the matrix Z wh ich is nondegenerate, since Y is
nondegenerate. It follows from (2.2.11) that

(2.2.14)
Indeed, if A < CP(Zk), then A + c

D:kjZk
W

=

where both factors tend to 0 as x
{ A;

~~I~k

->

< CP(Zk) for some c > 0, and

(lxi

->

e:

D:kj)

(Zk)

IxlHE '

0 (with the usual provisos). We see that

0 as x

->

O} :::>

P; A < CP(Zk)},

which implies CP(D:kjZk) 2: CP(Zk) (cf. (2.2.4».
Moreover,

cp(D:jjZj) = cp(Zj).
In view of (2.2.14), we need only prove that

(2.2.15)
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We have

> 0 is sufficiently smalI, then pl-l +c < 0, and the first factor Ix!") -He
while the second tends tü IWj(O)1 i= 0, as X
O. Thus

If c

-t

sup {.-\;

~~I~j

-t

0, as X

-t

O} :S ip(Zj)

+1-

l-t

00,

c,

and ip(ajjZj), i.e., the integer part üfthis sup, is:S ip(Zj).
We claim that

(2.2.16)
As Y1
have

= all Zl

(cf. (2.2.13», this is already proved für j

= 1 (cf. (2.2.15)); we even

(2.2.17)
We proceed by inductiün. Assume that

ip1

= ip(Y1)

:S ip(zd, ... , ipj-1 = ip(Yj-1) :S ip(zj-d.

(2.2.18)

Rewrite (2.2.13) as
)-1

YJ

= ajjzj + L

akjZk'

(2.2.19)

k=l

Assume, für cüntradictiün, that ipj
(2.2.19) we have

>

ip( Zj).

Then für the secünd summand (~) in
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<p

(

j-l

LakjZk

)

2

min{<p(ak]Zj);k

= 1, ... ,j -I} 2

k=1

2 min{<p(zk); k = 1, ... ,j - I} 2 min{<p\ k = 1, ... ,j -I} =
-_ <p j - l >
_ <p j > <p (Zj) -_ <p ( ajjzj ) .
(We use (2.2.8), (2.2.14), (2.2.18), (2.2.10), our assumption and (2.2.15)). Now in
(2.2.19) we have two summands (ajj Zj and ~) and

According to (2.2.8)

(we use (2.2.15) again), which contradicts to our assumption.
As Zj is holomorphic and
us to write

i

0 on U· and as it has at most a pole at 0, (2.2.16) allows

Zj(X)

= x<{J' v](x),

(2.2.20)

where Vj(x) is holomorphic on U. Thus

where V = (VI, ... , V p ) is holomorphic in U, and <I> is the diagonal matrix
diag( <pI, ... , <pP). This is the improvement of (2.2.3) for Levelt's solution to (1.2.4):

(2.2.21)
Here V is holomorphic in U, diag(<pi) and E is upper-triangular. The following
rephrasement of (2.2.21) is also useful:

(2.2.22)
Because of the diagonal form of<I> (hence x<I» and the upper tri angular form of E
(hence XE), (2.2.22) can be "truncated" at any "coordinate": for any l E {I, ... ,p}
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4>' -E'

(Y1' ... , Yl) = (V1' ... , Vl)X X .
Here 1>'

= (diag yj)j=l..,l and E' is the upper left l
E

= (e)·
. 1 " .. ,p'
1J 1,J=

then E'

(2.2.23)

x l block of E, that is, if

= (e)·
. 1 "'" 1.
1J t,J=

Levelt in his paper used another basis. Here is the description of it. Let us consider
a decomposition

x

= Xl EB ... EB X 8

of the space X into the direct sum of root subspaces X j corresponding to different
eigenvalues >..j of G. Let us choose Levelt's basis in each Xj' A basis of X obtained
by joining of these bases is called a strongly Levelt s basis.
Any strongly Levelts basis (Y1' ... ,yp) takes all values

'l/,J wirh their multiplicities

/\,j.

Indeed, otherwise there were a linearcombination W
property:

ip(W)

= 2.::;=1 CiYi with the following

> minip(ciYi)'
,

Add all terms belonging to the same root space in the above sum and rewrite it as
folIows:

W = W1

+ ... + Ws>

where Wi E X'i' Wi #- O. Note that min ip( w) = min, ip( CiYi) < ip( w) (this follows
from the fact that ip(2.::PiYi) = mini(PiY,) for any Levelt's basis {y;} of Xj; and
the last equality, in turn, follows from the construction of a Levelt's basis).
Let Si be the number such that

(0"* - >..iid)'i Xi
and let ip(Wj)
mial

= mini ip(w,). Then ip(Wj) < ip(w). Denote by P(O"*) the polynoP(O"*) =
i#j,i=1, ... ,8

Then

=0
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P(a*)w = P(a*)wj

i- O.

But according to (2.2.6) we have

(in the latter equality we use also the invertibility of the restriction of P( a*) on
X j ), which contradicts the inequality cp( W j) < cp( w).
So we have proved that any strongly Levelt's basis takes alt values 'ljJi with their
multiplicities. As a result we obtain the following statement.

Lemma 2.2.1 Any Levelt's basis can be obtainedfrom some strongly Levelt's basis
wirh help of some shuffte of its parts containing in the corresponding root subspaces
and consequent upper-triangular transformation.
If (1.2.1) has an isolated singular point at ai and we consider the system in the
neighborhood Ui of ai, denote U;' = Ui \ ai and use the universal covering U,' ---+
U;'. Introducing for a moment a new independent variable x-ai, we can translate
to a neighborh_ood U of 0 as above. However, one must pay some attention to the
translation of U;': we cannot write something Iike x-ai without special explanation,
as x is not a number. It would be more convenient to move in another direction:
from 0 to ai. The composition

(2.2.24)
makes Ü' a universal covering surface for U;'. This does not establish an isomorphism Ü* ...... Ü,* in a unique way, since it can always be changed via a deck transformation. But we may decide that from now on Ü;' is just U* considered as a covering
surface for U;' according to (2.2.24). Thus x and x + ai (x E U*, x + ai E Ü;')
denote essentially the same "abstract" point, but considered "over x E U*" or "over
x + ai E Ut". Similarly, x and x-ai with x E Ü;', x-ai E U* denote essentially
the same "abstract" point, but considered "over x EU;''' or "over x-ai E U*".
This c1arifies the meaning of such symbols as In(x - ai) and (x - ai)E,.
Now we can write

Y(x)

= Vi(x)(x -

ai)~' (x - ai)E,

(x E

U;',

x

= px E Uno

(2.2.25)
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Here Vi is holomorphic in Ui , whereas <Pi and Ei play the same role for the singular
point ai that <P and E played for O.
Return to the singularity at O. The numbers ßk := ipk + J-Lk (where, as before,
pk = ReJ-Lk, J-Lk are the eigenvalues of E and 0 ::; pk < 1) are called exponents of
the regular system (1.2.1) at the singular point O. One may inquire whether they are
uniquely determined, as there is generally some freedom in the choice of the order
in which the J-Lk appear. If

the numbers 2rriJ-Lk, where

(2.2.26)

a;

are just the logarithms of the eigenvalues of
in Xj / X j - l . So their "collection"
(with multiplicities) is uniquely determined, but the order in wh ich they appear
can be changed. However, to all such J-L k we add one and the same 'lj;j. Thus the
"collection" of ßk is uniquely determined, but there is generally some freedom in the
choice of ordering. One can provide an ordering such that the sequence Reßk never
increases. For groups of k corresponding to different j as in (2.2.26) this ordering is
chosen independently. (If j < l, k satisfies (2.2.26) and m satisfies (2.2.26) with j
replaced by l, then ipk =!j;j 2: ipm + 1 = 'lj;1 + 1, so Reßk > Reßm independently
ofthe values of pk and pm). Let J-LIl' .. . , J-LI. be the distinct eigenvalues of aj having
multiplicities ni, ... , n~. Then the basis fh, k as in (2.2.26), in which aj has an
upper tri angular matrix representation, can be chosen in such a way that first we take
ni generalized eigenvectors corresponding to J-LIl' then n~ generalized eigenvectors
corresponding to J-L1 2 , etc. So if we order J-Ll q in such a way that the sequence pi"
never increases, we achieve that Reßk 2: Reßk+l. After this is done (which means
some additional restrictions to the Levelt's basis), the upper tri angular form of E
and the diagonal form of<p in (2.2.22) imply that Reßk is just the sup A in (2.2.4)
for Y = Yk. In this sense these numbers provide a more exact characterization of the
growth of the Yk than the ipk do. Using the Reßk we neglect only polynomials in
In x, while using the ipk we neglect also fractional powers of x. However, we shall
not use the ßk in this role; we shall use them in a different way.
We shall often deal with the matrix

L(x)

:=

<P

+ x~ Ex-~.

(2.2.27)
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Clearly, it is holomorphic in U'; let us check that it is holomorphic in all of U,
i.e., that the limit L(O) := limx_o L(x) exists. Essentially this means the existence
of lim X <I> Ex-<I>. Clearly the (i, j)th coefficient of the latter is x'P, eiJx-'PJ, where
(eij) = E. Now eiJ = 0, when i > j, and 'Pi ~ 'Pj' when i :S j; hence
when
when
when

i < j;
i:S j; and
i < j; and

'Pi = 'PJ;
'Pi > 'Pj.

Not only we have proven the existence of the limit, but we also have so me information about the structure of L: this matrix is obtained by picking the diagonal
blocks out 0/ the matrix <I> + E. Here the block structure of <I> + E is just the
structure corresponding to the filtration (2.2.9) and the construction of the Levelt's
basis. Using the previous notation, the (r, s) block is a k r x k s matrix. The diagonal
elements of L(O) are ßj and the trace

tr L(O)

= tr<I> + tr E.

(2.2.28)

Theorem 2.2.1 (Levelt, [Le]) The regular system (/.2.1) is Fuchsian (at 0) ifand
only ifV(O) (c!(2.2.21)) is invertible. 2
Proo! Let us begin at "if" part (this is easier and, by the way, provides a useful formula). (1.2.4) implies that A( x) = yy-l (where dot denotes differentiation). Take
Levelt's Y and use (2.2.21), bearing in mind that (x<l>)' = ;<I>x<l> and analogously
for iE. We get
..

1

1",

EI·

"'E

y=VX<l>iE+-V<I>x<l>iE+-Vx'YEi =-(xV+VL)x'Yi.
x
x
x

2F.R.Gantmacher in his well-known book [Ga] has a theorem which contains the essential part
of the theorem 1 (chapter XIV, §10, Theorem 2. We warn the reader of this book about a difference
in terminology: Gantmacher calls a system regular at point a if, in our terms, it is Fuchsian there.
Gantmacher has no special term for the system which we call regular). His theorem asserts that if
the system (1.2.1) is Fuchsian at 0 then (1.2.4) has a solution of the form (2.2.21) with V(O)
identity matrix and 1> is diagonalizable with integer eigenvalues (while E is "responsible" for the
monodromy). However, he does not use the Levelt's valuation 'P and does not characterize Levelt's
fundamental system of solutions in terms of this valuation.

=
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A

.

1·

.

= yy- 1 = -(xV + VL)V- 1 •

(2.2.29)

X

All matrices on the right hand side are holomorphic in U (here we use the invertibility
of V(O»). So A indeed has (no more than) a pole of first order at O.
We turn to the "only if" part. We al ready know that V1(0) # 0; cf. (2.2.17) and
(2.2.20) (Having in mind also that Zl and V1 are single-valued, thus representable
by some Laurent and Taylor se ries). This is true even for regular systems. Now let
(l.2.1) be Fuchsian, i.e.,

1
A(x) = -C(x),
x

(2.2.30)

where C is holomorphic in U. In view of (2.2.29), CV = x 11 + V L. Passing to the
limit as x -> 0 yields

C(O)V(O) = V(O)L(O).

(2.2.31 )

This implies L(O)KerV(O) C KerV(O). Indeed, if V(O)z = 0, then V(O)L(O)z

= C(O)V(O)z = O. It follows that

i:L(OlKerV(O) C KerV(O).

=

(2.2.32)

Now ass urne that c E KerV(O), c # O. Consider the solution y = Y(i:)c to (1.2.1).
Let <p(y) = 'lj;m. We shall prove that <p(y) > 'lj;m, which is a contradiction. As

y

= Y(i:)c = V(x)x<l>i:Ec =

= V(x)i:L(Olc + V(x)

(.y,<l>i: E - i:L(Ol) c,

it is sufficient to prove that

(2.2.33)

(2.2.34)
It follows from cE Ker V(O) and (2.2.31) that V(O)i:L(Olc

= O. Now it is clear that
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V(x)iL(Q)c

= (V(O) + O(x))iL(O)c = O(x)iL(Q)c.

(2.2.35)

Repeat once more that L(O) is obtained form I}? + E by picking only diagonal blocks.
It is assumed that we use the block structure corresponding to the filtration (2.2.9)
and the choice of the Levelt's basis. The "size" of the i-th block is k i , and I i is the
identity matrix of order ki , the i-th (diagonal) block of L(O) is 'lj;ili + E ii , where
E ii is the corresponding block of E. Thus iL(Q) consists of the diagonal blocks

Let c

=

, Cm

=f. 0, be the corresponding representation of c. Then

o
-EII C1,"" x1jJ"'x- Em ",c m,
-L(O)c = (X1jJI X
X

0

, ... ,

0)

.

But for the coefficients of i E (2.2.11) holds. So rp (iL(Q)c) ~ 'lj;m. Now using
(2.2.35) we obtain (2.2.33).
We turn to (2.2.34). Since V(x) is holomorphic at x = c,
rp (V (x) (x<p i E - iL(Q»)

c)

~ rp ( (x<p i E - iL(Q»)

c) ,

and it is sufficient to prove that

(2.2.36)
x<P i E

has the following block structure

X

X

<P -E
X

=(

1jJI(-E)
X

0

o

11

X

X

1jJI (- E)
X

12

X

22

1jJ2 (_ E)

o

1jJ1 (-X E) 1h
1j
J2 (-X E) 2h
X
X

X

1jJ" (-X E) hh

)

(2.2.37)
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Clearly (XE);; = XE,;, as E is upper-triangular. Indeed, if A and Bare of such type
then (AB);; = A;ß;;. It follows that far any polynomial p

p(E);; = P(E;i),
and then the same is true for any "function of matrix" j(E). (Essentially it is not
the upper tri angular form of E which is used here, but only the fact that all blocks
below the diagonal blocks are zeroes: E ij = 0 for i > j). So the diagonal blocks
in (2.2.37) are the same as in xL(O), and x~ XE - xL(O) consists of the following
blocks:

(X~XE_XL(O»);j

=

Ofori2:j,

(X~XE - XL(O))ij

=

x""

(xE);j fori

< j.

When we act by this matrix on c, we get a column vector z = (z 1, ... , ::m-l,
0, ... ,0) with
.,. --

~l

m

LX"" (XE)i) Cj .
j=i+l

1, we get z = 0, cp(z) = 00 > 1j;m. If m > 1, here figure only
Again referring to (2.2.11), we conclude that cp(z) 2: 1j;m-l > 'llr.
In any case we arrive at (2.2.34). The theorem is proved.
If m

=

X",l, . .. ,X"",,-l.

The following useful statement is the direct corollary of formula (2.2.29).

Corollary 2.2.1 Let a solution Y(x) (not neeessary a Levelt's one) to (1.2.4) have a
Jaetorization oJJorm (2.2.21) with some matrix 1> with integer eoefficients. Let F (x)
be holomorphieally invertible at x = 0 and let L( x) Jrom (2.2.27) be holomorphie.
Then system ( I .2.4) is Fuchsian at x = o.
At first glance, Levelt's theory may seem to be "nonconstructive" - at any rate, less
constructive than a more computational classical approach, where we substitute
series into the system and try to extract useful information from the relations
thus obtained. Nonetheless, Levelt's theory provides some "explicit" information,
and rather quickly. Consider the Fuchsian system (1.2.1), (2.2.30). Since V (0) is
invertible, it follows from (2.2.31) that the matrices C(O) and L(O) are similar.
Thus the numbers ßj are just the eigenvalues of C(O). Knowing them, one can
find Re(cpj + /-L j ) = cpj + pi, cpj = [Reßj] (integer part), pi and /-Lj. Also, L(O)
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has the same Jordan normal form as C(O) (although in a different basis which
remains unknown). It is easy to see that then the same is valid for <P + E (but the
corresponding basis may be different from the previous two). However, this need not
define the Jordan normal form of E as the following example shows. (We shall meet
this example again in Section 2.3). Let p
Then <P

+ E = (~ ~1)'

= 2, 'PI = 1, 'P 2 = -1, E = (~ ~).

and since 'PI

i-

'P 2 , L(O)

= (~ ~1)'

assume that we are given a system (1.2.1), (2.2.30) with C(O)

Now

= (~ ~1). It

follows that L(O) has the same form in so me basis, but it remains uncertain whether
e = 0 or e i- 0 - any version leads to our L(O).
Let us also mention that (cf. (2.2.28»
p

L

ßj

= tr( <I! + E) = tr L(O) = tr C(O).

(2.2.38)

)=1

Another important theorem by Levelt is of a more global character. Consider a
system (1.2.1) which is regular on C with singularities al, ... ,an' Near any ai we
apply the previous theory (using a local parameter x-ai or I/x if ai = (0) and
obtain the corresponding matrices and numbers. Now they depend on i, so we write

<Pi, Ei, Li(O), /LI,

pi, 'Pi, ßf·

(2.2.39)

It is worth mentioning that at the moment no global considerations are needed
yet - near ai one works in a small circular neighborhood Ui . (lf ai = 00, U, is
properly a circular neighborhood in terms of the variable t = I/x; in terms of x it
is the complement to a large disk containing all other singularities). The only global
remark at the moment is that in every Ui we use the orientation induced by the
s!andard orientation of C, and the deck transformation (Ti of the universal covering
Ut -+ Ut = U i \ a, corresponds to one turn around ai in a positive direction. (That
is, counterclockwise for finite ai' With regard to the singular point at 00, if there is
such a singular point, the positive direction of a trip around it is to be understood in
a sense that is positive (counterclockwise) in terms of the local parameter t = I/x.
In terms of the initial variable x, this means a turn along a sufficiently large circle
(surrounding all other singularities) in the negative direction, i.e., clockwise).

Theorem 2.2.2 (Levelt, [Le]) For any regular system I:i,j
if and only if the system is Fuchsian.

ßi ::; O. Equality holds
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The proof ofTheorem 2.2.2 is easy. We may assume that the singularities a1, ... , an
are different from 00 (this ean be aehieved always by a suitable change of the
independent variable).
Let

w

Y be

a fundamental matrix to (1.2.1), then for the matrix differential form

= A(x)dx we have

tr w

= d In det Y.

(2.2.40)

Since for arbitrary i : Y(i) = Y(i)Si' where det Si f 0 and Y(i) is a Levelt's
fundamental matrix in a neighborhood Ut, we obtain from (2.2.25) and (2.2.38):

res ai d In det

Y=

p

L ßf + b

i,

(2.2.41)

J=1

where bi

= det Vi(ai) 2: O.

By the theorem on the sum of residues, applied to the form tr w from (2.2.40)
n

Lßf + Lbi = 0,
',J

i= 1

thus Li,j ßf :::; 0 and Li,j ßf = 0 if and only if b1 = ... = bn = O. But the
latter equalities imply det v'i(ai) f 0 for all ai' Theorem 2.2.2 follows now from
Theorem 2.2.1.
In this argument there was no need to enter into the relationship between the loeal
deseription of the solutions provided by Levelt's theory and their global behavior.
However, this will be necessary further on, and we shall finish this seetion by
discussing this subject, as the coordination of the local and global points of view at
all.
In the loeal theory one uses such funetions as ln( x-ai) or (X-ai)B = exp(B ln(xai)), where B is some matrix. These are multivalued functions of x, and one must
eonsider them on the appropriate Riemann surface. In the loeal theory we remain
ne ar ai and s~ we use only a part of this surface. All we need is the universal
eovering Pi : Ut ---> Ui for Ut which are as above. Solution of (1.2.1) and (1.2.4)
are correetly defined there as weIl as the funetions mentioned above.
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In the global theory things are different - we consider our solution on S, while
In(x - ai) has another Riemann surface covering C\ {ai}' Of course we shall use
In (x -ai) only when we analyze the behavior of our solutions near ai. However, this
does not make things completely local in the following respect: we must remember
that many "branches" of our solutions near ai are obtained via continuations along
paths which are not completely contained in Ut and are not homotopic to the path
from Ut.

t

So let us consider this situation in more detail. Now 5 and p : S --- 5 will be as in
the very beginning of Section 2.2, while Ui , U;' and Pi : üt --- Ut will play the
same role for a;, that U, U· and Ü· --- U· play for the singular point O. If n > 2,
then p-1Ut is much larger than Üt. (This corresponds to the fact that Y(x) can
be analytically continued not only along paths Iying in U;" but also along paths
going around other singular points aj' and this may provide new "elements" of the
multivalued function Y). Namely, p-1U;' is disconnected and each of its connected
components is isomorphic to Üt as a covering space over Ut. So we can identify
one of this components with Üt, but, of course, after we have done this we must
distinguish between Ü;' and the other components. In order to fix somehow this
identification (or just to describe it in a more concrete way), let us choose points
b E 5, Ui E U;' and some paths ßl, ... , ßn connecting b to Ul, ... , Un0 Each E Ü;'
can be interpreted as a class of mutually homotopic paths {'Y} in Ui beginning at Ui
and ending at x = PiX (here the homotopy is the homotopy with the fixed ends).
Analogously, each point of S also can be interpreted as some class {8} of mutually
homotopic paths on 5 beginning at band all having the same end point. (It is
precisely this interpretation that allows one to define a left action of 7l'1 (5, b) on S
and thus establish the isomorphism

x

(2.2.42)
For {8} as be fore and c E 7l'1 (5, b) define {c}{ 8} = {c8}). Then we can define a
map Üt '---> S by b} f-+ {ßO}. Any other connected component of p-1(Ut) can
be obtained as TÜ;' with some T E .6. (which is by no means unique, see below).
Let ai be a loop (a closed path) in U;' beginning and ending at Ui and making
one turn around ai in the positive direction. It defines a deck transformation O"i:
Üt --- Üt (which we have already used): O"i b} = {ao}. This formula does
not define a transformation of S, because instead of'Y we must use paths 8 in 5
beginning at b while ai ends at a different point Ui' The closest meaningful analog
is {8} f-+ {ßiaiß;-18}. For {8} = {ßO} it gives {8} f-+ {ßiaO}, so this is really
an extension of O"i to all of 5. In this way we can consider O"i (and other deck
transformations O"f of
as deck transformations of the whole S. Solutions y to

Ün
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(1.2.1) or Y to (1.2.4) wh ich where considered in the loeal theory "near a;" (thus
defined only on U;) ean be extended (analytieaIly) over the whole 5, thus beeoming
a global solution. Conversely, any global solution y or Y (defined on 5) ean be
restrieted to U;' and this y I U; or Y I U; is an objeet of the loeal theory. However,
this does not mean the same as to say: "y or Y eonsidered as a multivalued funetion
of x for x E ur' beeause (generally) y, Y have near ai other branehes as weil.
With this preeaution in mind we ean say that there exists an isomorphism

Xi

f-----+

X,

(2.2.43)

where the elements of X are loeal solutions to (1.2.1) defined on U; (previously we
eonsidered only the singularity and denoted this space by X), while the elements
of X are global solutions to (1.2.1) defined on 5. (This isomorphism depends upon
our identifieation of U; with a eomponent of p- 1 U;, i.e. on ß;). Filtration and
valuation in Xi depends on i, so we write rpi(Y), Xl (cf. the use of i in (2.2.39».
The isomorphism (2.2.43) allows one to eonsider rpi as a valuation of X and Xl as
filtration of X (but there they somewhat depend on our choice of the identification of
U; with a eomponent of p-1 (U;), i.e. on ß,. It may weIl happen that after eontinuing
a loeal solution y (initially defined on Un along a path going around another aj
one obtains a new loeal solution having another order of growth as x -> ai. Note
that '-Pi is invariant under ai, but it need not be invariant with respeet to all of ~).
Levelt's basis of Xi gives us (due to (2.2.43» a fundamental system Y of global
solutions, but generally only Y I U; is a Levelt's basis 3 and has a representation
(2.2.25). For the point x of another conneeted eomponent 7U; of p-1 (U;) we have

Clearly

7U;

7

and 7a~,

k E Z, define the same eonneeted eomponent of p-1(Ut) :
aiU; = U;. Thus there is some ambiguity when we speak

= 7a~U;, sinee

about 7 defining a certain eomponent. (The only ambiguity wh ich
here is the ambiguity with 7 and 7ar: if 7[r; = Tl Ü;, then Tl =
some integer k. See Chapter 3). Hence there is also some ambiguity
tors (7- 1X - ai)Ei , X (7- 1). However, there is no ambiguity in the
x = 7Xo = 71X1' Xo E Xl E ,then

u;,

u;

is possible
Taf with
in the faeproduet: if

3Formally, the notion of being a Levelt's basis is defined only for a system of p vector functions
defined on Ü;' . However, if I E P-1 (U;') \ Üt, we can take a germ of Y at I and consider this germ
as a germ of a matrix-valued function at x = pi. This function admits an analytic continuation in
U;" and the resulting complete multivalued function can be considered as a function Y1 on Ü;'. If
Y I Ü;' is a Levelt's basis, even though Y 1 need not be such a basis.
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We postpone the proof ofthis fact till Chapter 3, where it is essential. Now temporary
we shall be more careless. We simply sele~t for any connected component of p-l Ut
aT such that this component equals to TUt, and define on this component

Then instead of (2.2.44) we can write "in a more classical style"

(2.2.45)
Note that on Ut

In(O"ii: - ai)

= ln(i: -

ai)

+ 21ri,

(2.2.46)

which is the well-known classical fact. But whether (2.2.46) holds for all i: E p-l Ut
depends on the choice of our T '5. We shall not discuss this, as (2.2.46) is used in
the Chapter 3 only for i: E Ü,*.

2.3

The second order system

We are going to study the system (2.1.6) with B as in (2.1.4). Computation shows
that for this system the condition analogous to (1.2.3) is fulfilled. So the only
singularities are those which, so to say, manifest themselves explicitly in (2.1.4),
i.e. al = 0, a2 = -1, a3 = 1, a4 = 1/2. The situation with a2, a3, a4 is easy. The
corresponding Bi are

~ ( -1
6 -1

1)
~ ( -1
1 ' 2
1

°

-1) ~ (-1
1 '3
-1

1)
1 .

(2.3.1)

Clearly they are degenerate and their traces are 0, so the characteristic equation
),2 _ ), tr Bi + det Bi = reduces to ),2 = O. Hence these matrices are nilpotent
and, of course, they are of rank 1, as any nonzero degenerate (2x2)-matrix. It
follows that the block structure of Li(O) is as folIows: all of Li(O) is one diagonal
block. This implies that <Pi + Ei = Li(O), indeed there are no blocks to annihilate
when passing from <Pi + Ei to Li(O). Consequently,

2.3 The second order system
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<pi = f.L~ = p~ = ßi = 0,

i

= 2,3,4;

j

= 1,2.

(2.3.2)

Note also that <Pi = 0 (i = 2,3,4) and we need not write the factors X <I> i in
the corresponding representation (2.2.44) or (2.2.45) ne ar a2, a3, a4. The filtration
(2.2.9) reduces to the trivial one: 0 C XI = X and the condition <P(Yi) = <pj
imposes no restriction on the choice of Yj. The only restrietion which remains is
that Ei in this basis has the form

(~ ~) . However, for any fundamental system

of solution Y ne ar ai we have a representation

Y(i:) = Vi (:r)(i: - aJE., i: E Ut

(2.3.3)

with some Ei nil potent of rank 1, Vi holomorphic on a small circular neighborhood
Ui of ai and det Vi(O) -# O. Indeed, let Yi be a Levelt's fundamental system of

= YiC with so me constant invertible C. This implies that

solutions. Then Y

Y

= Vi(i: -

ai)E,C = ViCC-1(i: - ai)E·C

= (ViC)(i: -

aJ c - 'E • C .

Clearly ViC and C- I EiC have the propertiesjustdescribed. Finally. in p-I (Un \U;

Y(i:) = V;(x) (T-li: - ai)E. X (T- I ), ifi: E TUt,

(2.3.4)

where one can replace T- I i: - ai by i: - ai for appropriate T.
Nearal

= OthesituationisalittlelesstriviaI.L1(0) is similarto BI = (~ ~1)'

so

l
In
1"'1 --

1'1"'1
In 2

--

-

1,,.,1
I/j

--

pjI -- 0 (J' - "
1 2)'

ßII -- 1,

ß2I --

-

1.

(2.3.5)

But this is exactly the example discussed in Section 2.2, so the Jordan canonical
form of EI remains unknown. In order to find it we shall consider the second order
terms in C(x) := xB(x) and VI (:r).
Rewrite (2.1.4) as folIows:

B(x)

1
= (~ -

6(x

(

1

+ 1)

6(x

1

1)
1
- 2(x _ 1) - 3(x _ 1/2) <P

+ 1)

_

1
_
1
2(x - 1)
3(x - 1/2)

+

)w

,
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1), w

= (~ ~

(~1 ~).

(The notation cI> is in accordance

with the notation used in Section 2.2: it is the same cI> = cI>1 which described the
valuation at al = 0, cf. (2.3.5». Expanding the fractions at x = 0, we get

C(x)

= (1 + x + 2x 2 )cI> - x 2 w+ ...

Since EI must be upper triangular and

(2.3.6)

/Li = 0, we write EI = (~ ~) . We shall

use the following formulas which are easily verified:

o

-2c

o

2b )

o '

(2.3.7)

(2.3.8)

ß- I

(2.3.9)
(The first formula is a commutator of matrices and the last follows from (2.3.8) with
a: = x, ß = X-I). Hence LI (x) = cI> + x 2 EI (cf.(2.2.27». Since VI is holomorphic
in UI , write

(2.3.10)
n=O

Substitute these Land V, as weil as C from (2.3.6), into the formula x V = CV - V L
(which is equivalent to (2.2.29); in our case A has to be replaced by Band so C by
(2.3.6» and compare the coefficients of X O, Xl, x 2 • This gives

o = [cI>, Wol
(which we already know: it is (2.2.31) with our VI (0)

(2.3.11)

= Wo, C(O) = LI (0) = cI»;
(2.3.12)

2.3 The second order system
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(2.3.13)

Let Wo

= (~ ~). Then (2.3.7) and (2.3.11) yield b = 0, C = O. As we know,

there is some freedom in the choice ofLevelt's basis. In any case, if (Yl' Y2) is a such
a basis, then (CIYl, C2Y2) is also a Levelt's basis. (lndeed, 'Pl(CiYi) = ifl(Yi) for
Ci -=J. 0, and if the matrix representation of o-r in the first basis was upper triangular,
it will remain so with respect to the second basis). The question whether e = 0
or e -=J. 0 is equivalent to the question whether 0-* is the identity transformation
or not; this does not depend on the basis. So replace Yl by ~Yl and Y2 by ~Y2;
denote these new solutions to (2.1.6) by Yi again, that is take a new Levelt's matrix

y

(

-1

aO

0)

d- 1

•

If Y satisfies (2.2.21), then

d~l

(~ ~) x~ (a~l d~l)

)
X

Here

ause

x

(~ ~) X (a~l d~l).
EI

(~ ~) x. (a~' dO,) = J ~ ~ H a~' d~') = x., becd·lagona,1and(a0 d0) x (a-0 d-0)
c. (238»
.. .
-E 1

A'..
'±' IS

1

=

1

X-ad-IEI

(f

Thus for the new Levelt's matrix (which we shall denote by Y again) we have
(2.2.21) with V replaced by VI
by ad- 1 EI (denoted by EI

(a~1 d~l)

= (~ ~)

(denoted by VI again), E replaced

again) and <P

= <PI

unchanged. But for

new VI we still have (2.3.10) with new Wo = VI (0) = I.
Substitute this Wo into (2.3.12). Then
(2.3.14)
Let W 1 =

(~ ~). Then the elements of the second diagonal in the left hand

side of (2.3.12) are (b, c), while in the right hand side (2b, -2c) (cf.(2.3.7». Thus
b = C = 0, [<p, Wd = 0 and (2.3.14) reduces to W I = <P.
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Substitute these Wo and W 1 into (2.3.13). Then

Consider the (1,2) elements of the left and right hand sides, Le. the elements

~).

occurring in the upper right corner there. Let W 2 = ( :
equation 2b = 2b - 1 - e. Consequently, e = -1

f.

This gives the

O.

We see that E 1 , like the other Ei, is a nilpotent matrix of rank 1 (and that E 1 =

(~

-

~

) for our Y, i.e. Levelt's Y normalized by the requirement V1 (0) = I).

We also see that

+ ... )

ax 2

1 +...

(2.3.15)

'

since the second diagonal in Wo and W 1 is (0,0).
Knowing 1>1> E 1 and V1 , we can compute the lowest terms in the Levelt's representation for Y (x), x E U{ which we shall use in the next section. We have

e

tE

1

1 ) 2 + ... = I + tEl,
= I + tEl + "2(tE
1
-lnx )
1
.

Thus,

ax 2 + . ..
1+···
-

(

)

(x
0

x+ .. .
ßx 3

x

+ .. .

~I

)

(10 -In1 x ) =

-x lnx + ax + ...
I/x + ...

) . (2.3.16)

Let us define (see [B02]) the Fuchsian weight 0/ a Fuchsian second order system

(2.1.6) with singularities al, ... , an as
n

I'(B)

=

L

i=l

(<p~ - <pn .
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For our B (defined by (2.1.4»

I(B)

= 2 (cf.(2.3.2) and (2.3.5».

This notion is quite "constructive", as we know how to compute <pi for a given Fuchsian system. The next definition will not be so constructive. For given "Hilbert data"
( { ai} and a representation X : ~ - 4 G L (2, q, more precisel y, a dass {C- 1 XC}
of mutually conjugate representations) consider min I(D) over all Fuchsian systems
= D z having singularities ai and monodromy X (more precisely, {C- 1 XC} ).
Let us denote this min I(D) by IX and call it the Fuchsian weight of representation
X (without mentioning the ai explicitly. However, since ~ is the group of deck
transformations of the covering S - 4 5, where 5 =
{al, ... , an}, one can say
that any ~ is always related to some ai and so we "have them in mind" when we
mention ~, hence when we mcntion X).

z

t\

Lemma 2.3.1 /f ai are the singularities of B in (2./.4) and X is the monodromy of
(2./.6) with this B, then IX = 2.
So the problem

1

"realize the above - mentioned ai and X by a
)
Fuchsian system iJ = Dy satisfying the additional
requirement I(D) < 2"

(2.3.17)

cannot be done. 1t is precisely the auxiliary problem mentioned in Section 2.1.
Assume that (2.3.17) can be done. For the corresponding system iJ = Dy we shall
denote the numbers mentioned in (2.2.39) by Ili(D), pi(D), <pi(D), ßf(D). Four
our X the matrices Gi = X( a;-l) are Jordan unipotent. Hence, Ei = 2~i In Gi
are nilpotent of rank 1 and their eigenvalues IlHD) = O. Thus, pHD) = 0 and
. .
4
4
ßf(D) = <pi(D). Let k := 2.':i=l <pUD), l := 2.':i=l <p;(D). Then I(D) = k -l. It is
dearthatk, l E Z and k 2:: l (all <p;(D) 2:: <p;(D». But, according to Theorem 2.2.2,

k

+l=

L cp{ (D) = L ßI (D) = O.
i,j

i,)

It follows that k = -l, I(D) = 2k, and if 0 ::::;
I(D) = O. So all <pUD) = cp;(D).

I(D)

<

2, then k = 0, l = 0,

We see that for a fixed ai all solutions to iJ = Dy have the same growth at ai
(neglecting fractional powers and In-s). But for different ai the growth may be
different. Now we shall modify our system so that the new system will have the
same singularities and monodromy, but the valuation will become the same at all
singular points (and of course, still for all of its solutions).
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'ffii

:= <pHD) = <p;(D). Introduce a new dependent variable z = fy, where
i • Evidently,

rrt=l(X - ai)-m

(2.3.18)
where F = D + (ln])1 = D - 2:t=l /::'~J. If D = 2:t=l x~ai D i , then F =
x~ai F i , where F i = D i - m;I, so the system (2.3.18) is Fuchsian. It satisfies
the condition analogous to (1.2.3): 2:t=l F i = O. Indeed, 2:t=l D i = 0, since
iJ = Dy has no singularity at 00, and 2:t=l mi = k = O. Clearly z = Fz has the
desired properties (for any of its solutions z we have <Pi (z) = <Pi (y) - mi = 0).
This means that for any matrix solution Z to Z = F Zone has

2:t=l

Z(i:)
Z(i:)

=
=

Wi(x)(i: - ai)E"
xE "Dt,
W i (x)(r- 1 i: - ai)E'x(r- I ),

(2.3.19)

(cf. the discussion of (2.3.3), (2.3.4». Of course, Ei and X( r- 1 ) depend somehow

on Z. Let Y be a Levelt's fundamental system of solutions to (2.1.6) satisfying
the additional requirement VI (0) = I. Let X be the corresponding monodromy
representation (defined by this Y via (2.1.5». Take a solution Z to Z = F Z having
the same monodromy x. In p-1(Un, p-I(U;), p-1(Un (2.3.4) holds, whereas in
p-1(U;)

Consider Y Z-l. It has the following properties:

Y Z-I is holomorphic in

S

(2.3.20)

(2.3.21)

(2.3.22)

(2.3.23)
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Note that in (2.3.22) the other factors cancel; (2.3.20) and (2.3.21) imply that Y Z-1
is a holomorphic function on S. More precisely (YZ- 1 )(X) is the same for all
E p-1(X), so X t--> (YZ-l)(X) is a well-defined holomorphic function on S.
The property (2.3.23) together with W1 (0) i- (see Theorem 2.2.1) show that it is
holomorphic in U2 U U3 U U4 • And in U1 we have (cf. (2.3.15»

x

°

)( ~

0(1)
= ( O(x)

o ).

X-I

(a holomorphic matrix)

=

It follows that the first row of Y Z-1 is holomorphic in U1, so it is holomorphic in
aB oft, thus aconstant. Being O(x) in U1 , it must be identically O. This contradicts
the fact that Y Z-1 is invertible away from the singularities.

2.4

The third order system

We are going to study the system (1.2.1) with A as in (2.1.2). It is equivalent to the
system (2.1.6) with B as in (2.1.4) (the dependent variables in these systems now
have numbers 2 and 3) together with the equation (2.1.5). Let us check that (1.2.1)
has no singular point at 00. This is already known for the quotient system (2.1.6),
so we need only to rewrite (2.1.5) in terms of the independent variable t = I/x. We
get

1( (1)t

dy
dt = - t 2

al2

2+

Y

al3

(1)t

3) .

Y

It is easily checked that f,al2 (}), f,al3 (}) have no pole at t = 0.
The singular points a2 = -1, a3 = 1, a4 = 1/2 are Fuchsian. Near these points
A(x) = Bi(x)/(x - ai) for so me Bi(x) holomorphic in Ui . So the corresponding
Li(ü) are similar to Bi(ü), which in this case are

1(0 60)

-

ü

-1

1

6

0

-1

1

,
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Under the transformation y f-> Bi(O)y variables y2, yJ are transformed (independently of yl) via (2.3.1). Hence under the transformation y f-> B;(O)y they become
O. Acting by Bi(O) once more, we obtain yl = 0, as the new yl is some linear
combination of the previous y2, y3. Thus all B;(O) = 0, i.e., Bi(O) is nilpotent. At
the same time it is clear that the determinant of the second order block lying in the
upper right corner of Bi(O)

( .. ** **).
.

is non-zero. So the Bi (0) are of rank 2, and the Li (0) are also nilpotent matrices of
rank 2. Each Li(O) consists of one diagonal block, consequently, <Pi + Ei = Li(O).
This implies that <Pi = 0. Thus

'Pi = 0,

JLi = 0, pi = 0, ßf

Ei is nilpotent of rank 2,
= 0, (i = 2,3,4; j = 1,2,3)

(2.4.1)

Now consider the more complicated singular point O. If y2 and y3 have only
polynomial growths as x --+ 0, then so does the right hand side of (2.1.5), and yl
(being the integral of the latter) also grows at most polynomially. This proves that
o is a regular singularity of (1.2.1).
Now we claim that one can obtain a Levelt's basis for (1.2.1) at the point 0 in
the following way. Firstly, take y,
(

~~

~ ( ~ ). Secondly, let fh ~ ( ~!

),

fh

~

) be a Levelt's basis for (2.1.6) (with B as in (2.1.4) and V(O) = I. We have

increased the numbers of these vectors, by one, as with the numbers of coordinates).
Starting from these yf, we complete the construction of the full solutions Y2, Y3 to
(1.2.1) just using (2.1.5):

y~ =
yj

=

J(a12Y~ + a13y~)dx,
J +
(a12yi

a13yi)dx

(regardless of the constants of integration). From (2.1.3) and (2.3.16) we have
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a12Y~ + a13Y~

=

~(x
+
x

... ) + (hol.)(x + ... ) + (hol.)(ßx 3 + ... ) =
1
= -+ hol.

x

where "hol." means holomorphic. (Since fh does not "branch" near 0, Le., fh 00'1 =
fh. the omitted terms here are not only of higher order, but they are also series in
integral powers of x). Hence

Y~ = In

x + J,

where

J is holomorphic in Ul

and <pU)

> o.

(2.4.2)

So
AYl + ILY2 = (

Clearly forall (>-.,IL)

=1=

A + IL In x + hol. )
hol.
hol.

(0,0)

<p(AY~ +ILY~)

= <p(A + IL Inx + f) = 0

(the constant and logarithm terms can never cancel). For the other coordinates <p 2: 0
(in fact, > 0). Thus we have found a two-dimensional subspace Xi = CYl EB CY2
in Xl such that <p(Xi \ 0) = O.
With regard to Y3, it turns out that <P(Y3) = -1. Indeed, a13(0) =

a12Y~

=

-t,

+ a13Y~ =

(:2 + hOl.) (- x In x + ax + ... ) + ( -l + ... ) (; + ... ) =
In x + (a _~) .!. + ... ,
x
x
1 x+ a-2"1) Inx+·
_ ...
Y3=-2"ln
= _

1

2

2-

(

Clearly <p(y~) = 0, <p(y~) = 0, <p(y~) = -1, and the minimum ofthese is-1.
This completes the determination of the filtration (2.2.9) and the numbers <pi: as
Xi EB CY3 = X the filtration (2.2.9) in our case is
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= 'P~ = 0, 'Pr = -l.

Now let us inquire about EI. Clearly (J;Yl = Yl 0(J1 = Yl, and (2.4.2) and iP 0(J1 =
iP imply that (J;Y2 = Y2 0 (Jl = Y2 + 21fiYl. More generally, consider Y2 0 (J for any
(J E ~. Clearly In O(J = In +Xl ((J-l) where Xl is some representation ~ -4 21fiZ
(the latter group being additive). It follows from (2.4.2) that Y2 O(J = X ((J-l) Yl +Y2.
Of course Yl 0 (J = Yl. N ow, writing Y in a somewhat condensed form
Y= (

1

o

yl

2

ih

(the entries of the second row are coIumn vectors with 2 entries), we have

y~

Yx(CT _ l)=Yo(J= ( 01

=(~

y~

ih

~jY3

0

(J

fh 0 (J

yj 0 (J
ih 0 (J

Xl ((J-l)

) ( :

1

0

0

for some a, b, c. This implies

(fh, ih) 0 (J = (fh, ih) ( 01

)=

n

cb).

But we know that

where X is a monodromy representation ~ -4 GL(2, C) which corresponds to the
fundamental system of solutions (fh, ih) to (2.1.6). Hence replacing (J-l by (J we
get

X((J)

In the particular case (J =

(Jl

we see that Y
21fi

1

o

0 (Jl

*)

= YG b where

*

-21fi

1

)

(2.4.3)
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(XI

(0"1 1 ) = 27ri follows directly from the definition of XI, and

where EI is the matrix which was denoted by EI in Seetion 2.3). It folIows, firstly,
that EI = 2~i In GI is a nilpotent matrix. This implies that Ef = 0 and E~ is of the

form

0 ~ ~).

so

Now we see, secondly, that

o
o
o

1
0

0

so EI has rank 2.
Collecting together the properties of our system at 0:

'PII

= 'PI2 = 0,

'PI3

= -1, E
I ="IS mlpotent 0 f rank 2,

/Li = 0, pi = 0, ßi = 'Pi

(j

(2.4.4)

= 1,2,3).

It is important that linear transformations 0"7 (i = 1,2,3,4) in X have the same
eigenspace. It is the I-dimensional vector space ("a line") CYI =

~C( ~

). Indeed. for each ai the eigens pace is I-dimensional. as a; has a matrix

representation e2rriEi in some basis (which may depend on i) and Ei is nilpotent
of rank 2. But 0"7Yl = Yl OO"i = YI, so YI belongs to all of these I-dimensional
subspaces; hence they all coincide with CYI .
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2 Counterexample to Hilbert's 21st problem

At last we are in a position to prove the Assertion made in Section 2.1. Assume
that = C z is a Fuchsian system having the same singularities and monodromy as
(1.2.1). Let X be the space ofits solutions. Let Y = (Y1'Y2'Y3) be an invertible
matrix solution to (1.2.4) and let X be the corresponding monodromy representation.
The matrix system Z = C Z has an invertible solution with the same monodromy
representation; let Z = (Zl' Z2, Z3) be this solution. Define the linear map () : X - t
X in such a way that () i = Zi, i = 1,2,3. It is an jsomorphism commuting with
the right action of ß on these spaces (the action is (y, a) 1-+ Y 0 a, (z, a) 1-+ Z 0 a).
Indeed, any vector Y E X can be written as Y Tl, where Tl is some column (Tl 1, Tl 2, Tl 3).
Then () maps Y to Z = ZTl, and Y 0 a = YTl 0 a = (Y 0 a)Tl = Yx- 1(a)Tl into
Zx- 1(a)Tl = (Z 0 a)T] = ZTl 0 a = Z 0 a.

z

It follows that

z, = e (

~)

is a common eigenvec'or of

u;. u;. u;. u;. i.e.,

Zl 0 ai = Zl' This means that the vector ;:;1 is a single-valued holomorphic vector
function on S. Having only polynomial growth near singular points ai, it is a
meromorphic vector function on t. If it were a scalar meromorphic function, then
we would have ~:=1 IPi(Yd = 0 ("the sum of the orders of the zeros equals the
sum of the orders of the poles"). But for a meromorphic vector function one can
only state that ~:=1 IPi(Y) :S O. Indeed,
4

4

i= 1

i= 1

L IPi(Y) = L min{ IPi(yJ ), j

= 1,2, 3}.

But for any k, min{ IPi(y J ), j = 1,2, 3} :S IPi(y k ), so

At the same time, a; Zl = Zl implies that Zl is the first vector of some Levelt's
basis at ai. So IPi(zd is the maximum value taken by IPi, i.e., IPi(Zl) = IP}(C). Let
k := ~:=1 IP}(C), l := ~;=1 IP;(C), m := ~:=1 IPr(C). We have just seen that
k :S O. But k ~ l (since all IP~(C) ~ IP;(C», l ~ m and k + l + m = O. It follows
that k = 0, l = 0, m = O. Furthermore, IP~ (C) = IPT (C) = IPr (C) for all i.
The next step is analogous to the step made in Section 2.3. Let ni = IP}( C).
Introduce a new dependent variable w = f z, f =
(x - ai)-n i • We arrive at
the Fuchsian system w = Dw having the same singularities and monodromy as
(1.2.1) and possessing the property that all IPi = O. Now W1 = f Zl is asingle-valued
function holomorphic on t. Hence W1 =const. There exists an invertible matrix M

rr:=l

2.4 The third order system

such that w, = M (
satisfies tU = Dw,

U
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~ ). In!roduce a new dependent variable u = M-'w. If w
satisfies the system

ü = M- 1 DMu

(2.4.5)

which is still Fuchsian with singularities ai and monodromy x. (The monodromy
describes how W j 0 a can be represented as a linear combination of W1, WZ, W3;
but then the same is valid for Uj = M- 1wj). Of course cpi(M- 1 DM) = 0, i.e.,
CPi (u) = 0 for any solution uf.O to (2.4.5). The system (2.4.5) has a solution

u,

= M-'w, = (

~ ). hence the first column of M-' DM is 0 and

for some matrix F (x). Let us consider the system

v = Fv,

v E C2

(2.4.6)

which, of course is Fuchsian with singularities a1, ... , a4. We know that

where X (a- 1 ) has the form (2.4.3). Let

where the Ui themselves are 2-columns. They are solutions to (2.4.6) and are clearly
independent, since the matrix

would otherwise be degenerate.
We conc1ude from (2.4.3) that
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in other words, (U2' U3) is a fundamental system of solutions to (2.4.6) and the
corresponding monodromy is the same as for the system (2.1.6).
Our final step is to prove that the Fuchsian weight

rtF)

= 0< r(B)

(2.4.7)

which contradicts to the Lemma from Section 2.3. Any solution v to (2.4.6) can
be considered as a "subcolumn" of some vector function 1l which is a solution to
(2.4.5). So v

=(

~~ ),

'Pi(V) = min('Pi(1l 2), 'P,(u 3 )) ~
~ min('Pi(1l 1 ),'Pi(1l 2 ),'Pi(1l 3 )) = 'Pi(ll) = O.
All the 'Pi( F) are 'Pi (v) for so me v, hence
all 'Pi( F) ~ O.

(2.4.8)

The system (2.4.6) has the same monodromy as (2.1.6), so all the fli(F) = 0,
pi(F) = 0, ßf(F) = 'Pi(F). Theorem 2.2.2 implies that L:i,j 'PHF) = O. According to (2.4.8), this may happen only if all 'Pi (F) = o. Then we get (2.4.7):
4

rtF)

= 2:('P}(F) - 'P;(F)) = O.
i=1
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3

3.1

The Plemelj theorem

A weak version of Plemelj's theorem

Some ideas which are essential for the proof of Plemelj's theorem manifest themselves clearly during the proof of the following weaker theorem: for any al, ... , an
and X there exists a system (1.2.1) which is holomorphic on Sand has monodromy
representation x. (It is not claimed here that the system is regular).
Assume we have constructed a holomorphic matrix-valued function Y :
G L(p, <C) satisfying (1.2.5). Then we are through. Indeed, take
A := (dY(i)jdx)y- 1 (x).

S ---..

(3.1.1 )

Clearly (1.2.5) implies

and A(ai) = A(i). Thus A. can be considered as a (single-valued) holomorphic
function on Sand Y is a nondegenerate matrix solution to (1.2.4) with this A.
So this system really has a solution (namely, Y) with the demanded "branching"
property (1.2.5).
In order to get Y we shall have to consider a somewhat different object - a "branching cross-section" Z of some principal bundle P ---.. S with the standard fibre
G L(p, <C); this Z will have the same branching property as Y. First we shall describe this principal bundle P as weIl as the corresponding vector bundle E with the
standard fibre p .

e

The universal covering p : S ---.. S can be considered as a principal bundle over S
with the standard fibre ~ (the group of deck transformations). This has been already
explained in detail in Steenrod's classical book ([St]) and is well-known.
The only point here which needs some explanation is the following. We have a left
action of ß on §:
~x§---..§

(a,i)f-+ai,
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whereas for the principal bundles it is standard to have a right action of the structural
group (= standard fibre) on the total space. Of course we can simply denote ax by
xa which essentially means that the former product ar in ~ will now be denoted as
ra. But this would lead to another inconsistency - inconsistency with the standard
construction of S using classes of paths in S which also leads quite naturally to the
identification of ~ with the fundamental group of S. (Multiplication in the latter
group is defined according to the generally accepted agreement for the multiplication
of paths - the product o:ß of the paths 0:, ß : [0,1] -+ S is defined if and only if
0:( 1) = ß( 0); in this case, when t runs through [0, 1], (o:ß) (t) first runs along 0: and
then along ß). Thus there are sufficiently good reasons to regard the action of ~ on
S as a left action. However, with any left action
~xS-+S

(a,x) ........ ax,

one can associate a right action

Sx
just defining it by a formula

x· (ar)

~

-+

S (x, a)

........

x .a

x . a = a- 1 x. It is really a right action:

= (ar)-lx = r-1a-1x = (a-1x)· r = (x· a) . r.

Having this right action in mind, we can consider p :
with the structural group ~.

S -+ S

as a principal bundle

a

Linear representation X : ~ -+ G L(p, C) defines a left action of ~ in
and
GL(p, C). (On GL(p, C) we set (a, Y) ........ x(a)Y using the multiplication of
matrices). Now we can construct the bundles E, P which are the bundles associated
to S with the standard fibres
G L(p, C) and with the above mentioned action of
~ in these standard fibres. We recall that they can be obtained as folIows:

a,

E =

Sx

a / "',

P =

S x GL(p,C)/ "',

(3.1.2)

where for E

in other words,

(x, y) '" (ax, x(a)y).
Analogously for P

(3.1.3)
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(x, Y)
Denote projections E

--->

S, P

--->

rv

(rJx, X(rJ)Y).

(3.1.4)

S by PE, pp.

Although this is not absolutely necessary, we recall that there exists also a "coordinatewise" description of E, P which sometimes seems to be more "pictoriaI" (however, the "real work" is done in terms of (3.1.2), (3.1.3), (3.1.4». S is covered by smal! neighborhoods V". Over Vc, in S there exists a Iocal cross-section
x" : V" ---> p-l(Va ) which allows to define "Iocal coordinates" over Va: if
X E p-l(Va ), px = x, then x = ~Xa(X) with some (uniquely determined) ~ E ~,
and we could set <I> " (x) = (x, ~). However, in order to be consistent in treating Sas
aspace with the right ~-action, we shall set <I>a(x) = (x, ~-l). These coordinates
are equivariant with respect to the right action of ~ : <I>" (xrJ) = (x, ~ rJ).
If for some bundle we have (using the same notation)

then there arises a coordinate transformation 9a/3 (x):
~

= 9"/3(X)1J.

(This means that x,,(x) = ga/3x/3(x).) For p : S ---> S these ga/3(x) are locally
constant (in x), and we may even assume that they are constant (e.g., this will
happen if all Va n V/3 are connected). For the associated bundles E, P we have local
coordinates
<I>~ : PE/ (Va)

--->

Va

X

Cl',

<I>~: ppl (Va)

--->

Va

X

G L(p, q

which are defined as follows in terms of (3.1.2)-(3.1.4) and

xa .

Any point of

P"E1(Va ) or ppl(Va ) is a dass of equivalence containing just one element of the
form

(Xa(x), y) or (xa(x), V),
wherey E

a, Y

E GL(p,q. Then

<I>~((Xa(X), y)) = (x, y),

<I>~ ((xa(x), V)) = Y

«( ) means the corresponding dass of equivalence). For E the coordinate transfor-

mations are linear transformations X (9a/3), and for P they are left shifts of G L(p, q
on X (9a/3). These transformations and shifts are constant (in Va n V/3).
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This special structure in our bundles (they are bundles with the discrete structural
group) allows one to speak "Iocally" (say, over V,,) about the "horizontal" crosssections Vc, --+ P (and Va --+ E as weil, but we need only the former). Namely,
such are the local sections Z : Va --+ P for wh ich P2<P~(Z(X)) =const, where P2
is the standard projection

P2 : Va

X

GL(p, <C)

--+

GL(p, <C),

(x, Y) ,..... Y.

If we have such a Z over Va and Va n Vß f. 0, we can define a "horizontal
continuation" of this section over Vß . Let P2<P~ (Z) = Y; we define for all x E Vß

It is c1ear that this process can be continued, like the process of analytic continuation
of the holomorphic function. However, gene rally it also gives us a "multivalued
section" Z which can be considered as a single-valued map Z : S --+ P (having
the property that ppZ = p).

Instead of a more careful elaborating this pictorial idea, we shall define a required
map Z : S --+ P using (3.1.2), (3.1.4). We simply set Z(x) = ((x,I)), where I is
the identity matrix of p-th order. Then

Z(O"x) = ((O"x,!)) = ((x,X(O")-I)) = ((x,!),X(O"-I))

=

= ((x,I))X (0"-1) = Z(x)X (0"-1),
Z(x) = Z(O"x)X(O").

(3.1.5)

Thus our Z really has the same branching properties which are required from Y.
Now let us enlarge the structural group of E,P from x(L~.) to GL(p,<C). This
means that we consider P as a principal G L(p, <C)-bundle and E as a vector bundle
associated to it. In terms of (3.1.2)-(3.1.4) the right action of G L(p, <C) on Parises
from the action ofthis group on the corresponding direct product, so that the element
Z E G L(p, <C) acts as folIows:

((x, Y))Z = ((x, Y Z)).
This definition is correct, since in

Sx

G L(p, <C)

(O"x, X(O")Y) ,..... (O"x, X(O")Y Z) '" (x, Y Z).

3.1 A weak version of P\emelj's theorem
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An element of ppl(X), x E 5, can be interpreted as a basis Y = (YI, ... ,Yp) in the
vector space E(x) := P"i/(x). By the way, the parametrization of E(x) provided
by such a basis can be expressed in the following way: Y can be interpreted as a
map
p

Y: <CI'

--->

E(x),

Yz = LYiZi
i=1

(the latter is consistent with the record of Y as a "row" (YI,'" ,yp) and Z as a
column with entries z,). Note that the charts (PEI(V,,), <I>~) in E, (ppl(V,,), <I>::)
in P introduce the complex-analytic structure in the total spaces of these bundles and that the bundles E, P are holomorphic with respect to this structure. Of
course S also has the standard complex-analytic structure defined by the charts
(p-l(V,,),plp-I(V,,)). In terms ofthese charts in 5 and the above mentioned charts
in P the map Z : S ---> P has the local representation x ~ (x,const). Hence it is
holomorphic.
We shall see in a moment that our bundles E, P (endowed with the structure of
complex analytic vector, resp. principal bundle) are holomorphically equivalent to
the direct products 5 x
5 x G L(p, q. Then there exists a ("true") holomorphic
cross-section W : 5 ---> P. Any element of ppl(X) can be obtained from W(x)
by multiplying it to the right by so me matrix; in particular, Z(x) = W(x)Y(x),
where Y : S ---> GL(p,q is holomorphic. Clearly (3.1.5) implies that Y(X) =
Y(ax)x(a), and we are through. 5 is homotopically equivalent (via an evident
contraction) to a finite one-dimensional complex. The only topological obstruction
for areal vector bundle over such a complex (and hence over 5) to be nontrivial
(nonequivalent to the direct product) can be its nonorientability. But any complex
---> CP considered as a map ~2p ---> ~2p has a positive
linear automorphism
determinant. So any comp\ex vector bundle over 5 is trivial as areal vector bundle.
Finally, 5 is aStein manifold, and thus the topological triviality of E implies its
holomorphic triviality, which means also the holomorphic triviality of P (see for
details [Fö]).

a,

a

a,

The idea of this section is essentially the following. Let F = 5 x
Q =
5 x GL(p, q. They are bundles over 5 with projections pF, PQ wh ich are the
standard projections on the first factor. Of course these bundles are trivial, but the
systems (1.2.1), (1.2.4) allow one to define in F, Q the nontrivial structure ofbundles
with the discrete transformation group .6. (or X(.6.)) and the same projections. (In
the book [St] there is a section devoted to bundles with such a structure). We shall
note three characteristic features of this structure (in particular, any of them defines
this structure).
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1) Considered with such a structure, these bundles must be associated with the
principal ß-bundle S --t S; and indeed, the corresponding identifications

F

= Sx

CP /

Q

'"'"',

= Sx

GL(p, q/

(x, Y)

f-+

'"'"',

are given by the maps

(x, y)

f-+

Y(x)y,

Y(x)Y,

where Y (x) is a fixed nondegenerate solution of (1.2.4) satisfying (1.2.5).
2) One can also describe this structure in terms of suitable local coordinates in
F, Q. Cover S by neighborhoods Va such that (1.2.1), (1.2.4) have single-valued
solutions there. Let Ya (x) be any of the single-valued branches of Y in Va. Local
coordinates cI>~, cI>~ over Va are obtained by inverting the parametrizations

Va

X

CP

--t

Pi;! (Va),
(x, y)

f-+

Va

X

GL(p,q

Ya(x)y,

(x, Y)

--t

pQl(Va)

f-+

Ya(x)Y.

3) Finally, one can also define a continuation of solutions of (1.2.1), (1.2.4) along
any path "( : [0, 1] --t S; this continuation is uniquely defined by its initial value. In
terms of cI>~, cI>~, it is a "lift" u : [0,1] --t F, U : [0,1] --t Q, (PFU = pQU = ,,)
which starts at a given point over "((0) and is "locally horizontal" in a sense that
P2 cI>~ (u( t)) =const, P2 cI>~ (U (t)) =const, while t runs over an interval J such that
"((J) eVa. Having aB this in mind, we try to "reconstruct" F, Q without knowing
Y (x). We first construct some "abstract" bundles E, P having the structure of the
S x G L(p, q using the general
same type and then identify them with S x
arguments from the previous paragraph. (When we speak about the existence of
the cross-section W : S --t P, it is just another way to speak about such an
identification). Thus our "branching cross-section" Z( x) becomes the required

a,

Y(X).

3.2

Proof of Plemelj's theorem

The defect of the simple arguments of the previous section is that they cannot
guarantee that Y has (at most) polynomial growth near a and so (as we have already
wamed) they cannot guarantee that the corresponding system is regular. This is
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because the general reference to the theory of Stein manifolds is the last paragraph
of the proof (the paragraph preceding "The idea of this section ... ") provides no
information on W except its existence. In this section we shall use a much more
special theory which will enable us to control the behavior of some W near ai (at
the present moment we do not even know what this means). In regards to Z, it is a
rather concrete object and so it is easy to control its growth near ai (if we are able
at all to prescribe an exact meaning to these words). Then it will follow that the
growth of Y can be only polynomial, so that the system (1.2.1) with A from (3.1.1)
is regular.
Perhaps the simplest situation which allows us to speak about the "growth of W
near a;" is when E, P are parts of bigger bundles G, R over the whole
with
projections Pa, PR· Then ai is contained in some small coordinate neighborhood Ui
(to make things more definite let Ui be open disks centered at ai and let the sizes
of these Ui be the same and such that they do not intersect each other. We shall
not consider the case ai = 00, because oUf goal is the PlemeIj's theorem and it is
sufficient to prove it assuming that all ai i- 00). Over Ui we have a local coordinates

t

<I>f: Pc/(Ui ) -+ Ui x C', <I>~: p//(Ui ) -+ U, x GL(p,q.
W (x) is defined for all x E U;' := U i \ {ad and we can speak about the growth
of P2 <I>f(W(x)) when x -+ ai (here pz is again the standard projection on the
second factor). We shall come into this situation by glueing E,P with Ui x CP,
Ui X G L(p, q in an appropriate "fibrewise" way. This glueing will be defined by
so me maps

(3.2.1 )
which will preserve both the projection on U,' and the structure (of the vector space
orofthe right GL(p,q-space) in the fibres.
Maps (3.2.1) will be defined in several steps.
Let again Gi .Define

x(ai 1 ), Ei

:= 2~i InG; (with eigenvalues satisfying (2.2.2».

Then

(3.2.2)
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Really, it follows from (2.2.46) that

= Ei In(x - ai) + 27rikEi ,
) E, = (( O'ik x-ai
x-ai )E'exp 27l'Z'kEi = (-x-ai )E' Gik '
ai)E, X ((O'O'ikfl) = (x - ai)E'G~x (an X (0'-1) = (x - ai)E,x (0'-1).
Ei In (O'~x - ai)

(O'~X -

(3.2.2) allows one to define

as folIows: if x E p-l(Ut), then x = O'xo, Xo E Ut; take gi(X) := fi(xo,O'),
We must check that this definition is correct, Le., the result does not depend upon
a concrete representation of x as O'xo, Xo E Ut. Let O'XI = x, Xl E Ut. Then
C
•
k an d 0'1 O'ikXo
- = O'xo,
- alaik = 0',0'1 = O'O'i-k ; now
Xl
= O'ik Xo
tor some Integer
(3.2.2) impIies that fi(xl,O'tl = fi(x,O'),
Note that if xE p-l(Ut), X = O'xo, Xo E

Ut, then

gi(rx) = gi(rO'xO) = (xo - ai)E,x ((rO')-l) =
= (xo - ai)E,x (0'-1) X (r- l ) = gi(X)x (r- l ),
thus (sIightIy changing the Ietters)

The next step is to define

o/,E
. p-l(U*)
xC'
'f/ 1. •
1.

'lj;; : p-l(Un x GL(p, q

-+

-+

U*1
x.
([7'

u;' x GL(p, q

as

'lj;f(x, y)

= (x, gi(X)Y),

'lj;;(x, Y)

= (x, gi(X)Y),

where x = px. If (x, y) '" (Xl, Yl) (in the same sense as in the Section 3.1), i.e., if
Xl = O'X, Yl = X(O')y with some 0' E .6., then 'lj;f(x, y) = 'lj;f(Xl' Yl):
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'ljJf(XI'YI) = 'ljJf(O'x,x(O')y) = (x,gi(O'x)x(O')y) =
= (X,gi(X)X (0'-1) x(O')y) = (X,gi(X)Y) = 'ljJf(X,y).
Analogously,

'ljJf(O'x,x(O')Y) = 'ljJ;(x, Y),
i.e., if (x, Y) "" (Xl' Yd then 'ljJ;(x, Y) = 'ljJf(XI, YI )· In other words, 'ljJf, 'ljJ;
map the whole equivalence class into the same point. Thus we get maps (3.2.1).
These maps provide us with the corresponding glueings and so we get the bundles
G, R with projections Pe, PR, natural inclusions

and identifications

Having the latter in mind, we can say that the restrietions

. IPE-l(U*)
i
= W iE ,

ZE

. IPp-l(U*)
i
= W iP .

Zp

Points

a

= (x, y)

E U, x C'

c

G,

A

= (x, Y)

E Ui

X

G L(p, q

c

R

have local coordinates <I>f(a), <I>f(A) which arejust the same points (x, y), (X, Y).
But if we consider points

as the points of Pc/(Ui ), P"R1(Ui ), then the local coordinates <I>f, <I>f of these
points,- or, if you want, of the points iEa, ipA, - are wf (a), w; (A).
Now we are able to check that Z(x), i.e. P2 <I>f(Z(x)), really has at most polynomial
growth when x - t ai' Fix a sector L: c U;' with the vertex a. In terms of the polar
coordinates (T, <p) with the origin at ai,
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Let f; C S be any sec tor covering ~. It is contained in some connected component
of p-I (U;*). Let this component be aU;*. Then a- I f; is a sector covering ~ and lying
in U;*. Denote by i the only point in p-I x n a- 1 f; (we shall write i = p-l X n ~)
and let i o = a-1i = p-Ix n a-If;. This i o is a single-valued function of x E ~.
Denoting the unit element of ß by CA, we have

gi(i o) = fi(io,cA) = (i o - ai)E,x-1(CA) = (i o - a;)E.,
<I>f(ipZ(i)) = w;R(Z(i)) = wf( ((x, I))) = wf( (ai o, I)) =
= wf( ((i o, x(a- I ))) = 7j;f(i o, x(a- I )) = (x, gi(io)x(a- I )) =
= (x, (i o - ai)E'x(a- 1)),
P2 <I>f(i pZ(i)) = (io(x) - a;)E'x(a- l ) =
= exp(Ei In(io(x) - ai))x(a- I ) = exp(Ei In(rei"'))x(a- 1 ).

In re i", = In r

+ icp + 27rik

with so me fixed k. Thus
P2 <I>f(i pZ(i))

= exp(E; In r) exp(icpEi)G~x(a-I).

Gh(a- I ) does not depend on x; the norm of exp(icpEi ) is uniformly bounded as
weIl as the norm of the inverse matrix, because CPI ~ cp ~ CP2. The only factor
which can be unbounded is exp(Ei In r) = r E •. This is the matrix function wh ich
is weIl-known in linear algebra; we need not enter into details about it. Clearly its
growth can be at most polynomiaI.
Now we shall discuss the situation with W. Essentially we need to know that there
exists a meromorphic cross-section of the bundle R - 4 C. Indeed, multiplying
such a cross-section by a suitable rational function, we can get a new meromorphic
cross-section W such that all its singularities will be among {al, ... , an}. So W IS
is a "true" holomorphic cross-section of the bundle P - 4 S; thus we obtain a
holomorphic map Y : S - 4 GL(p, q such that Z(i) = W(pi)Y(i) for all i E S.
For i E p-I(Ut)

and as W is meromorphic, the first factor grows at most polynomially. We have
already seen that the same is true for the second factor; hence it is true also for Y.
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Let W be a holomorphic cross-section of R in aneighborhood of ai, thenp 2 <Pf( i p W(x))
is holomorphically invertible at ai. Since P2<Pf(i p Z(x)) =
= (xo(x) - ai)Ei X( a- 1) = X( a- 1)(xo(x) - ai)E: with E: = X-I (a- 1)Ei x(a- 1),
we can apply to Y(X) the statement of Corollary 2.2.1 (with V(x) = (p 2<Pf(i p
W(x)))-l x(a- 1 ),<p = 1). Thus ifW is a holomorphie eross-seetion 0/ R, then
the eorresponding system with the solution Y (x) is Fuehsian.
But in general case the bundle R is not holomorphically trivial, therefore aglobai
holomorphic cross-section W does not exist.
The existence of meromorphic cross-sections is proved in algebraic geometry in
a much more general setting than the case which we need (R --t C). In our case
it is a consequence of the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem. This theorem in its
geometrie form claims that every eomplex holomorphie veetor bundle G over Cis a
direet (Whitney) sum 0/ linear (i.e., one-dimensional) eomplex holomorphie veetor
bundles

(3.2.3)
where for each integer j the linear bundle O(j) can be obtained as folIows. Take
direct products

c x C,

(t \ {O}) xC

and glue them over t \ {O} using the following equi valence: point (x, y) E C x C
is equivalent to the point

( x, Xl y) E (t \ {O}) x C.
It follows that G has the following transformation function 900,0 describing the
change of some coordinates corresponding to the coordinate neighborhoods Va = C,
Voo = t \ {O}:

Clearly this implies the existence of meromorphic cross-sections to R. Take a crossseetion over Va which in terms of the corresponding local coordinates is x 1--+ (x, 1).
Then its coordinate expression over Voo is given by the same matrix goo,o(x) which
is the rational function of x (and of z = 1/x which is the natural coordinate in Voo ).
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Moreover obviously this cross-section is holomorphic outside the point 00. If one
wants to obtain a holomorphic outside a point ai cross-section he must start from
the cross-section x --+ (x, Gi), where

Obviously this cross-section is holomorphic at 00, since its coordinate expression
over Voo is given by the matrix goo,o(x)G i = (x, 1+ 0(1)) at 00. So due to the
above statement we have the following result, wh ich for the first time also was
obtained by Plemelj:
Theorem 3.2.1 For each ai there always exists a regular system (1.2.1) wirh given
singular points al, ... , an and given monodromy, wh ich is Fuchsian outside 0/ ai'
The last step of the proof of Plemelj's result (see (I) in Section 1.2) is given in
[ArII]. Here it iso Let the matrix Gi have a diagonal form in the basis of columns of
Y(i), i E U;*. Consider factorization (2.2.3) for the matrix Y(i:):

Y(i:) = Zi(X)(i: - ai)E,.
By Sauvage's lemma there exists a holomorphically invertible outside of ai matrix
r(x) such that

r(x )Zi(X)

= V;(x)(x

- a;)~,

where V;(x) is holomorphically invertible at ai, <I> = diag(cpi). (One can easily
prove this lemma combining Birkhoff-Grothendieck's theorem with our Lemma
4.1.3. There is also an elementary direct proof avoiding use of this theorem; see,
e.g., [Ha]). Introduce a new dependent variable t = ry. Evidently,

~ = (dr . r-1 + r A(X)r- 1 ) t.
dx

dx

(3.2.4)

Therefore the new system is still Fuchsian outside of ai' Since L = <I> + x~ Ei' x-~ =
<I> + Ei (Ei is a diagonal matrix), L is holomorphic and from Corollary 2.2.1 we
obtain that this system is Fuchsian at the point ai too. This completes the proof of
Plemelj's result.
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The algebraic-geometrical proof of the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem begins with
the proof of the existence of meromorphic cross-sections to the vector bundle
G ---+
(this is perhaps the most important part of the proot) and involves the
analysis of the properties of such cross-sections. Although this is not the same as
the existence of meromorphic cross-sections to R, these things seem to be quite
close to each other; and although it is only the existence of a meromorphic crosssection for the bundle R which we need, this is perhaps only slightly weaker than
the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem. Beside this, the latter provides some additional
information which may be useful, although until now there was not much use for
this information.

t

We shall mention one case in which the additional information provided by the
Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem plays some role. This is the case p = 2. Applying
to the monodromy X : 6. ---+ G L(p, q the construction of Seetions 3.1, 3.2, we get
some bundle G. According to the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem

with some jl,j2. The number jl + h is the well-known topological invariant of
the bundle G (Chern number). Having the sum, it is naturally to pay attention to
the difference. In [B02] it was found out that Ijl - j21 coincides with the "Fuchsian
weight" ~(x. This statement will be proved in Chapter 6.

3.3

Proof of the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem

This theorem has two forms - geometrie (wh ich is due to Grothendieck and wh ich
was already formulated in Section 3.2) and analytic (which is due to Birkhoft). In
order to formulate the latter let us introduce the following notation:

K = K(r,R):= {x;r::; lxi::; R},
D = D(R):= {x; lxi::; R}, C = C(r):= {x; lxi ~ r} U {oo},
H(K),H(D),H(C) := {continuous functions K ---+ C, D ---+ C,
C ---+ C which are holomorphic in Int K, Int D, Int C}
(lnt means the interior),
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V(K), V(D), V(C)

{ veetor functions with the same properties,
i.e., whose components lie in

ll(I(),ll(D),ll(C)},
M(K), M(D); 1'vf( C)

.-

lvf I(K), M I(D), M I(C)

the eorresponding (p, p )-matrix functions,
{matrix functions from M(K), M(D), M(C)
wh ich are invertible (everywhere inK, D, C)},
{functions fEll (C), M (C) such that

1l0(C), Mo(C)

f(oo) = O}.
Note that ll, V, 1'vI, llo, 1Ho are the Banach spaces with the usual C-norm.
The analytic version claims: Let A E M I(K). Then there exists U E M I( C),

WEM I(D) such that everywhere in K

o
A=U

W = UxJW, J:= diag(ji), j1 ~ ... ~ jp

o
(3.3.1)

wirh

som~

integers j1, ... , jp.

The analytic version is equivalent to the geometrie one - both claim that after a
suitable change ofthe local coordinates over D and C the transformation fU:1ction of
arhitrary holomorphie vector bundle G -+
becomes the transformation funetion
for the bundle (3.2.3).

t

Note that the standard procedure of expanding the function from ll(K) into the
sum of the Taylor and Laurent series provides a decomposition f = g + h with
g E ll(D), h E 1l0(C) and the eorresponding projections P : ll(K) -+ ll(D),
Q : II (K) -+ llo (C) are bounded linear operators. (Former P, Q will not be used
any more, as weil as former E, F). Perhaps it is worth while to explain why g has
the required continuity properties near the circle lxi = Rand h- near the circle
lxi = T, as the eonstruction of g, h involves so me integrals along the eircle lxi = p,
T < P < R, and the corresponding estimates do not "work" up to the circles
bounding K. But this eonstruetion implies the eontinuity (and even analyticity) of
h near the circle lxi = Rand of g ne ar the circle lxi = T. It remains to use the
identities

g

=f -

h,

h

=f -

g

3.3 Proof of the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem
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and the continuity of f. A slightly more detailed elaboration of the same idea proves
the boundedness of P, Q.
Evidently we have an analogous decomposition for elements of M(K). The corresponding projection M (K) ~ Mo (C) also shall be denoted by Q.
Let us prove our theorem for A E M(K) having the form A = I + B with
sufficiently small B ("smalI" in sense ofthe norm in M(K)). (Note that such A is
always invertible). We shall see that in this case in (3.3.1) there will be no diagonal
matrix xl (i.e., all ji = 0).
It is sufficient to prove the existence of X E M (C) such that it is small (in Mo (C)
and

Q(A(I

+ X))

= O.

(3.3.2)

Indeed, this means that U := A(I + X) E M(D). Clearly this matrix is invertible
(as A and I + X are - the latter is invertible because X is smalI), so we have
A = UW, where W := (I + X)-1 E MI(C).
In (3.3.2) Q acts on 1+ B + X + BX. But QI = 0, QX = X (we are looking for
X in Mo(C). So we have to find X such that

X+QB+QBX=O.

(3.3.3)

Denote the operator

Mo(C)

~

Mo(C),

X

I->

QBX

by T. This operator is small (in sense of the usual norm), as B is small and Q is
bounded. Hence operator E + T, where E is the identity in Mo(C), is invertible.
But (3.3.3) means that (E + T)X = -QB.
An analogous argument proves that in the same case we have also A = WU
with some (new) WEM I( C), U E M I(D). Instead of referring to the "same
argument" one can apply the statement just proved to A -1 (wh ich is clearly also

closetoI).lfA- 1 = UWwithU E MI(D), W E MI(C),thenA
M I(D), W- 1 E M I( C).

= W-1U- 1 E

Next statement is that any A E MI (K) can be represented in the form

A=UFV

(3.3.4)
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where U E MI(D), W E MI(C) and F is a rational matrix function of x
which is invertible in K. This means that a holomorphic vector bundle over t is
holomorphically equivalent to the bundle having purely algebraic description. Of
course there exist much more general theorems asserting the equivalence of analytic
and algebraic objects. But our statement admits an easy and elementary proof
wh ich, by the way, gives some additional information: there exists a representation
(3.3.4) having the properties mentioned above and such that aIl poles of F lie in
(t \ D) U {O}. We could do weIl without this information, but as we get it "at no
extra cost", we shaIl use it.
We shaIl use the foIlowing fact: any function f E H(K) can be approximated
uniformly in K by a rational function having poles only in 0,00. This would
be quite dear if fEH h , R l ) with rl < r, R l > R, - then we can simply
truncate the corresponding Taylor and Laurent series and this provides an uniform
approximation in K. For f E H(K) let us write f = g+h, g E H(D), h E H o( C).
Consider u(x) = g(x/(I + c)), v(x) = h((1 + c)x). For sufficiently smaIl c both
g - u and h - v can be made arbitrarily smaIl in K. And now we can approximate u
by a polynomial in I/x and v by a polynomial in I/x, these approximations being
uniform in D, resp. C.
The same applies to the matrix functions from M(K). Now let A E M I(K) and
B be a rational matrix function of x approximating A. Taking a sufficiently dose
approximation we can make not only A - B, but also AB- l - land B- l A - I as
smaIl in K as we want.
For some B this difference becomes so smaIl that we can apply our previous
result. We get B- l A = W l Ul with so me W l E M I( C), Ul E M I(D). Thus
A = BW1U1. Now apply the same argument to BW1 (which dearly belongs
to M I(K). For some rational H the difference BW1H- 1 - I is smaIl whereas
H E M I(K) and the only poles of H can be 0,00. Then BW1H- 1 can be
represented as

Consequently,

(3.3.5)

(3.3.6)

3.3 Proof of the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem
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Not only does U2 E M I(D), but U is also a rational matrix function with all its
poles outside of D. Indeed, in (3.3.5) W 2- 1 E MI(C), W I E MI(C), Band H
are rational, so U2 is meromorphic in IntC. But at the same time U2 E M I(D).
Thus U2 is meromorphic on the whole <C, i.e., rational. Now in (3.3.6) F = U2 H
is rational and of course UIH E M I(K), as U2 H = W2- 1 AUI , where all three
factors belong to M I(K). But we know also that U2 E M I(D) and the only pole
of H lying in D can be O. This proves our additional remark about poles of F.
All these steps were of a preliminary character. They guarantee that it is sufficient
to prove the theorem for the rational matrix function A = F E M I(K) and even
for the case when all poles of F lie in (<C \ D) U {O}. Indeed, if in K our original
A = W1FU1 and F = W 2 X l U2 with J =diag(ji), ji integers, then

is the required representation for A.
Now the essential part of the proof begins. We want to find U, W such that F
W Xl U in K (plus the usual conditions about U, W). In other words,

=

. (3.3.7)
If U- 1 and W have columns di(x), respectively Ci(X) :
U-1(x) = (d1(x), ... ,dp(x)), W(x) = (Cl (x), ... , cp(x)), then (3.3.7) means
that for each i

F(X)Ci(X) = xJ'di(x) for all xE K
This makes it reasonable to consider tripies (j, c, d) such that j is an integer,
cE V(C), d E V(D) and

F(x)c(x) = xJd(x) für all xE K

(3.3.8)

Besides this, the columns c,(x) ofthe invertible matrix W(x) must be all:f. O. This
makes it reasonable to impose the additional requirement c( 00) :f. O.
This justifies the following definition. Let y E <CP \ {O}. An admissible triple for y
is a tripie (j,c,d) such thatj is an integer, cE V(C), d E V(D), c(oo) = yand
(3.3.8) holds. In such a tripie not only c E V(C), but also the formula
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provides a meromorphic extension of c in
same reason dis also rational in x.
Let us check that for any y E

t \

C. Thus c is rational in x. For the

a \ {O} there exists an admissible tripie. Write F as
F(x)

= P(x)jxßq(x)

where ß is a nonnegative integer, P is a matrix-valued polynomial in x (let its
degree be a) and q is a usual (scalar) polynomial in x with the leading coefficient 1
and with the zeroes which are nonzero poles of F (with the same multiplicity). All
zeroes of q lie outside of D. Thus

1
d(x) := -P(x)y
q(x)
is arational vectorfunction of x having no poles in D, and ( tripie for y.

ß, y, d) is an admissible

For any tripie (j, c, d) which is admissible for some y

(3.3.9)

j~a-ß

Indeed, rewrite (3.3.8) as
P(x)c(x)

= xß+jq(x)d(x).

Here the left hand side has no pole in C \ D. Hence q( x )d( x) has no pole there. But
neither d(x) nor q(x) has poles in D. Thus q(x)d(x) has no pole in C, i.e., this is a
polynomial g(x), say, of degree I. When x ~ 00

x"'(P",

+ o(l))(y + 0(1)) = Xß+J+l(gl + 0(1)),

where Pa, gl are leading terms of P, g. It follows that
implies (3.3.9).

ß+ j + I - a

a\

~

0 and this

Let us call (j, c, d) a maximal admissible tripie for y =
{O} if it is an admissible
tripie for y and if for any other admissible tripie (i, a, b) for y one has i ~ j. Any
y E
{O} has maximal admissible tripies. This follows from the fact that j's
appearing in the admissible tripies are bounded from above according to (3.3.9).

a \
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If (j, c, d) is a maximal admissible tri pie for y, then c has no zeroes in C and d has
no zeroes in D. In order to prove this consider three cases.
a). d(a) = 0, a E K, or c(a) = 0, a E K. As F is invertible in K, it follows from
(3.3.7) that in this case both c and d have zero at a. So

c(a)

= (x -

a)/(x),

d(a) = (x - a)h(x),

where I E V(C), gE V(D). Also 9 := xl = xcj(x - a) E V(C) and g(x)
when x ---+ 00. But

---+

y,

= x HI h.
We see that (j + 1, g, h) is an admissible tripIe for Y, although j + 1 > j.
Fg = Fxcj(x - a) = xH1dj(x - a)

b). d(a) = 0, a E D \ J{ =IntD(r). Then d = (x - a)g, 9 E V(D), and if
I := xcj(x - a), then I E V(C) and 1(00) = y. But F 1= xH1g, so (j + 1, I, g)
is an admissible tripie for y. This contradicts to the maximality of (j, c, d).

= 0, a E C \ D (a f. 00 because c(oo) = y f. 0). Then c = (x - a)/,
E v'(C) and if 9 := xl j(x - a), h := gj(x - a), then 9 E V(C), h E V(D),
F 9 = x H I h, which contradicts to the maximality of (j, c, d).

c). c(a)

I

Define <P : a ---+ Z as following: <p(o) = 00, and if y f. 0, then <p(y) is the
integer j appearing in the maximal admissible tripIe (j, c, d) for y. This <P has the
same properties (2.2.8) as Levelt's <P used in Chapter 2. We need only to check the
property
(3.3.10)
Properties occurring in the first line of (2.2.8) are evident, and the last property in
the second line (referring to the case <p(Yd f. <P(Y2» follows from (3.3.10) and
<p(y) = <p( -y). Indeed, let (3.3.10) be al ready proven and let <p(Yd < <P(Y2)' Then
min(<p(Yd, <P(Y2)) = <p(Yd· So <p(Yd :S <P(Yl + yz). But

<P(YI)

= <P((YI + Y2)

- Y2) 2 min(<p(YI

+ Y2), <P(Y2)),

and the latter min must be 'P(YI + Y2), as it cannot happen that <P(YI)
<p(Yd ~ <P(YI + Y2) ~ <p(Yd, which implies <p(Yd = 'P(YI + Y2)'

2 <P(Y2)' So

Let us prove (3.3.10). In the case when one of the vectors YI, Y2, YI + Y2 is 0 it is
trivial, so we may assurne that all they are f. 0. Let 'P(Yd = j ~ <P(Y2) = k and let
(j, c, d), (k, I, g) be the maximal admissible tripIes for YI, Y2' Then c + I E V (C),
(c + /)(00) = YI + Y2, d + xk-jg E V(D), and in K
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F(c + 1)
Thus <P(Yl

+ Y2)

2: j

= xjd + xkg = x j

(d + xk-jg).

= rnin(j, k).

As in Section 2.2, there exists a filtration

o = Eo C

EI C ... C Eh

= cP

such that <p is constant on Ei \ E i - 1 and if 'lj;j = <p(Ej \ E j - I ) then 'lj;0 := 00 >
lj;l > ... > 'lj;h. We say again that <p takes the value 'lj;j with the multiplicity
k j := dirn E j - dirn E j - I , and introduce the same <pi as in Section 2.2 - each <pi
is some 'lj;j, there are kJ <pi 's equal to 'lj;j and <pI 2: ... 2: <pp. There exists a basis
Yl,"" YP in 0 such that <P(Yi) = <pi.
Let ( <pi, Ci, di ) be the maximal admissible tripie for Vi. It turns out that for any x E C
vectors Ci (x) are linearly independent and for any x E D vectors di (x) are linearly
independent. This follows from the fact that any nontrivial linear combination of
Ci is a C appearing in some maximal admissible tri pie, and any nontrivial linear
combination of d i is a d appearing in some maximal admissible tri pie. Here is the
proof of this fact. Consider

where I C {I, ... ,p} is nonempty and Ai

=1=

0 for all i EI. Denote

'lj; := rnin{ <pi; i E I}

(this 'lj; equaIs to one of our 'lj;j, say, to 'lj;8),

(J is nonempty),
{A i x 'P,- 1P di (x); i EI},

J:= {i E I; <pi = 'lj;}

d(x) :=

L

y:= c(oo) = LPiCi(oo);i EI} = LPiYi;i E I}.
Then cE V(C), d E V(D) (because <pi - 'lj; 2: 0 forall i EI),

Fc

= x 1P Fd.
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Y i= 0 (because Yi is a basis and J is nonempty) and ('lj;, c, d) is an admissible tripIe
for y. It is even the maximal admissible tripie for y, which means that y(y) = 'lj;.
Indeed,

cp(y) 2 min{ CP(Yi); i E I}

= 'lj;,

but if cp(y) > 'lj; = 'lj;s, then y E E s - l , although our choice of the basis Yl, ... ,yP
is such that {V;: i E J} are linearly independent modulo E s - l '
Finally consider

d(x):= 2:)Ai di(X);i EI},
where I

c

{I, ... ,p} is nonempty and Ai

l/J

i= 0 for all i

:= min{ cp\ i E

E

I. Denote

I}

(this 'lj; is equal to one of 'lj;j, say, to 'lj;S),

J := {i EI; cp' = 'lj;}

c(x) :=
Then

C

(.J is nonempty),

L {Ai X1)J-rp·C,(x); i EI}.

E V(C) (because 'lj; - cpi ::; 0 for all i EI), d E V(D),

Also Y := c( 00) makes sense and Y := I: {AiYi; i E J} i= 0, (because Yi is a basis
and J is nonempty). So ('lj;, c, d) is an admissible tripie for y. It is even the maximal
admissible tri pie for y, which means that cp(y) = 'lj;. Indeed

cp(y) 2 min{ CP(Yi); i EI} = 'lj;,
but if cp(y) > 'lj; = 'lj;s, then y E E s - l , although our choice of the basis Yl, ... , YP
is such that {Vi; i E J} are linearly independent modulo E s - l '
After this we can take U- l := (d l , ... ,dp ), W:= (Cl,'"
(3.3.7) with all the required properties of U, W.

,Cp),

and this provides

The complete version of the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem contains a uniqueness
condition for the numbers jl' ... ,jp. This means that the following statement holds:
Let a matrix A E M I(K) have two different decompositions
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(3.3.11)

oftheform (3.3.1). Then J 1 = J 2 •
Denote by j1, ... ,j~ coefficients of the corresponding matrix J j • It follows from
(3.3.11) that
1 -J ,
U2- 1 uI --X hW2 W1 X
,

(3.3.12)

t\

therefore the matrices U2- 1 U1 and W 2 W 1- 1 can be analytically continued in
{{O} U {oo}} and their continuations (wh ich we denoted by the same symbols) are
holomorphically invertible there. So we have that coefficients (Ukm) of U2- 1 U1 are
holomorphic outside of 0 and may be presented at X = 0 as folIows:

Ukm(X)

= xj~_j·l"Wkm(X),

where (W km) are coefficients of W 2 W 1-

(3.3.13)

1.

Assume that J 2 #- J 1 • Without loss of generality we may assume that j~ = j k for
k < land jf > Jl for some I ::; p. Since the functions Wkm(X) are holomorphic at
0, from (3.3.13) in this case we obtain Ukm(O) = 0 for k = 1, ... ,I; m = I, ... ,po
Since Ukm(X) is holomorphic outside of X = 0 we conclude that Ukm(X) == 0 for
k = 1, ... , I; m = I, ... ,p. Therefore the matrix U2- 1 [11 has the form

*

*

o

o

o

o

-I

*

and we have det U2- 1 U1 (x) == 0 (since its rows with numbers 1, ... , I are linearly
dependent) that contradicts the condition U2- 1 U1 E MI ( C). This contradiction
means that our assumption is false, i.e., J 1 = J 2 •
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3.4

Some other known results

Using Levelt's factorization (2.2.25) we can easily prove that for p = 2 Hilbert's
21st problem has a positive solution independently on n. (Recall that this result
follows from [Dek], but Dekkers did not use Levelt's factorization, so from our
point of view his proof was more complicated, than the proof we are presenting
here).
Indeed, !et p = 2 and let Y (x) be a fundamental matrix to some regular system
(1.2.1) with the given monodromy X- By Plemelj's result we may assurne that the
system is Fuchsian at a2, ... , an. Due to Plemelj's theorem it is sufficient to prove
the statement only for nondiagonalizable monodromy matrices x( 0"1), •.. , x( 0" n).
Consider factorizations (2.2.25) for all i = 1,2, ... , n. By Theorem 2.2.1 the
matrices V2(a2), ... , Vn(a n ) are nondegenerate. Let the matrix V1(x) have the
form

k1

> 0,

II 2: O. (3.4.1)

(The first column of the matrix VI (al) is always nonzero (see Section 2.2), so by
transformation (3.2.4) with a suitable r = S we can obtain the matrix Y = SY
with VI = SV1 of the form (3.4.\ ».
B y V kl denote elements of the matrices V; (x) and by s denote the sum of exponents
of the system over all al, ... ,an. From Theorem 2.2.2 we have

s ::; O.

(3.4.2)

Let Cl -f. 0, II > 0 in (3.4.1). Transform our system to the system with the
fundamental matrix Y' = ry, where
cl(x-all"l
I

1

)

.

The matrix r 1 is holomorphically invertible off al, therefore Y' has a factorization
(2.2.25) with V;' = r . V; and with the same <Pi for i = 2, ... ,n. At al we get

t > O.

3 The Plemelj theorem
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If t

< k1 transform Y'

to

Y = r 2 Y'

by

and so on.
After finite steps of such transformations we obtain the system with a fundamental
matrix y 1 (x) such that the following conditions hold:
i) the system is Fuchsian at a2, ... , an with the same exponents at these points,
ii) the matrix

V/ from factorization (2.2.25) has the form:

(3.4.3)

v/ = (hol.)(x _ ad (~l

V/

= (hol.)(x

-

ad

II

~k

(k0

1

1 )

~)

In both cases from (2.2.25) we get

where

<!>~

is the matrix of valuations for the new system. But

or (tr <!>~ 2: tr <!>1 + k 1 > tr <!>1). Thus duc to i) we obtain that the sum s' of
exponents of the new system is greater than s:
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s

< s'

(3.4.4)

~ O.

If s' = 0, then by Theorem 2.2.2 this system is already Fuchsian at aB points. If
s' < 0 and Cl =I 0 in formula (3.4.1) for this system, then we may again apply the
same procedure and so on until we get s = 0 or Cl = 0 in some step.
Let in (3.4.2)

Cl

= O. Then by (2.2.25)
Yl2 )

(3.4.5)

Y22

in
i

Ut. By the theorem on uniqueness for analytic functions we have Y21 == 0 for aB
E S. But this means that the vector ( Y~l ) is a common eigenvector for aB 0';.

Indeed,
• ( Yll ) =,\ ( Yll ) +,\ ( Yl2 )
0
1
0
2
Y22

O'J

'

but of course 0 0 O'j = 0, therefore '\2 = 0 (in opposite case we would have the
impossible identity Y22 == 0, which contradicts the inequality det Y(i) =I 0). Thus
in the case Cl = 0 the representation X is reducible. Therefore we can simultaneously
transform X(O'i) to the form

i

= 1, ... ,no

Since by assumption aB X(O'i) are nondiagonalizable, we get ,\~ = ,\~ far aB i.
Thus, [X(O'i), X(O'j)] = 0 and we obtain that Xis the commutative representation.
Consider the matrix

Y(i)

= (x -

n

al)-J,L II(x - ai)E"

(3.4.6)

i=l

where Ei is from (2.2.2), JL = I:~=l JLi. The system with this fundamental matrix
has the form

dy
dx

=

[(EIx-al
- JLI) + t ~l
Y
x - aj
j=2

(3.4.7)

3 The Plemelj theorem
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and it satisfies equality (1.2.3).
Indeed, we have rr~l x(a;)

1
27ri ·ln

= I, therefore

(nTI x(ai) ) = {;n Ei = /LI,

/L

n

= {; /Li

E Z.

Thus we get a Fuchsian system with the given X too.

Remark 3.4.1 Formula (3.4.6) providesapositiveansweron Hilbert's 2Jstproblem
for a commutative representation X independently of p.
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4

4.1

Irreducible representations

Technical preface

In this subsection we present some technical statements which will be used below.
The way of the solution of Hilbert's 21st problem for an irreducible representation
consists in improving of a regular system with help of suitable transformations of a
depending variable

z

= f(x)y

.

(4.1.1)

Under this transformation system (1.2.1) is transformed to the foIIowing one:

dz
,
dx = A (x)z,
where

,
A (x)

=

dr r
dxr-

r

+ rAr- .

(4.1.2)

If the matrix r is holomorphically invertible at some point b, then the matrix A' (x)
has the same type of singularity at b as A(x). (If A is holomorphic at b. so does
A'). Taking f(x) to be holomorphically invertible off ai , we can try to improve the
type of singularity of (1.2.1) at ai without changing for the worse at other points.
For this purpose we need the following statements.

Lemma 4.1.1 Suppose thatthe matrix W(x) ofthe size (p-l, I) is holomorphie, and
the matrix Y (x) ofthe size (I, I) is holomorphieally invertible in the neighborhood Ui
ofthe point ai' Forany integer-valued diagonal matrix C = diag(cr, ... , cp ), there
exists a matrix-funetion r(x), meromorphie on t and holomorphieally invertible
off the point ai, sueh that
r(x)(x - ai)

c ( Y (x) )
W(x)

= (x -

where C' = diag(cr, ... ,Cl, C;+I"'" C~), C~
W' (x) is a matrix holomorphie in Ui .

ai)

c' ( Y (x) )
w' (x) ,

> min(cr, ... , Cl)'

j

(4.1.3)

= 1+ 1, ... ,p,
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Prao! We shall apply the following procedure to the rows tm, m > I of the matrix
(x - aj)

c ( Y(x) )
W(x)
.

If t m == 0, then we stop the procedure (i.e. t m is not changed at all). Otherwise
t m = (x - ai)k",Wm(X), where wm(a;) i= O. If km > min(CI, ... , Cl), then stop
the procedure. If km ::; min( Cl, ... , Cl), then do the following. Since the rows
YI (aj), ... , Yl(aj) of the matrix Y( aj) are linearly independent, we have w m(aj) =
- L:~=l djYj(a;). Hence, the row vector

t;,,(x) = dl(x - aj)C",-C I tl(x)

+ ... + dl(x -

ai)C,,,-c/ tl(x)

+ tm(x)

(4.1.4)

has the form t;,(x) = (x - a;Y;" w;,(x), where either w;,(x) == 0 or w;,(aj) i=
0,
> Cm. If w;,(x) == 0 or w;,,(aj) i= 0,
> min(CI"'" Cl) ,then we
stop the procedure. If c;" ::; min( Cl, ... , Cl) and w;" (aj) i= 0, then w;" (ai) =
- L:~=l dJ Yj(aj) and we again can consider the corresponding polynomial

c;,

c;,

t;"(x)

= dUx -

aj)C;,,-C, t 1 (x)

+ ... + d}(x -

aj)C;,,-C, tl(x)

+ t;,,(x)

and so on.
In all cases after a finite number of steps, we get t:" (x) = (x - aj y:" w~ (x), where
c~ > min( Cl, ... , Cl) with holomorphic w~, (x). We consider the polynomials

Q'j

= dj(x - ai)C,,,-Cl

+ d~(x -

aj)C;,,-Cl

+ ... + d;-l(X _ ai)C;,;-I_Cl

in x~a • • By construction,

L Qjtj(x) + tm(x) = (x I

(Li)C",' w~(x), m = I + 1, ... ,p .

J=1

One should substitute
1

o
r(x)

o

=
Qf

Q1

0

(4.1.5)

1

for the matrix r( x) in (4.1.3). This concludes the proof of the lemma.
The following corollary of the lemma will be used in Section 5.
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Corollary 4.1.1 Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.1.1 there exists a matrix r(x)
sueh that, for any row w:r,(x) ofthe matrix W' (x) in (4.1.3), one ofthefollowing
additional eonditions hold:
(a) w:r,(x)

(b) w~(ai)
,
e).,

< Cm'

== 0;

=-

2::=1 djrYj,(ai) ' where rr:=l djr :I 0 and min(c)"", ,Cjk) =

Proo! If for row w:r, (x) the inequality Cj, ~ C~ holds, then we apply again
procedure (4.1.4), etc. , until we get either (a) or (b); after that we construct the
corresponding Qj from (4.1.5).

Remark 4.1.1 It follows from the form (4.1.5), (4.1.4) of r( x) that for any holomorphie at ai matrix Z(x) of the size (p, m) the matrix

is still holomorphie at a,.

Lemma 4.1.2 Let a matrix U(x) be holomorphie at ai and let all the principal
millOrs of U(ai) be nonzero. Then for any integer-valued diagonal matrix C =
diag( Cl, ... ,Cp ) with the eondition Cl ~ ... ~ Cp there exist a holomorphieally
invertible off ai matrix r( x) and a holomorphieally invertible in Ui matrix V (x) ,
sueh that

r(x)(x - aif U(x)

= V(x)(x

- a;)c.

(4.1.6)

Proo! Rewrite the matrix (x - ai)C U(x) as folIows:
(4.1.7)
and apply Lemma 4.1.1 to the matrix

where U I (x) is formed by the intersections of the rows and columns of U (x) with
the numbers 1, ... , l, wp(x) is the vectorfunction (Upl"'" UpP-l), U(x) = (Uij).
By Lemma 4.1.1 there exists a matrix
that

r

1

(x) of form (4.1.5) (with l

=p -

1), such

(4.1.8)
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where Cl = diag(CI -

Cp , .•• ,

Cp-l -

Cp ,

C~), C~

> Cp_1

-

Cp •

Therefore

It follows from (4.1.7) and the latter formula that the following factorization holds:

where W z is a matrix of the size (2,p - 2),
D I = diag(cp_I, ... , Cp_l, cp).

W 2 , Zl are holomorphic at ai,

Let apply Lemma 4.1.1 to the matrices

C -- C I

-

(c

p-l -

c)I
(Y(x))
-- (
p,
W (x)

B Y Lemma 4. 1.1 there exists

r 2 (x)

Up-2

(x)) , 1= p - 2.

W2 (x)

and so on.

As a result after p - 1 steps we obtain a matrix r( x) =
(4.1.6) holds with some holomorphic matrix V(x).

r p_1

.....

r I, such that

Since

det V(ai)

= x-al
!im det r(x) det U(ai) = det U(ai) 1= 0,

we obtain that V (x) is holomorphically invertible at ai' (Here we used form (4.1.5)
of each ri(x), which implies det ri(x) == 1).

Lemma 4.1.3 Let a matrix U(x) be holomorphically invertible at ai' Thenfor any
integer-valued diagonal matrix C = diag( CI, ... , cp ) there exist a holomorphically
invertible off ai matrix r(x) and a holomorphically invertible at ai matrix V(x),
such that
(4.1.10)
where D = diag( d l
of the matrix C.

, ... ,

d p ) is obtained by some permutation of diagonal elements

Moreover, ifforsome r(x) having the same properties as beforeformula (4.1.10)
holds with appropriate diagonal matrix D, then the following inequalities "
(4.1.11)
hold for the elements Cl = max(cI, ... , cp),
min ( CI, ..• , cp ), dp = min ( d I , ... , dp )

dl

=

max(d l

, ... ,

dp),

cP

=

4. I Technical preface
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e

Proof First let the diagonal elements of
be nonincreasing. With help of some
constant nondegenerated matrix S we trans pose the columns of the matrix U (x) so
that all principal minors of the new matrix U' = U S are not equal to zero. (S is the
matrix of a linear transformation which interchanges vectors of the standard basis
of p • Note that the conjugation via this matrix transforms a diagonal matrix into a
diagonal one). Applying Lemma 4.1.2 to U' , we obtain

e

therefore,

r(x)(x - ai)cU(x)

= r(x)(x -

a;)cU' (X)S-l

= V' (x)(x -

ai)c S-l

=

If the elements Cl, ... ) Cp are not ordered, then there exists a constant matrix S',
-1'
such that (S)
= e, where e = dlag(c l , ... , cp ) and Cl"" , C p already
I

es

I

I .

I

I

I

I

form a nonincreasing sequence. For the matrix (x - ai)C' S-lU(X) consider the
corresponding matrix r' (x). In this case one can take the matrix r = r' S-1 for
the matrices e and U(x) in (4.1.10).
Let us prove the second statement of the lemma. Assurne that for so me r(x) from
(4.1.10) there exists D with dP > cp • Let dP = dl , cP = Cm for some l, m. It
follows from (4.1. 10) that
(4.1.12)
The element 1L~m of the matrix (x - ai)DU- 1 (x - ai)-C has the form u~m =
usm(x - ai)d,-c"" where U sm is holomorphic. Therefore, the m-th column Im of
the matrix r(x) has the form Im = vm(x - ai)d,-c m with holomorphic column
vector vm(x). Since by the assumption dP > cP , one has that all elements of Im
are holomorphic at ai and vanish there. Then, Im is holomorphic on the Riemann
sphere off ai . By Liouville's theorem we obtain Im == 0, wh ich contradicts the
holomorphic invertibility of r (x) outside of ai'
The proof of the first inequality in (4.1.11) are similar to the proof of the second
one. Instead of (4.1.12) one must consider the formula

r-l(x)

= (x -

aif U(x)(x - ai)-D

V-I)

and instead of the column Im one must consider the row ,
d1 = dt for so me t.

t

of

r- 1 (x),

where
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Solution for an irreducible representation

All counterexamples to Hilbert's 21st problem are constructed for reducible representations. But how does the algebraic property of reducibility appear in analytic
theory of ODE? The partial answer on this question is presented in the following
lemmas.

Lemma 4.2.1 Iffor some component Yj (x) of any nonzero function y( x) from the
space X of solutions of a system ( 1.2.1) with monodromy X the identity

holds, then the representation X is reducible.
Proof We consider a basis (eI (x), ... , ep(x)) of X, such that

e1 (x) = Y(x) , ei (x)

=.. .=ef (x) =0,

and the functions e{+l (x), ... ,eb(x) are linearly independent. It is obvious that I
must satisfy the inequality 1 :S I < p. Let m :S land a E ß. Let us consider
a*(e m ) = 2:;=1 Aiei. Since, by construction, e~(x) 0 for 1 :S m :S I. it follows
that

=

(a*e;,,)(x)

= e;,,(a- 1x)

= = i=l+l
L Aiei(X) .
p

0

Since ef+1 (x), ... ,eb(x) are linearly independent, we have AI+1 = ... = Ap =
O. This means that the subspace Xl C X generated by el(x), ... , el(x) is the
common invariant subspace for the monodromy operators, and so the monodromy
representation X for the system (1.2.1) is reducible.

Corollary 4.2.1 For any basis Y1, ... , YP of the space of solutions to system ( 1.2.1)
with an irreducible monodromy and for any j the j -components Y{, ... ,Y~ are
linearly independent.

yi

=

P roof Let Cl + ... + CpY~ 0 for some Cl , ... , cp, ICl I + ... + IcpI i= O. Then
the solution CIYl + ... + cpYP has a zero j-component. Therefore, from Lemma
4.2.1 we have that the monodromy of the system is reducible , that contradicts the
assumption of the corollary.
The goal of this subsection consists in proving the following statement.

4.2 Solution for an irreducible representation
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Theorem 4.2.1 Any irreducibLe representation X can be realized as the monodromy
representation 0/ some Fuchsian system.
Proof Consider a regular system (1.2.1) with the given monodromy X' which is
Fuchsian outside of the singular point al' (The existence of such a system is proved
in Section 3.2). For a Levelt's fundamental matrix Y(i) ofthe system we have the
following factorization:

Y(i)

= V1(x)(x -

al)<I> (i - adEl, i E Ü{

(see (2.2.25» with holomorphic Vl (x) and upper-triangular E l .
Rewrite this factorization as folIows:

where B = diag(b l ,
meromorphic at al'

.•. ,

bp ),

bi

-

bi -

l

>

C

> O,i = 1, ... ,p -

1,

V;' is

Since V; (x) is holomorphically invertible in Ut' = Ul \ {ad, we obtain from
Birkhoff-Grothendieck's theorem (see Section 3.2) that there exist a holomorphically invertible off al matrix f 1 (x) and a holomorphically invertible in U1 matrix
U(x), such that
(4.2.2)
where C is an integer-valued diagonal matrix C

V;

= diag( Cl, •.• ,ep ),

Cl

2: ... 2:

Cr

Indeed, we may regard
(x) as the transition function of some vector bundle on
with the coordinate neighborhoods
{al} and Ul . Formula (4.2.2) means
that this bundle is holomorphically equivalent to a bundle with transition function
(x - ade, and this is exact1y the statement of Birkhoff-Grothendieck's theorem
(see 3.2.3).

t

t \

By Lemma 4.1.3 there exists a holomorphically invertible off ai matrix r(x), such
that
(4.2.3)
where D is obtained by apermutation of diagonal elements of C, and V (x) is
holomorphically invertible at al'
Introduce a new dependent variable z = r(x)fl(x)y. From (4.2.1) - (4.2.3) it
follows that for the fundamental matrix Z (i) = f f 1 Y (i) of the new system the
following factorization holds:
(4.2.4)
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Cl, ... , Cp

of the matrices C and D the condition
(4.2.5)

were fulfilled, then the diagonal elements of the matrix D + B would form a
nonincreasing sequence and by Corollary 2.2.1 we would obtain that the new
system were Fuchsian at al too. Indeed, in this case
(x - ar)D+B EI(x - ar)-D-B

would be holomorphic at al (see the formula below (2.2.27» and we could apply
Corollary 2.2.1.
So all we need for proving of the theorem is the following statement.

Proposition 4.2.1 Let a regular system (1.2.1) with an irreducible monodromy be
Fuchsian outside oJthe singular point al' ThenJor any matrix B JromJactorization
(4.2.1) oJ the Jundamental matrix Y (i:) oJ this system the inequality

2:
p

(

, <
-

Cl -

C

i=l

is satisfied , where the numbers
V; (x) is Jrom (4.2.1).

Ci

)

(n - 2)p(p - 1)

(4.2.6)

~---'-"---"------'-

2

are Jrom Jactorization (4.2.2) , and the matrix

Indeed, if (4.2.6) holds true, then
p

Cl -

Cp

~ ~)Cl

-

Ci)

(n-2)p(p-l)

~

2

i=l

so one can take c = ~(n - 2)p(p - 1) in (4.2.5).

Proof The differential I-form trw = d In det Y(i:) is a single-valued meromorphic
form on t (see (2.2.40). Since system (1.2.1) is Fuchsian at the points a2,' .. ,an
and by virtue of factorization (2.2.45), the residues of the form at the indicated
points are
resaitrw

= tr<P i + trEi

,

i

= 2, ... , n.

(4.2.7)

Since detfl(x) = const i= 0 in (4.2.2) (indeed, by (4.2.2) this function is meromorphic at al, because (V{)-l is meromorphic and U is holomorphic there, and
this function is holomorphic and does not vanish anywhere on
{al}; thus, it can
not have neither zero nor pole at ab therefore by Liouville's theorem it is nonzero
constant), the residue of the form trw at the pont al is

t\
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res a, trw = trC
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+ trB + trE I

(4.2.8)

by virtue of (4.2.1), (4.2.2). According to the theorem on the sum of residues, we
found from (4.2.7), (4.2.8) that
trC + trB

n

n

i=2

i=1

+ L tr<I>, + L trEi

= 0.

Let us consider the first row (Yl, ... , Yp) of the matrix r 1 (x) Y (x), where
that appearing in (4.2.2). It follows from (2.2.45), (4.2.1), (4.2.2) that

(VI,'" ,Yp) = (u~, ... ,'u~)(x - ai)'~' (x - a,)Ei Si, i = 2, ... ,n,

(4.2.9)

r 1 (x)

is

(4.2.10)

(VI, ... , Yp ) -_( VI,"" ,)(
Up x - a1 )8+c 1 / ( x - a)EI1,
where ( u~ , ... , u~) is the first row of the holomorphic matrix r 1 (x) Vi (x), (VI,"" V p )
is the first row of the holomorphic matrix V (x). (In general, the matrix r I Y is not
a Levelt's fundamental matrix in Ut, but of course, r I Y can be transformed to it
by multiplying on a suitable S,).
Let us consider a matrix T(x) whose jth row t J is

tJ =

(

dJ - I
n
II(x
- a)J-I ) -_V
i=1

,

d

X

j-l

'

(4.2.11)

where y(x) denotes the row V = (VI, ... , yp).
Since by the hypothesis the representation :\ of the monodromy of system (1.2.1) is
irreducible, the analytic functions YI, ... , yp are linearly independent (see Corollary
4.2.1, applied to (1.2.1) with the fundamental matrix r I Y), therefore the determinant
det T( x) is not identically zero on C. Its singular points are al, ... , an and the point
00. Possibly, there are complementary points bl , ... , bm at which det T(x) vanishes.
Note that the points 00 and b1 , ••• , bm are points without ramification for det T(x),
since the monodromy of the matrix T( x) coincides with that of the original system
(1.2.1).
Let us consider the form
was indicated above,

r

= d In det T(x) and find its residues. According to what

dj = resbj r 20, j = 1, ... , m .

(4.2.12)

Let us check that (4.2.10) , (4.2.11) imply that the matrix T(x) admits of the
factorization

T(x) = U; (x)(x - ai)<P, (x - a,)E. Si, i = 2, ... , n

(4.2.13)
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in the neighborhood

U;"

where

U: (x) is a matrix holomorphic at ai'

Since
j

_

t -

II (x n

(

1=1,1#,

.

ad J-1

)

(x - ai)

.
J-1

dj - 1 Y
dx j - 1

'

it is sufficient to show that

dj - 1 Y
dx j - 1
where

ui

is a row vector holomorphic at

ai'

We shall prove this statement by induction. For j = 1 it is equivalent to factorization
(4.2.10). Suppose that this statement is true for j = k. We have

Since the expression in square brackets is holomorphic at the point ai, the statement
is true for j = k. This completes the proof.
In the similar way we can prove that the factorization
(4.2.14)
with the holomorphic matrix V' (x) holds true in the neighborhood of the point a1.
In this case, instead ofthe holomorphy ofthe matrix (x - air'" E;(x - ai)-4>" we
must use that ofthe matrix (x - a1)B+c 1 I E 1(x - ad- B- C11 which follows from
the fact that B + Cl I is a diagonal matrix with nonincreasing diagonal elements
bj + Cl, j = 1, ... , p and E 1 is an upper-triangular matrix.
From (4.2.13) we get
res a , 'Y =
where

with

Si

Sl

~ 0, i

Si

+ tr<I>i + trEi ,

i = 2, ... , n,

> 1 is the order of zero of det U: (x)

~ 0, where

Sl

(4.2.15)

at ai and from (4.2.14) we get

is the order of zero of det V' (x) at a1.
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It remains to fi nd the residue of the form 1 at the point 00. We denote by W (x) the
. (~)
. (~)
.. = 1, ... ,p, wh
1
matnx
dXJ-l'
an d by R(() the matnx
d(J-l',
t,]
ere ·~ = ~.
Since the functions Yl, ... , YP are analytic at the point 00, the same is true for all
R(O. Since
(4.2.16)
where

kJ = (-1 )j-l , it follows that
-

where, in turn,
1,

1jj

=

t

kJ
X 2 (,'-I)'

2

(x)

=

1
x

= r2 (x)R( -),

W(x)

(4.2.17)

(rij) is a lower-triangular matrix with elements 111

and therefore

detW(x)

P

(1,

1

(4.2.18)

J=1

Since, according to (4.2.11), we have T(i)

t 3 (x) = diag

kJ

= II x 2(f-l) detR(~).

g

= t 3 (x)W(i),

(x - ai), ... ,

g

(x - ai) p-l )

from (4.2.18) we find that

det T(i) = x t (n-2)p(p-l) . det R(() . h((),
where Ih(O) I = 1. Consequently,
res oo 1

=-

(n - 2)p(p - 1)
2

,

+d ,

where d' is the order of the zero of the function det R( () for ( =

(4.2.19)

o.

According to the theorem on the sum of residues for the form 1 and from (4.2.12),
(4.2.15), (4.2.19) we find that

pCl+trB+ttrcI>i+ttrEi+d= (n-2)p(p-1) ,
i=2
i=1
2
where d

,\,n
'
= ,\,m
6i=1 di + 6i=1 Si + di 2::

(4.2.20)

O.

Subtracting (4.2.9) from (4.2.20) and discarding d
lity (4.2.6).

2:: 0, we get the required inequa-
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Remark 4.2.1 The only place in the proof where we used the irreducibility of the
representation Xis the statement concerning the linear independence ofthe elements
Yl, ... ,YP ofthe first row of the matrix r 1 (x )y(x).
An independent proof ofTheorem 4.2.1 was obtained by Y.Kostov [Kol], [Ko2].
The inequality (4.2.6) has some geometrie sense, whieh will be explained below.
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Vector bundles and Hilbert's 21st problem

An answer to Hilbert's 21st problem can be expressed in terms of holomorphic
sections of so me vector bundles over C.
Let us again consider the bundles E, P, constructed in Section 3.2. Let Gi =
x(a;1), Ei = 2~ilnGi (see Section 3.2). With help of a constant matrix Si
transform Ei to an upper-triangular form E? = S;1 EiSi . Consider a matrix
Ai = diag(A1"'" Ap ), Ai E Z, Al 2 ... 2 Ap •
Denote by Ai the collection (A 1, ... , Ap ) and call it admissible.
Let us replace the glueing functions wP, w; from (3.2.1) by
Replace Ji from (3.2.2) by the following one:

wf., wf.

f>.,(i,a) = Si(X - ai)i\'(i - ai)E~)S;lx(a-l)

as folIows.
(5.1.1)

and replace gi(i) by gA' (i) = JA' (i o, a) (see the notation of (3.2.1».
Let us do such a procedure for all a1,"" an' As a result we obtain bundles
GAandR\ A=(A1, ... ,An)On C.

Remark 5.1.1 In general such extensions of the original vector bundles depend not
only on a collection of A but also on a choice of matrices Si' But we shall not mark
this fact in notation of extensions (having it in mind).
Theorem 5.1.1 A representation X can be realized as the monodromy representation

of some Fuchsian system if and only if there exists an admissible collection A =
(A 1 , ... , An) such that the corresponding principal bundle RA (and the associated
vector bundle GA) is holomorphically trivial.(C! [B02], [BoS]).

Proof The proof immediately follows from the Levelt theorem (Theorem 2.2.1).
Indeed, let RA with some admissible A = (Al, ... , An) (which means that each Ai
is admissible) be holomorphically trivial. Denote by W(x) a holomorphic seetion
of the bundle. Consider again the "multivalued" seetion Z(i) from (3.1.5) and the
corresponding matrix function Y: S --+ GL(p; q, where
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Z(i)

= W(p(i))Y(i).

(5.1.2)

It was proved in Section 3.1 that Y(i) was the fundamental matrix for system
(1.2.1) with the given monodromy and singular points. In local coordinates
corresponds to
cf. Seetion 3.2), we have

(<Pt

<Pt

wf. '

(5.1.3)
(i p : P - t R), is analogous to i p : P - t R from Section 3.2; we do not mark in the
notation that now i p depends on A and { Si} ), where the first factor is holomorphi<:, at
ai and by the construction the second factor has the next form for i = ai o, i o E U;':

<Pt (ipZ(i)) = wf. (Z(i)) = wf. «
= wf. «

ai o'!

» = wf. «

io, x(a- l )

i,!

» =

» = (x, g),. (io)x(a- l )) =

= (x, Si(X - ai)A. (i o - ai)E? Si-1x(a- l )),
p2

<Pt (ipZ(i)) =

(5.1.4 )

Si(X - ai)A'(i o - ai)E? S;lx(a- l ).

(Cf. the similar calculation in Section 3.2).
Therefor~ the fundamental matrix y' (i) = Y (i) Si of the system has the following

form in U;*:
,

A

~

Y (i) = Vi(x)(x - ai) •(i - ai) .,

(5.1.5)

<Pt(i

where Vi(x) = (p 2
p W(x))-lSi is a matrix holomorphically invertible at
Ai is the integer-valued diagonal matrix with nonincreasing diagonal elements
and E? is upper-triangular. Again by formula below (2.2.27) it follows that the
matrix (x - aJA. E?(x - a;)-A. is holomorphic at ai' Therefore by Corollary 2.2.1
we get that system (1.2.1) is Fuchsian at ai' So if some bundle R), is holomorphically
trivial, then the corresponding representation X can be realized as the monodromy
representation of some Fuchsian system.
(Li,

Now let us assume that for the representation X the problem has a positive solution.
Consider a fundamental matrix Y(i) of Fuchsian system (1.2.1) with the given X.
Let Y;(i) be a Levelt's fundamental matrix for the system. Then Y;(i) = Y(i)Si
for some Si. Consider the admissible collection Ai = (Al,"" Ap ) with Aj =
where <Pi
diag(
is from factorization (2.2.25) for the matrix
Y;(i). Extend the bundle P at ai by (5.1.1) with Ai = <Pi and with Si =
y-l(i)Y;(i). In the similar way extend this bundle at other singular points. As
a result we get the bundle R), with A = (Al, ... , An).

'Pi,

=

'P;, ... ,'PD
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The section W (x) of the bundle RA, defined by (5.1.2) is holomorphic at each ai'
Indeed, by (5.1.1) and (5.1.2.) we have

cI?t (i pW(x)) = (p 2cI?t (ipZ(x)) )y-l (x) =

p2

= S i (x-ai )A.(-Xo - ai )EOS-l
. i X(a -l)(TT(
v i X)( x-ai )<1>.(Xo - ai )EO
'.
,Si-1x(a-1))-1

= SiVi(x)-l,

x

= axo,

Xo E

ut

x

and this matrix is holomorphically invertible at ai. (A point has not to lie in Ut,
therefore the factor X( a- 1 ) appears here, cf. Section 2.2. Computing y-l, we take
into account that the monodromy for Y; is Si 1 X Si).
So W (x) is holomorphic throughout all
morphicalI y tri via!.

t

and we get that the bundle RA is holo-

As we marked above (cf. Section 1.2) instead of a holomorphic section of P (and
instead of Grauert's theorem on Stein manifolds) one can deal with a holomorphic
connection V' in E and P. As it is weil known, for E and P such a connection
always exists (cf. e.g. [At]) and has the given monodromy.
The extension R O of P with ,\. = (0, ... ,0) , described in Section 3.2 is calIed the
canonical extension (this extension does not depend on the choice of Si)' At first
this extension was considered by Nastold in [Na]. In the case of n variables it was
described in [Dei]. This extension provides at most logarithmic singularities for
the connection V' at the points ai' Above, using Levelt's theorem, we described alI
extensions possessing such a property.
As we were informed by P.Deligne, aB such extensions (in the case of several
complex variables) in terms of a so-called spliuable filtration were described in
[EsVi].
Let us considerthe vectorbundle GA, associated with RA. By Birkhoff-Grothendieck's
decomposition (3.2.3) we have
(5.1.6)
We shalI say that the number
p

1'(,\.)

= 2)c; - c~).
j=l

is the weight 0/ the bundle GA.
The following statement is an easy corollary of the previous theorem.
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Proposition 5.1.1 A representation X can be realized as the monodromy representation 0/ some Fuchsian system if and only if there exists an admissible collection
). = ().l, ... , ). n) such that the weight 1'().) 0/ the corresponding vector bundle CA
is equal to zero.
Proof If there exists a Fuchsian system with the given monodromy X and singular
points al, ... , an' then by Theorem 5.1.1 the corresponding vector bundle CA is
holomorphically trivial. Therefore c~ = ... = c; = 0 in its decomposition (5.1.6).
Thus, 1'().) = 0 for this bundle.
If for some admissible collection ). = ().l, ... , ). n) the number 1'().) equals zero
for a vector bundle CA, then c~ = ... = c; = c in (5.1.4) for its decomposition
into line bundles. Consider the bundle R5.., where

Let us prove that this bundle is holomorphically trivial.
Let W (x) be a meromorphic section of RA, holomorphic off al, such that

P2<P~'(ipW(x))

= V(x)(x - ad- cl

with a holomorphically invertible V (x) in a neighborhood Ul of the point al' Such
a section always exists. Indeed, under conditions of the proposition there exist
V(x) and V(x), such that V(x) is holomorphically invertible in
{al}, V(x) is
holomorphically invertible in U l and

t\

(This statement is equivalent to the Birkhoff-Grothendieck theorem). Now one can
take the seetion W(x) , whose coordinate description is as folIows: V(x) in t\ {at}
and V(x)(x - ad- cl in coordinates <pf' in Ul .
Consider again the bundle R5... From (5.1.3) and the fact that a scalar matrix commutes with other matrices we obtain

=

(here left i p is P - t p5.., right i p is P - t PA). Therefore P2<Pfx (i pW(x))
V(x)
and we get that the same section W(x), regarded as the section ofthe bundle R5.. is
already holomorphic over whole
Thus, R5.. (and C5..) is holomorphically trivial .
Hence, the statement follows from Theorem 5.1.1.

t.

Consider aB extensions C-\ for aB admissible ). and consider weights 1'().).

5.1 Vector bundles and Hilbert's 21 st problem
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We say that the number rm(X) = sUP A r(A) is the maximal Fuchsian weight ofthe
representation X.
Splitting type (Cl, ... , Cp ) of the bundle GA and its weight can be expressed in terms
of Levelt's factorization of the corresponding regular system (1.2.1). Consider a
section W (x) of RA such that the following conditions hold:
i) W (x) is holomorphic off al;
ii) P2<1>f"'(i p W(x)) = V(x)(x - ad- c ,
where C = diag( Cl, ... , Cp ). (The existence of such a section was proved in the
second part of Proposition 5.1.1). Then the fundamental matrix Y(X) of the corresponding system (1.2.1) has the form
(5.1.7)
for

x E p-l(Ut),

X = O'xo,

0'

E ß.

This system is Fuchsian at a2,"" an with the matrices of valuations <1>2 =
A2 , ... ,<1>n = An' And its nonfuchsian part (x - al)C defines the splitting type of

GA.

From this point of view the first part of the proof ofTheorem 4.2.1 (until Proposition
4.2.1) is closed to the following statement.

Theorem 5.1.2 Ifthe maximal Fuchsian weight ofthe representation X is bounded,
then X can be realized as the monodromy representation of some Fuchsian system.
Proof. We may assurne that al = 0 and EI is upper-triangular. Consider RA with
A = (Al, 0, ... ,0), Al = (bI,"" bp ), SI = land apply Birkhoff-Grothendieck's

<I>t

over neighborhood
theorem to the transition function gool (we use coordinates
= 0 and some coordinates wh ich we do not specify in U00 = 0. We
get gool = VooxCVl . Denote by W the section C \ {O} ---- RA having coordinates
V oo over Uoo ; its coordinates over Ul are Vl-lX-C. Write our standard "branching
cross-section" Z as Z = }VY. An easy computation reveals that Y = XCVlxBi;E,
in Ur'. Applying Lemma 4.1.3 to VI we get a f such that fxCVl = V x D , f is
holomorphically invertible outside of al, V is holomorphically invertible in Ul and
Dis a diagonal matrix whose coefficients are Cj up to order. Thus fY = V X B + D xE!
is the solution to a system which is Fuchsian at al if the diagonal coefficients of
B + D are in a nonincreasing order. Finiteness of rm(A) guarantees that this will be
the case for appropriate B. Also Z = (Wf- l )(fY) and Wf- l is the cross-section
which is holomorphically invertible outside of al, so the corresponding system will
be Fuchsian at a2," . ,an' Clearly fY has the same monodromy as Y, Le. as Z.

Ul of al
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Mark here that inequality (4.2.5) in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 is exaetly the
eorollary of the eondition of finiteness for the maximal Fuehsian weight of X. And
Proposition 4.2.1 is equivalent to the following one.

Proposition 5.1.2 The maximal Fuchsian weight "im (X) of an irreducible representation is bounded as folIows:
()
"im X

:s;

(n-2)p(p-l)
2
.

So, the positive answer to Hilbert's 21st problem for an irredueible representation
is just the eorollary of two latter geometrie statements.

5.2

Reducibility and regular systems

In what follows we shall need some properties of system (1.2.1) eonneeted with the
redueibility of its monodromy representation :'(.

Lemma 5.2.1 If the matrix A of system ( 1.2.1) satisfies the condition
aij=O, i=l+l, ... ,p; j=l, ... ,l; l<p,

(5.2.1)

then the monodromy representation X for the system ( 1.2.1) is reducible.
Proof Let us eonsider the system
df

dx

=

A'f

'

where A' = (aij) for 1 :s; i, j :s; l. If f is a solution of the latter system, then the
eolumn veetor y = (1,0, ... ,0) is a solution of the original system (1.2.1). Lemma
5.2.1 follows now from Lemma 4.2.1.

Lemma 5.2.2 Let the monodromy representation X for the system (1.2.1) with regular singular points a1, ... , an be reducible and let XI be a common invariant
subspace for the monodromy operators in the space of solutions of the system. Then
the sum SI of the exponents of XI over all the points a1, ... ,an is an integer and
satisfies the inequality
n

SI

I

= l: l: ßf :s; O.
i=1 j=1

(5.2.2)
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Proof Let us choose a basis Yl, ... ,Yl in Xl and let us consider the fundamental
matrix Y (x) constructed by extending this basis. We denote by y' (x) a matrix
consisting ofthe elements of a base minor ofthe (p x l)- matrix (Yl (x), ... ,YI(X)) at
xo E 5 (i.e. nondegenerate l-th order minor of the latter matrix). Then det y' (xo) #O. Note here that the monodromy for Y ' can be described via multiplication on the
right by the left upper (l x l)-block Xl of X. The space X' generated by the columns
of y' (x) is the space of solutions to a system of form (1.2.1) with the coefficient
matrix A' = dd~' (y' )-1. The set of singular points of the system consists of
al, ... ,an and of additional apparent singularities a~+l' ... ,a~. The lutter set of
,
1
'
singularities contains points such that det Y (x) = 0 for x E p- (at). We re mark
that if uet y' (x) = 0 for some x E p-l(a~), then by (1.2.7) det y' (x) = 0 for
all
E p-l(a~). These singularities are called apparent, because they are not
ramification points for solutions of the system.

x

It follows from this remark that the number of additional singular points is finite,
because otherwise the set {p-l (a~+i)} has a point of accumulation Xl E 5, or the
set {a~+i} has one of the points aJ (j = 1, ... ,n) as a point of accumulation. In the
first case the uniqueness theorem for analytic functions applied to det Y ' (x) yields
det Y ' (i:) == 0, wh ich contradicts the condition det Y ' (i o) #- O. In the second case
det Y ' (x) has a monodromy described by the multiplier det :\) (a) and grows at
most polynomially when x tends to aj. Thus
X

f-+

det Y'(.i:)(det x'(a))-l

is a single valued analytic function, which has at most a pole at aj and is not
identically zero. Its zeroes also cannot accumulate to aj.
The exponents ß;+i of the space X' at the points a~+i coincide with the valuations 0~+i' wh ich in turn are non-negative, since y' (i) is analytic at the points
{p-l(a~+i)} :
j
ß-n+i

-

-J

> 0.

(5.2.3)

- CPn+i -

The valuations 0i for X' are connected with the valuations
al, ... , an by the inequalities

cpi

for Xl at the points
(5.2.4)

which follow from Definition 2.2.4 of the valuations and the fact that the column
vector Y~(x) of the matrix y' (i) can be obtained from the vector-valued function
Yj (x) by crossing out some of its components.
From Theorem 2.2.2 and inequalities (5.2.3) and (5.2.4) we obtain
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n

SI

=L

i=l

I

n

j=l

i=l

I

r

I

L ßi ::; L L;3;
+ L L ~i = SI ::; 0,
j=l
j=l
t=n+l

where SI is the sum of exponents of X'.

Theorem 5.2.1 Suppose that a representation X is reducible. Let Xl be a subrepresentation of dimension l of the representation X. There exists a system (1.2.1) with
the given monodromy X and regular singular points al, ... ,an which is FucJ,.sian
at alt points, with the exception of possibly one, such that its fundamental matrix
Y(X) has theform

Y(x) =

(TOI

*)

T2

(5.2.5)

,

where the matrixfunction Tl(x) has the size (l, l) and is invariant under the action
ofthe monodromy Xl (cf [BoS]).
Proof We consider system (1.2.1) with the given monodromy X, which is Fuchsian
at the points a2, ... , an and with a regular singular point al. (The existence of such
a system was proved in Section 3.2).
Let Y (x) be a fundamental matrix of the space X of solutions of this system such
that its first l columns form a Levelt's basis of the l-dimensional subspace XI C X
which is invariant under the action of the monodromy Xl. Then

Y(x) = (1[(x)I*).

(5.2.6)

Due to the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 (up the end of Formula (4.2.2»
we may assume that 1[(x) has the form:
(5.2.7)
where

Ai

is the matrix of valuations of the subspace XI;

rankVI(ad = [.

Ei

= 2~i In Xl (ad '

Let Yi be the matrix formed by [ rows of the matrix 1[ (x), with determinant not
identically equal to zero. The space X', generated by the columns of the matrix
Yi is the space of solutions of a system of form (1.2.1) with the coefficient matrix
AI = ~ ~-l. This system has monodromy Xl and singular points al, ... ,an, as
weIl as, possibly, apparent singular points a~, ... ,a~. These are the points where
det Yi(x) = 0 (see the previous lemma). Hence the sum s' of exponents of the
space X' at these points is nonnegative
s ;::: O.

(5.2.8)

5.2 Reducibility and regular systems
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For the sum s" of exponents of the space X' at the points al, ... ,an, we have
(5.2.9)
where SI is the sum of exponents of the space XI (cf. (5.2.4».
By the theorem on the sum of residues applied to the form trAldx, we get in the
same manner as in Theorem 2.2.2

Sc

+ s" + s' = 0,

(5.2.10)

where Sc is the sum of diagonal elements of the matrix C, wh ich occur in the rows
with the same numbers as the rows of Yi. From this, taking into consideration (5.2.8)
and (5.2.9), we have
(5.2.11)
With no loss of generality, one can assurne that Yi is formed by the first rows of the
matrix 1/ (i). (If this is not the case, we rearrange the rows of the matrix 1/, which
corresponds to passing from the matrix TI to 51/, where det 5 f. 0.) Denote by ~I
the matrix formed by the rows of VI with the numbers 1, ... , I. The matrix

(x - adCVI(i)
from (5.2.7) has the form required in Lemma 4.1.1 (with Y(x) replaced by ~I).
By Corollary 4.1.1 there is a matrix r(x) such that either for all rows of the matrix
W' (x) from (4.1.3) condition (a) holds , or for so me row w~ condition (b) is valid.
In the latter case, interchanging the rows with numbers j sand I + m of the matrix

(x-al)

C' (

~I(X)

W'(x)

)

,

we obtain the matrix

with det W(ad

f. O.

Under such a transformation the matrix

T/(i)

= f(x)TI(i) = (x -

11 (i)

transforms to the following one:

al)CI "0d (x)(x - al)A\ (i - al)E\, i E Ü;. (5.2.12)

By condition (b) of Corollary 4.1.1 we have SCI > Sc, where SCI is the sum of the
first I diagonal elements of Cl' Moreover, since det f(x) f. 0 for x f. al, we get
S; ~ SI for the space generated by the columns of T;. From (5.2.10) and the latter
inequalities we obtain
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(5.2.13)

If for some row of the matrix WH (x) condition (b) holds, then we apply the
procedure of Lemma 4.1.1 and Corollary 4.1.1, etc. It follows from (5.2.13) that,
after a finite number of steps, we will get the matrix

wh ich satisfies condition (a) of Corollary 4.1.1.
Passing from Y(i) of (5.2.6) to Y(i) = ro(x)Y(i), we get the matrix of form
(5.2.5). Since det r 0 (x) i= 0 for x i= al, it follows that Y(i) is still the fundamental
matrix of a system which is Fuchsian at the points a2, ... , an' The point al is its
regular singular point, and there are no other singular points for the system.
Corollary 5.2.1 Let all monodromy matrices Gi
simultaneously reduced to the form

G~I

o

Gi

IGT

= x(a,),

i

=

1, ... , n can be

*
, i

=

o

= 1, ... ,n,

(5.2.14)

IG7

where the collection GL ... ,G~ is irreducible for all j = 1, ... , k. Then there
exists a regular system (1.2.1) (with the given X) with afundamental matrix Y(i)
such that the system is Fuchsian offthe point al and Y(i) has theform (5.2.14)
(wirh replacing Gi by yj (i)).
Proo! Denote by Xl the subrepresentation of X, defined by the collection

Gli
o IGr

*

o

IG;

By Theorem 5.2.1 there exists a system with the given monodromy, whose fundamental matrix Y (i) has the form

Y(i) = (Y10(i)

* )

Y(i)

,

5.2 Reducibility and regular systems
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where yl (i;) is a fundamental matrix of a system with the monodromy Xl. Then the
matrix Y(i;) is the fundamental matrix of a system (1.2.1) with the representation
X/Xl. Apply to Y(i;) Theorem 5.2.1 and so on. By k steps we shall get the matrix
y' (i;) that we need.

Remark 5.2.1 The analogous statement for a Fuchsian system is false (see Examples 5.5.1 and 5.5.2).
The following statement is the corollary of Lemma 4.1.1.

Theorem 5.2.2 Let a Fuchsian system (1.2.1) have a reducible monodromy X and
let Xl be an invariant under alt monodromy operators subspace of the space X
of solutions to system (1.2.1). Let the sum Sl of exponents of the space Xl over alt
singular points al, ... , an be equal to zero. Then there exists a constant nonsingular
matrix S such that the matrix A' of the Fuchsian system

dz

-d
x

=.4

,

(5.2.15)

(x)z,

obtained from (1.2.1) by changing z = Sy of depending variable y has the form
(5.2.1).
Proof Consider a fundamental matrix Y (i;) of (1.2.1) such that its first l columns
form the basis in Xl. Then by (5.2.6)

For the corresponding matrix Yi from the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 and for the space
X' ,from (5.2.8)-(5.2.10) and from the condition Sl = 0 we obtain
SI

= s" = s' = o.

(Since (1.2.1) is Fuchsian, we have C
form

V
in our case and det ~l (al)
mental matrix

1';* =

#-

l()
X

=

=

0 in (5.2.7». The matrix Vl(x)has the

(~l(X))
vV(x)

0, since the corresponding system with the funda-

~1(X)(X

- al)

A'

1

I

(i; - al)E 1 , i; E

u;
-

is Fuchsian (it follows from the condition s' = 0 and Theorem 2.2.2.). From latter
inequality in Lemma 4.1.1 it follows that there exists a constant matrix r( x) = S
(see (4.1.5», such that
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S ( ~l(ad ) = (
W(ad

~l(ad )

(5216)
..

0'

but this means that

l(
SV x)

~1(X)
= (x-al )C ( W'(x)

where C = diag(O, ... , 0, CI+l,""

with

Cp)

Cj

> 0,

)

(5.2.17)

,

j = l

+ 1, ... ,po

Let for some m the row w~,J x) of the matrix W' (x) satisfy condition (b) of
Corollary 4.1.1, then interchanging the rows with the numbers j sand l + m of the
matrix SVI(x), we obtain the matrix

°

with det ~I (al) i- (see the corresponding part of the proof ofTheorem 5.2.1). As
in Theorem 5.2.1 (below formula (5.2.11» we get SCI > Sc = 0, but Sq :::; -SI = 0,
which contradicts the previous inequality. This means that for all m the matrix
W' (x) satisfies condition (a) of Corollary 4.1.1. Hence W' (x) == in (5.2.17),
therefore the fundamental matrix SY(x) = Z(x) ofsystem (5.2.15) has the form

°

Z(x) =

l

( 01* **)
l

and thus, A' (x) has the required form (5.2.1).

Proposition 5.2.1 Let a Fuchsian system (1.2.1) have a reducible monodromy X
and let each monodromy matrix Gi can be reduced to the Jordan normal form,
consisting of only one block. Then for valuations cpi and exponents ßf of the system
the following inequalities hold:
{()l
...,....i --

••• --

{()p
r
i ,

ßlt --

-

••• -

ßPi ' ,; - 1
CI

-

,

•••

,

n

•

(5.2.18)

Proof Consider a common invariant for all monodromy operators subspace Xl of
X.
Let Yl(XO),'" ,Yp(xo) be aJordan basis for Xlü" that is in Yl,'" ,yP the matrix
x(ai) has a Jordan normal form
.
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Pi

Gi

=

1

o

0
1
Pi

consisting of only one block. Then the unique filtration of the length p of the space
X Iü;, which is invariant under
is the following one:

a;

o C Xl

C ... C X p = X,

where Xk is generated by Y1, ... ,Yk. Each other filtration can be obtained from
this one by uniting of some Xl, ... ,Xk • Thus we get, that XI = XI for Levelt's
filtration (2.2.9) and therefore Y1 (xa), ... , Yp(xa) is a Levelt's basis in U;* for the
system. Hence the following inequalities hold:

1/)1>
... >
't"t _
!.pi1

I/)P

1""'1'

+ ... + !.piI >
- -l ( !.pi1 + ... +!.piP) ,
p

(ß; + ... + ß;) -

~(ßi1 + ... + ß;')

p

(5.2.19)

2: 0,

where!.p~ = !.pi(Yk). (Under the conditions ofthe proposition, the left hand side of
the latter inequality is real).

Note that ßl, ... ,ß! are the exponents of the space XI at ai. Summarizing the left
hand side of the latter inequality over all i = 1, ... , n, we get
SI -

l

-s 2: 0,

P

(5.2.20)

where SI is the sum of exponents of the space XI, and S is the sum of exponents of
system (1.2.1). By Theorem 2.2.2 S = 0 and by Lemma 5.2.2 SI :S 0, therefore by
(5.2.20) SI = O.
From the last equality it follows that (5.2.18) holds. Indeed, if just one of inequalities
in (5.2.19) were strict, then by (5.2.20) we would have SI - 1.p s > 0, SI > 0, which
contradicts the equality SI = O.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 5.2.2 and the latter proposition we get the
following statement.

Corollary 5.2.2 Let the monodromy X of Fuchsian system (1.2.1) be reducible and
let each monodromy matrix x(ai) can be transformed to a Jordan normal form,
consisting of only one block. Then there exists a constant nonsingular matrix S such
that system (5.2.15), obtainedfrom (1.2.1) by changing z = Sy hasform (5.2.1).
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New series of counterexamples

The following statement gives a necessary and sufficient conditions for a representation of some special dass to be the representation of so me Fuchsian system.
Theorem 5.3.1 Let X be a reducible representation with subrepresentation Xl> and
let each monodromy matrix X(O"i), i = 1, ... , n, can be reduced to a Jordan normal
form, consisting of only one block. Then Hilbert's 21st problemfor the given X has
a positive solution if and only if the following condition holds:
i) "Ix

= 0,

or equivalently
ii) I\~l (0)

= "IX2 (0),

with X2

= X/Xl'

where "Ix(O) denotes the weight ofthe canonical extension GO for the bundle E,
constructed by X (see Section 5.1)( cf [B03 J).
Proo! Let the problem for a given X have a positive solution. Then by Corollary
5.2.2 there exists Fuchsian system (1.2.1) with the monodromy X and with the
matrix A of the form

(~l ~2)'

A=

(5.3.1)

where Al' A 2 are the matrices of systems with the corresponding monodromies
Pi for aII
j are equal one together for the both constructed systems. Denote <Pi by <Pi.

Xl, X2 respectively. By Proposition 5.2.1 we have that all the valuations

Let X be an arbitrary element of the set {X, Xl, X2}' Denote by 17 (i) a fundamental
matrix for the corresponding system of form (1.2.1). By the transformation Y(i) =
f(x )17(i), where

r(x)

n

= II (x -

ai)-;3J (x - al)2:~=2;3J

(5.3.2)

i=2

our system is transformed to the Fuchsian system with the same singular points and
with the valuations

'Pi = 0,

'Pi

= 'Pl,

for all i

= 2, ... , n and for aIl j.

(5.3.3)

Indeed, the transformation r(x) has singularities only at al, ... , an, since it is equal
to 1+ 0(1) at 00. For a Levelt's fundamental matrix Y;(i) from (2.2.45) we have
<I> i = 'PJ, so for the corresponding matrix Y; (i) = r( x) Y; (i) we get
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(5.3.4 )
where i = ai o, i o E

Ut, a

E 6. and
n

II

r 1(x) = (x - a1)L~=2<P;l

(x - aj)-<p,I

j=2,#i

is holomorphically invertible at ai. Therefore the new system is Fuchsian at
a2, ... ,an and has zero-valuations there. In the similar way one can obtain the
second equality in (5.3.3).
As weIl as in Theorem 5.1.1 we get that the section W(i), defined by (5.1.2), is the
holomorphic section of the bundle RA with ,\ = (,\1, ... , ,\ n ),
,\ 1 = ('PI, ... ,'Pd, ,\2 = ... = ,\ n = O. In the similar way as in Proposition 5.1.1
and in (5.1.7) we conclude that the bundle GO has the splitting type Cj = 'PI for all
j, therefore ,(0) = O.
Let for a given X condition i) holds. Then by Proposition 5.1.1 the representation X
can be realized as the monodromy representation of some Fuchsian system.
Let for the given Xl and X2 condition ii) holds. Then the splitting type of the
corresponding bundle G~l is as folIows: Cl = ... = Cl = C (for dirn Xl = l) and
the splitting type of G~2 is equal to the next one: Cl = ... = Cp-l = C.
Indeed, for the first Chern numbers of these bundles we have
n

j

LtrEf = LCi =jc, j = l,p-l,
i=1

i=1

1 InX2(aJ are the Jordan blocks with the
where E; = -21InX1(ai),
Ef- l = -2
7t',
71"1
eigenvalues Pi, 0:::; Repi < 1. Thus we get
n

jc =

j(L Pi)'
i=l

n

C

=

L

i=l

Pi,

(5.3.5)

therefore cis the same for G~l and G~2. Consider the bundles R~l' R~2' R~, where
,\ = (,\1,0 ... ,0), ,Al = (C, ... ,c). By Proposition 5.1.1 under condition ii) we
have that R~l' R~2 are holomorphically trivial. Consider holomorphic sections of
these bundles and the corresponding fundamental matrices Yi (i) and Y2 (i) from
(5.1.2) (for the bundles R~" R~2 respectively). Let W(i) be a meromorphic section
of R~ such that W(i) is holomorphic off a1 . And let Y(i) be the corresponding
fundamental matrix from (5.1.2). Then system (1.2.1) with the fundamental matrix
Y (i) is Fuchsian at a2, ... , an- By Theorem 5.2.1 we may assume that the matrix
Y(i) has already form (5.2.5):
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_ = (Tl
Y(x)
0

*)

T2

,

where Tl, T 2 have the monodromy Xl and X2 respectively.
Denote by f i (x) the following matrices:

(5.3.6)
The matrix f i (x) is single-valued, since Y; (x) and Ti(x) have the same monodromy
and f i (x) is holomorphically invertible outside of al. Indeed, by the construction
Y;(x) and Ti(x) have the form (5.1.7) (with replacing V by V; and Vi) with
C = 0, Al = 0 and with the same 51, x(a- l ). Therefore fi(x) = (v:-l)V i is
holomorphically invertible at ai, i#-1.
By the matrix

0)

f(x) = ( fOl

f

2

transform our system to the system with the following fundamental matrix: Y' (x) =
r(x)Y(x). This system is still Fuchsian at a2, ... ,an and its fundamental matrix
has the next form:

(5.3.7)
in Ur', where by construction VI and V2 are holomorphically invertible, W (x) is
just meromorphic at al.
Let W(x) = (x - aI)kIW'(x), where k ::; 0 and W'(x) is holomorphic at al. Then
using Lemma 4.1.1, we get that there exists a matrix f' (x) of form (4.1.5), such
that

f' (x) (

~

) = (

~II

)

with holomorphic W". Consider the matrix 5 such that

S(

~II

)

= ( ~:' )

t(~)=(

and

t = Sf'5-

l .

Then
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B Yf transform our system with the fundamental matrix Y' (x) to the system with the
fundamental matrix YI/(X) = fy'(x). This system is still Fuchsian at a2,.'" an
and it has a factorization of form (5.3.7) with replacing
Wvl/ ) .
2

And the latter matrix is already holomorphically invertible at a1' Thus, our system
is Fuchsian at al too.
How to calculate the number 1'x (0) by the given representation X? In some cases
(for example for p = 2) it is possible to do, ifthe corresponding regular system with
the same monodromy is done (see the counterexample of Section 2 and Section 6).
In general, it is a difficult problem. But to obtain counterexamples one does not
need the exact value of 1'x(O). It is sufficient to know that 1'x(O) > O. The following
statement provides a simple necessary condition für 1'x (0) to be equal zero.

Corollary 5.3.1 Let a representation X satisfy all conditions of Theorem 5.3./ (including either i) or ii)). Thenfor eigenvalues Pi ofthe matrices Ei = 2~i In(x( O'i))
the number
P=

n

:Lp,

(5.3.8)

i=l

is integer.

Proof The proof immediately follows from (5.3.5), since c is integer.

Example 5.3.1 Consider the matrices

G1 =

U
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
0

G,

~

~

). G,

Cl

~

~

0
-1
0
0

3

(

-4

0
0

2
0
-1

1
-1
0
0

-q

1
1

-1

3

1

2

-4 -1

).

-4 -1

and any set al, a2, a3' The representation X with the singular points a1, a2, a3 and
wirh the monodromy matrices X(O'i) = Gi, i = 1,2,3 can not be realized as the
monodromy representation of any Fuchsian system.
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Proof Note that GI· G 2 • G 3 • = I, the matrix G 2 can be transformed to GI and the
matrix G 3 can be transformed to a Jordan block with the eigenvalue -1. Indeed,
for the matrix G 2 we have

S,'G,S,

l

=(

1
1
0
0

0
1
1
0

n,s,=~(

3 0 -1 1
-6 3 -1 1
0 0
3 0
0 0 -6 3

)

and for the matrix G3 we get

S,'G,S,

=

1
-1
0
0

( -1

~

0
o)
1
1 ,53
-1
0 -1

1

=2

(

320
0
0

8
-8
0
0

j)

0
0
0

-4

-8

The representation has a two-dimensional subrepresentation Xl with monodromy
matrices G}, which are obtained by the intersections of the first two columns and
rows of Gi. Thus, the conditions of Theorem 5.3.1 are fulfilled.

t,

therefore the
By the definition of Ei one has PI = P2 = 0, P3 = 2~i ln( -1) =
number P = PI + P2 + P3 =
is noninteger. By Corollary 5.3.1 we obtain that X
can not be realized as the monodromy representation of any Fuchsian system.

t

Consider now the next example of a negative solution of Hilbert's 21 st problem.
From this example it follows that a triangulability of a representation does not
ensure a positive answer to the problem.

Example 5.3.2 Consider any set oj points al, a2, a3, a4 and the representation,
presented by the matrices Gi = x(ai), which equal to thejollowing ones (in order
oftheir appearance):

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
-1
0
0
0
0
0

1 0 0

-1
1
0
0
0
0

0

0

1 2
1 1
0
0
0

1
0
0

1 0
1 0
2 1
1 0
1 1
-1 0
0 1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
-1
0
0
0
0
0

1

1

-1
0
0
0
0

1 -1

-1

1
-1
1
1
1
0 -1
0
0
0
0

1
-1
0
0

0
0
0

-1
0

0
1

1
1 -1
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1

0

0
0
0
0
0

-1

0

0

0
0
0
0

1

0

-1
1

1

0
0

0

1
0 -1

0

0
0

1
1
1
0
0
2
-1
1
1 -2 -1
-1
1 1
0 -1
0
1
0
0
-1
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1

0

0
0
0
0

-1
0
0
0

-1

0
0

0
0

0
0

1 -1

1

1 -2 1
1 0
0
0

-1

1

0 1

0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0

-1 1
0 0 -1 0
0 0
0 1

This representation can not be realized as the monodromy representation of any
Fuchsian system.
Proof Suppose the contrary. Let Y(i) be a fundamental matrix of aspace X of
solutions to Fuchsian system (1.2.1) with the given monodromy. Then the subspaces
X h 1 ::; l < p, generated by the first l columns Yl," . ,YI of the matrix Y(i) are
invariant under the monodromy action. Each matrix Gi can be transformed to a
Jordan normal form, consisting of two Jordan blocks with eigenvalues 1 and -1,
respectively. Denote vectors of Jordan bases for blocks with eigenvalue 1 by ej and
for blocks with eigenvalue -1 by f~. Using only upper-triangular transformations,
one can transform each matrix Gi to the form, obtained by the shuffle of these two
Jordan blocks. One can obtain this form by replacing by zero all numbers heing
above the diagonal except for the underlined numbers. The correspoding bases for
Gi are as follows:

Note that any vector e~, i = 1,2,3,4, gene rates the subspace Xl, vectors el, f;
generate the subspace X 2 and so on. Denote by aj the valuation <Pi (ej) of the vector
ej and by bj the valuation <Pi (fj). As it follows from the proof of Proposition 5.2.1
the following inequalities:
(5.3.9)

al 2: ... 2: a;, bl 2: ... 2:

b~, i

= 1,2,3

hold. It follows from Lemma 5.2.2 that SI ::; 0, where SI denotes the sum of
exponents of XI. Using Theorem 2.2.2 , (5.3.9) and (5.2.2), one can obtain
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therefore 86
(5.3.9) that

= 0 and 81 = ag + a5 + a~ + a~ = O. It follows from this equality and
a~

= ... = a~ = ai for some ai , i = 1,2,3,4.

One can analogously prove that
4

b~

= ... = b~ = b\ i = 1,2,3,4 and 82 = L

bi

+ 2 = O.

i=1

The condition of Theorem 2.2.2 has in this case the form
0=

87

+ 3a 2 + 3a 3 + 3a 4 + 2b l + 1 + 4b 2 +
2 + 4b 3 = 2 + 4b 4 + 2 = 2a 1 - 2b l - 1,

= Sa l

(5.3.10)

since 81 = 82 = O. But it follows from (5.3.10) that 2a l - 2b l = 1 for integers
a l and bl , which is impossible. This contradiction means that the given X can not
be realized as the monodromy representation of any Fuchsian system.

5.4

The ca ses of positive solvability

We present here some sufficient conditions for a reducible representation X to be
the monodromy representation of some Fuchsian system. 70. p.114; 6 row below:
replace " for valuations ... " by 71. p.114; delete 5 and 4-th rows below.
The first of all we need the following statement.

Lemma 5.4.1 Suppose that the matrix Ci
X has the following form:
Ci

C'
= ( 0'

=

X( 0";) of an irreducible represelZtation

0) ,

C;'

(5.4.1)

where c; has the size (t, t), 0 < t < p. For any integers d l and d2 , there exists a
Fuchsian system (1.2.1) with the monodromy X such that its valuations Y'J satisfy
the following conditions:

i)Y'j=d l , j=/=i, k=l, ... ,p;
ii) <p~

< d2 ,

iii) <pi

> d2 ,

k

= 1, ... , t ;
m = t + 1, ... ,p.
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Proof Without loss of generality we may assurne that i = 1. Let us modify the
proof of Theorem 4.2.1 as folIows. Consider a regular system (1.2.1) with the
given monodromy X' which is Fuchsian off the singular point al and has valuations
V;J, satisfying condition i) of the lemma for j :f. 1. (To obtain such a system it
is sufficient to consider a meromorphic, holomorphic off al section W (x) of the
bundle RA, where A = (Al, ... , An), Aj = (d l , ... , dr), j = 2, ... , n; such a
system always exists, see Sections 5.2 and 3.2). Moreover, let the matrix x(al)
have the form (5.4.1) in the basis of the columns of Y(i). (Otherwise transform
the matrix Y(i) to Y(i)S, where S-lX(al)S has the form (5.4.1». Then from the
assumption of the lemma it follows that the upper-triangular matrix EI in (4.2.1)
has the block form
EI

= diag(E;, E~),

where

E~ = ~
In G~.
27fz

We replace the matrix B in (4.2.1) by B' = diag(b~, ... , b~), where all the numbers
b~, ... , b~ satisfy the following conditions:

< d _ (p -

b'
1

b'

p>

2

d
2

+ np +

1) (n - 2)

2

'

(p-1)2(n-2)

2

'

(5.4.2)

p

L b~ =

-pdl(n - 1),

j=1

bj -bj+l

>

p2(p _ l)(n - 2) .
2
,J = 1, ... ,t-1,t+1, ... ,p-1.

Let us consider the system with the fundamental matrix Z(i), constructed in Theorem 4.2.1. Since <1> = D + B' has the block form <1> = diag( <1>', <1>/1), where t
diagonal elements of the matrix <1>' and p - telements of the matrix <1>/1 are in
the nonincreasing order (according to the latter inequality of (5.4.2) and Theorem
4.2.1), the form of EI implies that the matrix function

is holomorphic at al' Thus, from Corollary 2.2.1 we get that this system is Fuchsian
at the point al.
From the third condition of (5.4.2), together with the condition
n

p

LLßf =0
i=l )=1
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for the constructed system (cf. Theorem 2.2.2) and the fact that 0 :S Repj
get

< trC :S

- np

< 1 we
(5.4.3)

0,

where C is from (4.2.2). Indeed,
n

o= L

n

p

p

i=2 j=l

i=l j=l

= pd l (n -

p

L ßl = L L ßi + L ßi =
n

j=l

p

p

L L pi + tr( D + BI) + L p{ =

1) +

i=2 j=l
n

j=l

p

= l: l: pi +

trC + pdl(n - 1) + trB I ,

i=l j=l

since trC = trD by (4.2.3). The inequalities (5.4.3) follow now from the inequality
n

p

o :S l: l: pi < pn,
i=l j=l

(which in turn follows from 0 :S Repi

< 1) and from

the third equality in (5.4.2):

p

trB

= l: b~ = -pdl(n -

I

1).

j=l

From (4.2.6) and (5.4.3) we get
ClP -

C1P :S

C

tr:::;

(n - 2)p(p - 1)

2

Cl :S

(n-2)p(p-1)
2
'

C'

+ tr:S

(n - 2)p(p - 1)

2

(n - 2)(p - 1)
2
.

'
(5.4.4)

From (5.4.4) and the condition of nonincreasing for Cl, ... , Cp it follows that
Cl + ... +Cp-l :S Cl(P -1):S

(n - 2)(p - 1)2
2

Therefore from the left hand side inequality in (5.4.3) we get
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C
p

Since far an j :S
(5.4.2) we have

> - np -

111
(n - 2)(p - 1)2
-'------'---'-----'-

2

(5.4.5)

t and far an l by (5.4.4) , (5.4.5) and by the first condition in
bj

+ Cl < b~ + c~ < d2 ,

we obtain that the first t diagonal elements of <I> do not exceed d2 • In the similar
way for an j > t and for alll by the second condition in (5.4.2) we get

therefore the last p - t diagonal elements of<I> are less than d2 • So we get conditions
ii) and iii) for the fundamental matrix Z(X).

Theorem 5.4.1 Let alt matrices X( O"i) of the monodromy representation X can be
simultaneously transformed to the foltowing form:

G)· = (GO]

G;*) ,

(5.4.6)

where the size of each G] is (l, l). Let the coltection of the matrices G~, .. . ,G~
define the representation Xi, i = 1,2 and let the representation X2 can be realized
as the monodromy representation of some Fuchsian system. lf XI is irreducible and
for some i the matrix Gi has the form (5.4.1) with t :S (, then the monodromy X
also can be realized as the monodromy representation of some Fuchsian system.
Proof Without loss of generality we can assurne that i = 1. The proof of the
theorem is similar to the proof of the sufficiency of condition ii) for Theorem 5.3.1.
Consider a fundamental matrix Y2 (x) of a Fuchsian system with the monodromy
X2, such that X2(O"j) = G; in the basis ofthe columns ofY(x). Let

.

max

,=2, ... ,n;)=I, ... ,p-1

'Pi = d 1 ,

.

max

)=l, ... ,p-l

'Pi = d2

(5.4.7)

for the valuations of the system. Consider the corresponding fundamental matrix
Y1 (x) of the Fuchsian system, constructed in the previous lemma, with the monodromy Xl and with dl and d2 from (5.4.7). Let XI(O"j) = G] in the basis of the
columns of YI (x).
As in Theorem 5.3.1, let Y(X) be a fundamental matrix of a regular system with
the monodromy X with Fuchsian singular points a2,' .. ,an' In addition, let Y(X)
have the form
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(5.4.8)

where Tl and T 2 have the monodromy matrices
tively.

GJ, G;,

j = 1, ... , n, respec-

Consider the matrices f i from the formula above (5.3.7) and the new fundamental
matrix Y'(i:) = f(x)Y(i:) with

For the corresponding Levelt's matrix 1';'(i:) = Yi(i:)Si, i:f. 1 we have factorization (2.2.45) with the holomorphic matrix V (x) and with <1> i = diag( d l , ... , d l , <p} , ... , <pf-l)
From (5.4.7) it follows that the diagonal elements of <1>i form a nonincreasing sequence. Therefore by Corollary 2.2.1 we get that system (1.2.1) with the fundamental
matrix Y' (i:) is Fuchsian at ai for i > 1.
In

U;

the matrix Yl (i:) has the form
(5.4.9)

By the second condition in (5.4.7) and condition iii) of Lemma 5.4.1 we obtain that
for diagonal elements <pi of <1>1 the following inequalities hold:
11.,1

> ... -> Ir'!.
'1'1'

'1'1 -

I"t+l

'1'1

>
... >
("p
- '1'1'

Since the matrix EI has the same block form as GI from (5.4.1), we get that the
matrix

L(x)

= <1>1 + (x -

al)<I>'E1(x - al)-<I>,

is holomorphic at al' Indeed, L( x) also has a block form and a holomorphy of such
blocks follows from the formula below (2.2.27).
In the similar way as in Theorem 5.3.1, by f(x) transform our system to the system
with the fundamental matrix 17 (x) = fy' (i:), which has a holomorphic factor

WII)
V;

in the corresponding factorization (2.2.45). By Corollary 2.2.1 the constructed
system is Fuchsian at al'
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Remark 5.4.1 The statement of the theorem does not depend on a disposition of the
irreducibLe representation Xl in (5.4.6)./fwe assume that the coLLection G~, ... ,G~
defines the irreducibLe representation of the dimension land the size of G~ from
(5.4.1) is greater than p - l - 1, then we shaLL obtain the same resuLt for X as in the
theorem (under assumption that Xl can be realized as the monodromy representation
of some Fuchsian system).
The proof is just the same as in the theorem with one difference. We must replace
(5.4.7) by
.

rnin

'=2 •...• n;r=1 •...• p-1

<p~

= dl ,

. rnin
]=l ..... p-l

<pi = d2 .

(5.4.10)

Corollary 5.4.1 Let aLL matrices X( O'i) of a monodromy representation X can be
simuLtaneousLy transformed to the form (5.4.6), where the size of each Gj is (l, l) .
Let for some i

lf the both representations Xl, X2 with matrices Xi(O'j) = Gj, i = 1,2 can be
realized as the monodromy representations of some Fuchsian systems, then the
same is aLso true for the representation X.
Proof The proof is a simplified version of the proof of Theorem 5.4.1. One should
make the following changes: drop all conditions related to d2 ; set t = l = dirn Xl;
choose a Fuchsian system with the monodromy Xl so that its valuations <p; for
j :/= i satisfy the condition <p; > dl , k = 1, ... , l. The last condition is easily
satisfied by means of the transformation

with d = d l + 1- rninj;ti;k=l ..... l
holomorphic at (0).

<pJ. (Note that the matrix ofthis transformation is

The following statement is the direct corollary of Theorem 5.4.1 and Corollary
5.4.1.

Theorem 5.4.2 Let aLL matrices X(O'i) can be simuLtaneousLy transformed to form
(5.2.14), where each coLLection GL ... ,G~forms the irreducibLe representation Xj'
lffor each j there exists i such that the matrix Gi with heLp of an upper-trianguLar
matrix SI can be transformed to theform G: = S/Gi(Sn- l , where
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(GD'

*

o

o

(5.4.11)

G~=

o

o

(G~)'

then the representation X can be realized as the monodromy representation oJ some
Fuchsian system.
Below, in Section 5.5 we present some other new sufficient conditions for the
positive solvability of Hilbert's 21st problem.

5.5

On regular systems

The negative solution of Hilbert's 21 st problem means that, as distinct from a local
situation, the class of Fuchsian systems and the class of systems with regular singular
points are not meromorphically equivalent globally throughout the Riemann sphere.
In other words, there are systems (1.2.1) with regular singular points al, . .. ,an that
cannot be reduced to a Fuchsian system by any change

z

= f(x)y

(5.5.1)

of the unknown vector function y by means of the matrix r( x) meromorphic on
wh ich is holomorphically invertible outside of the points aj, ... ,an.

C,

But each regular system occurs to be a subsystem (quotient system) of so me regular
system, which is already meromorphically equivalent to a Fuchsian one.
This statement is equivalent to the following one.

Theorem 5.5.1 Any representation X is a subrepresentation (quotient representation) oJsome representationJorwhich Hilbert's 21st problem has a positive solution.
To prove this theorem we need some new special condition for a positive solvability
of the problem.
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Proposition 5.5.1 Let the monodromy matrices X( ai) of the representation X can
be simultaneously transformed to the following form

GI =

(

Gi
jGr

-

.

(5.5.2)

o
where for all j = 1, ... , m the collection of the matrices Gi, ... , G~ is irreducible
and the size of G: is (k j , k j ). lf all subrepresentations of X are indecomposable and
for some i the matrix Gi has a blockform
(5.5.3)

where the size l ofthe matrix G; does not exceed k l , then Hilbert's 21st problemfor
the representation X has a positive solution.
Proof Denote by XJ the subrepresentation, formed by intersections of the first
k l + ... + kj rows and columns of the matrices GI. Without loss of generality, we
can take it that the matrix GI has the required form (5.5.3) and that it is uppertriangular.
Let us consider a system with regular singular points al, ... , an, which is Fuchsian
at the points a2, .. . ,an, and a fundamental matrix Y(i) for the space of solutions
of this system of form (5.5.2) (with replacing Gf by the corresponding Yj), in
the basis of whose columns the matrix X( ai) has form (5.5.3). (The existence of a
system with such a matrix Y(i) is proved in Corollary 5.2.1). Suppose that
(5.5.4)
in U;, then the matrix VI(x), meromorphic at the point al also has form (5.5.2)
with replacing G~ by Vl k . Denote by r the order of the zero (the pole with the sign
minus) of the function det VI (x) at the point al and by rl the order ofthe zero (the
pole with the sign minus) of the function ::: ~;~:~.
Let d l , d 2 , d 3 , bl
fied:

, ... ,

bp be integers for which the following inequalities are satis-
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r - ld l
rl -

(

P-

1.

"1

)d

2

+

-

(p - l)bl+l > 0,

(n - 2)(p - kd(p - k l
2

1)

-

°

< .

(5.5.5)

We represent the matrix Y(i) from (5.5.4) in form (4.2.1)

Y(i:) = V{(x)(x - adB(i - adEl,

(5.5.6)

where B = diag(b l , ... ,bp ), bj from (5.5.5). Let us consider the corresponding
matrix r 1 (x) and factorization (4.2.2) for the matrix V{(x):
(5.5.7)
with a holomorphically invertible at al matrix V(x) and C

= diag( Cl, •.. ,Cp ),

Cl ~ ... ~ C p '

Lemma 5.5.1/nequality (4.2.6) is satisfied under the conditions oJ Proposition
5.5./ Jor the elements oJ the matrix C Jrom (5.5.7).
Proof We shall prove the lemma by induction with respect to the number m of
blocks in (5.5.2). For m = 1 the lemma follows from Proposition 4.2.1. Suppose
that the statement has been proved for m = t. Let us prove it for m = t + 1.
It follows from (5.5.6) and (5.5.7) that
virtue of (5.5.5),

Cl

~ ~t
P

i=l

~

1

Ci

~ ~ (r P

-(r -ld 1

p

2::;=1 Ci

-

t

i=l

= r-

bi

-

t

2::;=1 bi , and
bi )

therefore, by

>

i=l+l

(p -l)bl+d > 0.

(5.5.8)

Let us consider the first row (Yl' ... , Yp) of the matrix r 1 (x) Y (i).

Lemma 5.5.2 The element Yl (i) oJ the first row oJ the matrix
identically zero.

r 1 (:r) Y (i)

°

is not

Proof We suppose that Yl(i) == O.Then Y2(i) == ... == Ykl (i) == as weIl by virtue
of the irreducibility of the subrepresentation Xl (see Lemma 4.2.1). Since the matrix
Y(i) has form (5.5.2), the last identity means that the first kl elements in the first
row I of the matrix r 1 (x) are zero. Since all the elements of r 1 are holomorphic
outside of the point al , it follows that I = (0, ... ,0, 11, ... "P-kl)' where there
are two possibilities: a) Ij = S :I 0, sEC for a certain j, 1:S j :S p - k 1 ; b)
all nonzero Ij have poles at 0.
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Consider the case a). Let us consider a matrix

t(x)

/'1'"

=

(

[j-l

o

S

0
0

... /'p-kl

o

JP-kl-j

(where [l is the identity matrix of the size 1) and a matrix Y'(X) we obtain from
y (x) by deleting the first k l rows and columns. We denote by V;', B' and E~
the matrices obtained after we delete the first k l rows and columns of the matrices
V{, Band EI respectively. We find from (5.5.7) that

t(x)V;'(x) = V(x),

(5.5.9)

where the first row v(x) ofthe matrix V(x) has the form v(x) =
(x - adC1v(x), v(x) is a row vector holomorphic at the point al.
In Ü; the matrix Y'(X) has the factorization ofform (5.5.6):

Y'(X)

= V{(x)(x

- al)B'(x - adE;.

(5.5.10)

We consider a respective matrix f'(x) and the factorization of form (5.5.7) with
matrices C' and V' (x):

f'(x) . V{(x)

= (x -

adC'V'(x).

(5.5.11)

According to the induction assumption

p~!(
L....-

,

Cl -

(n - 2)(p - kl)(p - k 1

')

Ci

2

:::;

-

1)

.

(5.5.12)

i=l

On the other hand, by virtue of the second inequality in (5.5.5)
p-k!

L

c;

= rl

- (bk!+!

+ ... + bp ) < rl - (p - kdd 2 ,

(5.5.13)

i=l

where rl is the order of the zero of the function ~:: ~:! = det V{ at the point al'
Adding inequalities (5.5.12) and (5.5.13) together and taking the last inequality in
(5.5.5) into account, we have (p - k l )c~ < 0, whence
C~

< O.

Let us consider a matrix

Z(x)

= t(x)Y'(x)(f'(x)Y'(X))-l.

(5.5.14)
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On one hand, the matrix Z (x) is meromorphic and holomorphically invertible
outside off the point al' On the other hand, for the first row ZI (x) of this matrix in
the neighborhood of the point al from (5.5.10), (5.5.9) and (5.5.11) we obtain

ZI(X) = (x - adC'-C~v(x)(V'(x))-I,
where v(x) is a row holomorphic at the point al' From the fact that v(x) is holomorphic and from inequalities (5.5.8) and (5.5.14) we get ZI (ad = O. Since the
row ZI (x) is holomorphic throughout the Riemann sphere outside of ab it follows,
according to Liouville's theorem, that ZI (x) == 0, and this contradicts the holomorphic invertibility of the matrix Z (x) outside of the point al' Thus, Yl (i) is not
identically equal to zero.
Consider the case b). From Lemma 4.1.1 it follows that there exists a meromorphic
matrix W of the form

(~l ~/),
which is holomorphically invertible outside of 0 and such that the first row 'Y ' of
has the form, required in the item a). (More precisely this fact follows from
the lemma, applied to fi, where t means transposition. In this case one must take
-Ck, +i equal to the order of pole of 'Yi at zero, I = 1, Y = xc., +i 'Yj with maximal
Ck, + j' The procedure of Lemma 4.1.1 decreases the pole of 'Yj. Iterating this process,
as a result we obtain a matrix Wo of the required form and such that Wofi has the
first column which contains either only holomorphic elements at zero or only zero
elements excepting one, say 'Y:n. B ut in the latter case 'Y:n cannot have a pole at zero
too, because in opposite case this function would have a zero at some x' and it would
be det(Wo(xl)fi(x' ) = 0, wh ich contradicts the equality detr 1 (x) = const =1= O.
Let W = WJ. This completes the proof). The proof of the lemma in the case b)
repeats now the proof of the item a) with replacing 'Y by 'Y' , Y (i) by W -1 Y (i),
and VI by W-IVI .

r 1W

As it follows from Remark 4.2.1 all we need for completeness of the proof of Lemma
5.5.1 is the linear independence of the functions Yl,"" Yp. The corresponding
proof is presented in Lemma 5.5.3. The only thing that we else have to verify is the
holomorphy of (x - al)8 EI (x - al )-8. But since the matrix EI = 2~i In X( O"d is
of the block form (5.5.3), we have to verify this condition for each block separately.
And we can carry out the verification, with due account of the first two inequalities
in (5.5.5), in the same way as we did in Proposition 4.2.1.

Lemma 5.5.3 Suppose that the first element Yl (x) 0/ a row Yl, ... , YP 0/ the matrix
Y(i) is nonzero. I/ any subrepresentation 0/ representation X 0/ the monodromy
0/ system (/.2.1) is indecomposable then the /unctions Yl, ... ,yP are linearly independent.
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Proof Denote by X the space of solutions for the system. Let Xl be the subspace of

X, generated by the first k l + ... + k l columns of Y. Let us assurne that the statement
of the lemma is false. Then there is an upper-triangular nonsingular matrix 5 such
that the elements with indices j E J ofthe row vector (Xl' ..• , X p) = (Yl, ... , Yp)5
are linearly independent and the elements with indices j E {I, ... , p} \ J = JO are
identically zero. Let us consider a linear subspace XO of the vector functions that
is generated by the columns tj of the matrix Y 5, j E JO.

For arbitrary monodromy operator a* we have
p

a*(t~)

=L

(5.5.15)

Alt;,

1=1

where

tj

E Xo. We get from (5.5.15) that
p

0==

(Xj

oa) = LAlxl = LAIxI,
1=1

lEl

for the row of the matrix Y(i)5 being considered, whence, by virtue of the linear
independence of the elements Xl. l E J, we have Al = 0, l E J. Therefore, the
right hand side of (5.5.15) is a linear combination of the elements of the space Xo.
In other words, XO is an invariant subspace for all monodromy operators.
B y the hypothesis, XO does not contain the first column of the matrix Y (i), and
therefore Xl
XO, and this means that Xl n XO = 0 since otherwise XI would
be reducible. Suppose that s is the first number for which X s n xo i- 0, and then
X s- l nxo = 0 and, since the quotient representation Xs /Xs-l is irreducible, we find
that aB columns ofthe matrix Y 5 with numbers k l + ... kS - l + 1, ... , k l + ks belong
to XO, i.e. xsnxo is an invariant subspace for Xs and Xs = Xs-l ffiXs/ Xs-l, and this
contradicts the assumption concerning the irreducibility of the subrepresentation Xs
of the representation X. Lemma 5.5.3 is proved.

rt

Let us return to the proof of Proposition 5.5.1. According to Lemma 5.5.1, there
is a matrix r (x), meromorphic and holomorphicaBy invertible outside of the point
al, such that
(5.5.16)
where C = diag(cl' ... 'Cp ), CI 2: ... 2: cp ' the numbers Ci satisfy inequality
(4.2.6), V (x) is holomorphically invertible, B is a diagonal integral matrix whose
elements satisfy the first three inequalities in (5.5.5). We choose a number d3 in
(5.5.5) such that

d3

>

(n - 2)p(p - 1)
2
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The final part of the proof of Proposition 5.5.1 is exactly the same as of Theorem
4.2.1. There is only one difference. In our case the corresponding matrix D +B from
(4.2.4) has a block form. These blocks correspond the blocks of EI and diagonal
elements of each block form a nonincreasing sequence. Therefore, the matrix

is holomorphic at al and we also can use Corollary 2.2.1.

Proposition 5.5.2 Suppose that alt quotient representations of a representation

X are indecomposable. If the monodromy matrices of this representation can be
simultaneously reduced toform (5.5.2) so that the matrix X(O"i) hasform (5.5.3)for
a certain i, where the size ofthe matrix G;' does not exceed km' then Hilbert's 21st
problem for the representation X has a positive solution.
Proo! As weIl, as in Proposition 5.5.1, we again suppose that i = 1, and again
consider a system with regular singular points al, ... ,an, Fuchsian at the points
a2, ... , an, and a fundamental matrix Y (x) of the space of solutions of this system
of form (5.5.2) in the basis of whose columns the matrix X(O"l) is upper-triangular
and has form (5.5.3). Let us consider factorization (5.5.4) for this matrix.
Let d l , d 2 ,

K,

bl

, ... ,

bp be integers for wh ich the equalities

bi = d l - K(i - 1),
bj = dz + K(p - j),
K > 0,
hold true, where I is the size of the matrix

i = 1, ... ,I,
j=l+l, ... ,p,
G~ ,

(5.5.17)

I 2 p - km.

Let us represent the matrix Y(x)) from (5.5.4) in form (5.5.6), where B =
diag(b l , . . . , bp ), bi from (5.5.17). We consider the corresponding matrix r 1 (x)
and factorization (5.5.7) for the matrix ~'(x). We denote by (Yl, ... , Yp) the first
roW of the matrix r Y and, as we did in Lemma 5.5.3, consider an upper-triangular
nonsingular matrix 5 such that the elements with indices j E J of the row vector
(Xl' ... ,X p) = (VI, ... , Yp) 5 are linearly independent and the elements with indices j E JO = {I, ... ,p}\J are identically zero. As in Lemma 5.5.3, we can use
the irreducibility of the representation Xs \Xs-l to prove that J = J m! U ... U J m"
where J mk is the set of numbers of columns of some block Gi in (5.5.2). The monodromy matrices of the fundamental matrix r(x)Y(x) are the same as of Y(X),
and therefore we find from the form of the row X = (Xl, ... , X p ) that the elements
with numbers (k, s) of the matrices G~ = 5- 1 Gi 5, where k E J, s E JO are zero.
Indeed, for s E JO we get
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0== (x s 0 0";)

= xs(a;li) = L

gksXkl

kE]

whence, by virtue of the linear independence of Xkl k E J, we get gks = 0,
J, s E JO, for elements of C;.

kE

We denote by U;, B', V', H:, <P; the matrices obtained as a result of the deleting of
the rows and columns with the numbers from JO of the matrices V;' (x - al) B 8 (xad- B , B, V, C;, <Pi respectively.
Note that the numbers of columns of the last block of Cf' from (5.5.2) are not
contained in JO, since otherwise the quotient representation X/Xs-l, where Cf is
the last block, the numbers of whose columns enter into .J would be decomposable.
Therefore, the matrix 8 has the form

8=(5o

0 ) '
Jk",

(5.5.18)

where 5 is an upper-triangular matrix. From this and from (5.5.17) we find that the
matrix (x - al)B 8 (x - ad- B is holomorphic at al and
det((x - ad B 8 (x - ad- B ) = det 8 #- o. Consequently, V' is a holomorphically
invertible matrix.
The row (Xil1 ... ,Xi.), i j E J, q = IJI, is analytic outside of the points
al, ... , an and has monodromy H~, ... , H~ and factorizations of form (4.2.10)
with replacing Yj by Xj' <Pi by <P;, B by B', Ei by E: = 2~i InH;, 8 i = [.
Applying the procedure used in Proposition 4.2.1 to this row, we get an equality of
form (4.2.20):
n

qCl

+ LbJ + LL'Pi+
i=2

JE]

~~

j

JE]

d _ (n - 2)q(q - 1)
2
'

+ L..., L..., p, + i=2

where

pi, pi

JE]

(5.5.19)

~ 0 are diagonal elements of the matrix Ei, d ~ O. We denote by

d the sum of all positive numbers from 'Pi, i = 1, ... , n,
2::7=2 2:: jE ] 'Pi :s d, and it follows from (5.5.19) that
PCl

:S (n - 2)p(p - 1) _ P. L bj .
2

q JE]

j = 1, ... , p; then

(5.5.20)

Relation (4.2.9) holds true for the form w = dY . y- 1 . Subtracting it from (5.5.20),
we get
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(5.5.21)
where

J(

is a constant independent of B.

Let us evaluate the difference D = Li=1 b; - ; LjEJ bj . From the fact that the
numbers from p - l + 1 to p are contained in J and from (5.5.17) we have

l

p
bj
q jE{1, ... ,l}nJ

2:: bi -

D =

2::

i=1

p_q
-

-

q

P

2::

j=l+1

bj ~

l
P
l
p_q P
<"'b-'
"
b
- 'L..t
" bJ'
- L..t '
L..t
J
i=1
q j=l-q, + 1
q j=l+1

n JI. Using (5.5.17) again, we obtain after simple calcula-

where q1 = 1{1, ... , l}
tions
D

~ (p - q~(p -l) (d 1 - d 2 + ~(1 - p)) + ~p(p; q).

(5.5.22)

Indeed, by (5.5.17) we have

~b=ld1_~l(l-1).
2

L..t '
;=1

t

~

'

L..t
j=l-q, +1

bj = (p - l)d 2

b j -

+ ~ (p -

q1

d

1 -

~

(2l-q1- 1 )q1
2
'

l)(P2 - l - 1) ,

j=l+1
therefore,

-

(p - q) (p - l)
d2
q

~
-

-

q

(p - q) (p - l) (p - l - 1)
= A1
2

+ N,

where
M
N = _~ l(l- 1)

2
Since q = p - l

= ld 1 -

+ ~p (2l
q

pq1 d 1 _ (p - q)(p - l) d2 ,
q
q
- q1 - 1)q1 _ !5:. (p - q)(p -l)(p -l - 1).
2
q
2

+ q1' it follows that
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M = (p - q) (p - l) (d 1
q

d2 )

-

and

/'i,

[-ql (l- 1) + p(l + (p - q) - 1) (l - (p - q)) - (p - q) (p -l) (p -l - 1)]

=

+ pw - (p - q)2 -l + (p - q)) - (p - q)(p -l)(p - l - 1)]

=

N

=-

=

/'i, [-ql(l - 1)
2q

2q

= ~[(l 2q

1)( -ql

=

+ pl) + (p - q)( -p(p - q) + p - (p - l)2 + p -l)] =

(p - q)(p -l)/'i,(1 - p)
q

+

/'i,(p - q)p
2
.

Adding M and N, we get (5.5.22). Suppose now that

/'i, > p

'1](1.

We choose d 2 and d 1 such that the number D in (5.5.22) does not exceed O. (lf
q = p, then D = 0 and if q < p, then (p-q~(P-l) >
> 0 and we must choose
d 1 < d z such that

7

Now (5.5.21) yields
(5.5.23)
The last part of the proof of the proposition completely repeats the corresponding
part of Theorem 4.2.1. We have only to verify that the elements b; of the matrix
D + B satisfy the following conditions
(5.5.24)
to use the block form (5.5.3) of the matrix E~, and to use Corollary 2.2.1. But the
inequalities (5.5.24) follow from (5.5.17) and (5.5.23).
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Proof of Theorem 5.5.1. It is sufficient to show that every representation X is a
subrepresentation (quotient representation) of some representation which satisfies
the conditions of Proposition 5.5.2 (Proposition 5.5.1).
Let us prove the second statement (the first statement can be proved by analogy).
Suppose that representation X of form (5.5.2) has decomposable subrepresentations
XS 1 , ••• ,XSr' 81 < ... < 8 n
r > 1. Let 8 = 82'
We take it that the matrices G~ and G~ have been reduced to the Jordan normal
form by means of the matrices R 2 and RS (to make this assumption, it is sufficient
to pass to the matrices Gi = R- l Gi R, where R has form (5.5.2) (with replacing
G{ by Rj) with R ic = I, k =I- 2, s). Let t 2 = gil' t 3 = gfl,where G~ = (gtj ),
G~ = (g;j)'
Let us consider representation X of size p

G~ = ( ~ ~1
G;
where t l J·

t3

= ( 0

= -.l.ih·
t2
J'

t 11

t 1 -

•••

G3
_1_

G~ = ( t~

),

t lp

t2 t3 '

+ 1 with matrices

G'

)

"

G3

=(

),

10 ... 0
G2

1 0
0 Gi

),

i

> 3,

= (gij).

This representation already has r - 1 decomposable subrepresentations and the
matrices G~ have form (5.5.3) which satisfy the conditions of Proposition 5.5.1.
Repeating the described procedure, after r - 1 steps we shall get the representation
Xsatisfying the conditions of Proposition 5.5.1 whose quotient representation is the
original representation X.
If representation X does not have decomposable subrepresentations (or r = 1) and
the number m of blocks in (5.5.2) exceeds unity, then, in the general case, we have
to carry out once the procedure described above all the same (say, for 8 = 2, 81) in
order to obtain the matrix G~ of form (5.5.3). It suffices to reduce only the matrix
G~ to the Jordan normal form.
Corollary 5.5.1 The size oJthe representation we have constructed does not exceed
the number p + m - 1, where m is the number oJirreducible blocks inJactorization
(5.5.2)Jor the monodromy matrices oJthe original representation X.
From Theorem 5.5.2 and Corollary 5.5.1 we obtain the following statement.
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Theorem 5.5.2 Any system (1.2.1) with regular singular points is a subsystem (quotient system) of some system, which is meromorphically equivalent to a Fuchsian
system with the same singular points. The size ofthe latter system does not exceed
the number p + m - 1, where p is the size of the original system, and m is the
number of blocks in decomposition (5.5.2) for the monodromy representation X of
the system (1.2.1).
Example 5.5.1 Let us consider the following system with regular singular points
0, -1, 1, }:

(U

dy
dx

1

+ 2"

CO

0
0

o
0

0
0
-1
1

0 0
0 0
o 0

0
1

x

o)
o

-x

0

1 (00 6
0

1

+ 6"

x2

0) --+-~
x-I 3
2

1

1

0 0
0 0

C
0

~

-3
0
0
0

0
1
6 o
o ) --+
-1 ~
x +1
-1
0
-3
-1
-1

-3

o)
~

1

x -}

)

y

(5.5.25)
lts quotient system resulting after the deletion of the first rows and columns of
the matrices of coefficients in (5.5.25) is not meromorphically equivalent to any
Fuchsian system, since for the monodromy representation of this quotient system
Hilberts 21 st problem has a negative solution (see Section 2.4). As to system (5.5.25)
itself, we can use a change z = r 2 (x) r 1 (x)y with matrices

r 1 (x) =

( 0'000)
_.L
3

1 0 0
0 1 0

000

'

r,(x)

1

. 1 0
1
(
0
0

0 0
0
x
1 0
0 1

~ ~

_1

)

to reduce it to the Fuchsian system

dz
dx

1
+2

(( -~
(

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0
1
-1
1

0

-1
0
0
0
3
-1
1

3
-2
1
0

0

0
0
-1

)~+~(

), , (

-2

--+x-I

3

l

3

0
0

-2
l

3

0
0

6
2
0
0

-6
3
-1
-1

-3 -6
2
3
0 -1
0 -1

1
o1 ) --+

~

x+1

0

)-'}

-5
1
1

x--2

(5.5.26)
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Since any system of two equations with n regular singular points and any system of
three equations with three regular singular points are meromorphically equivalent
to Fuchsian systems (see Dekkers's result in Section 3.4 and Chapter 6), Example
5.5.1 is minimal in this sense (with respect to the number of equations in the system
and the number of singular points).

Remark 5.5.1 System (5.5.25) is also the first (with respect to the number of equations and singular points) example of a Fuchsian system which cannot be reduced
by any meromorphic change to a Fuchsian system wirh the same singular points the
matrices of whose coefficients have the same character of reducibility (5.5.2) as its
monodromy matrices.
Indeed, the matrices of system (5.5.26) have the form (5.5.2) with m = 2, k 1 =
2, k 2 = 2 and as it was shown, they could not be reduced to form (5.5.2) with m = 3
blocks of the sizes k 1 = 1, k 2 = 1, k 3 = 2 respectively. But the monodromy
matrices of (5.5.26) have exactly the latter character of reducibility (it follows from
the fact that this character of reducibility have the matrices of system (5.5.25)).
The first example of such a type was presented in Proposition 2.2 in [Bo4] (for the
monodromy representation of dimension p = 7).

Example 5.5.2 Let us consider matrices
1
e~=

0
0
0
0

1
1

0
0
0

0
1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1

1
1
1

0

3

e; =

-1

c;=

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

2
0

0
0
0

-1

4 -1

1

-4 -1

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0 0
1 0
0 1

-4

-1
2
1
-1

0

0

1
1

3

0
0
0
-1
1

-1
1

(5.5.27)

and an arbitrary collection of points al, a2, a3. Representation X with matrices
e~, e;, e; satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.5.2 (e; hasform (5.5.3)), and
therefore Hilbert's 21st problem has a positive solution for it. At the same time,
the subrepresentation of size 4 of this representation with matrices Cj, formed by
intersections of the first four rows and columns of the former matrices C~, c;, c;
cannot be the monodromy representation of any Fuchsian system (see Example
5.3.1 ).
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5.5 On regular systems

As it was proved by Plemelj (see Section 3.2) each representation X can be realized
as the monodromy representation of some regular system (1.2.1), wh ich is Fuchsian
at all singular points al, ... ,an except one of them (say al)' How to estimate the
order of the pole of system (1.2.1) at al? The simple estimate is presented in the
following proposition.

Proposition 5.5.3 For arbitrary representation X there exists a regular system
(1.2.1) Fuchsian offthe point al such that the order ofthe pole of( 1.2.1) at al does
not exceed the number

d

(n-2)p(p-2)
2
+pn+l.

=

Proof Let A be of form (5.5.2). Consider a regular system (1.2.1) Fuchsian off a1
with a fundamental matrix Y(X) ofthe form (5.5.2) (see Corollary 5.2.1):

(5.5.28)

with zero valuations at the points a2,' .. ,an'
By Lemma 4.1.3 it follows that for suitable fi (x) we have in

Ut
(5.5.29)

where by Proposition 4.2.1:

~(ct! _ dJ) < (n - 2)k i (k i

6

t

I

2

-

j=1

-

1).

Here d~ = maXj=l, ... ,k, (dD, D i = diag(d}, ... ,d~'), ki is the size of y
as in (5.4.3) of Lemma 5.4.1 we have

- kin< trD"
trD i

::;

i.

As weil
(5.5.31)

O.

Adding (5.5.30) with the last inequality, we get

kd O < (n - 2)k i (k i
, , 2

(5.5.30)

-

1)

'
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(5.5.32)

Transform our system to the system with the fundamental matrix Y' (i)
= r(x)Y(i), where

Then from (5.5.29) we obtain in
VII

Y'(i)

=

(

0

Ut

W I2 1

W I3 1

1V

1~23

2

=

(5.5.33)

o
where VI, ... , vm are holomorphically invertible at al,
there, D = diag(D 1 , ... , Dm), and

Wij

are just meromorphic

In the same way as in Theorem 5.3.1 we can trans form our system by r 12(X) to the
system with holomorphic matrix W I2 (see the part of the proof of Theorem 5.3.1
below (5.4.8». By the next step we can get the holomorphy of W 13 and W 2 3 and so
on. As a result we obtain the system with a fundamental matrix ofthe form (5.5.33)
with holomorphic Wij for all i, j.
It follows from (2.2.29) that the order of the pole of the constructed system is equal
to r + 1, where r is the order of the pole of

(x-ad D E 1 (x-ad- D , where D = diag(D I , ... , Dm), EI = diag(Ei, ... , E~).
B ut r

+ 1 does not exceed the number
d = maxd{- mind{ + 1 ::; z)maxd{1,)

l,)

k,l

= p max d{ ',]

From (5.5.32) it follows that

1,)

m

L trD
i=1

i

+ l.

dU + 1 =
(5.5.34)

5.6 On codimension of "nonfuchsian" representations

p' maxdi :S (n - 2)p(p - 2)
t,]
2
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since rnax ki :S p - 1.
Summarizing (5.5.31) over all i , adding the result with (5.5.34), and taking into
account (5.5.35) we get

d< (n-2)p(p-2) +pn+1.
2
The exact estimate for the case p = 3 is presented in [B02] (see also Chapter 6).

5.6

On codimension of "nonfuchsian" representations

How to estimate the codimension of representations, which can not be realized as
the monodromy representations ofFuchsian systems? (We call them "nonfuchsian"
in this section).
Let a1, ... , an be fixed. The moduli space R of all irreducible representations X of
dimension p with the singular points a1, ... , an depends on
(5.6.1)
parameters. Indeed, from the equality G 1 ••• G n = I it follows that a representation
Xis determined by n - 1 matrices G 1 , ••• , G n - 1 ; they give p2(n - 1) parameters.
Since the representation X is determined up to conjugations G~ = 5- 1 Gi 5, i =
1, ... , n - 1 and since the equalities 5 11 G i 5 1 = 5:;lG i 5 2 , i = 1, ... , n imply
5 15:;1 = >'1, >. E<C* (Schur's lemma), then we obtain that the number of parameters must be decreased by p2 - 1. Thus,

Reducible representations lie in the boundary of Rand form a stratification of the
boundary. Nonfuchsian representations lie among these strata.
Consider a representation X of form (5.5.2) with m = 2
(5.6.2)
and consider the subrepresentation Xl, defined by the collection G~, ... , G;. Let
dirn Xl = land l :S ~. Each matrix Gi has l(p - l) zeros, therefore we obtain
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NI

= I (p - I) (n - 1)

(5.6.3)

additional conditions for such a X.
If Hilbert's 21 st problem for a representation X of form (5.6.2) has a negative
solution, then from Theorem 5.4.1 we get the following statement (which was
observed by Y.Kostov)

Lemma 5.6.1 Let kl , ... , k t be sizes of Jordan blocks J{, ... , J: in a Jordan normal
form for G}. lf the representation X can not be realized as the monodromy representation of any Fuchsian system, then for each J~ there exists the corresponding
Jordan block J~' ofthe size m q in a Jordan normalformfor
which is adjoint to
and does not adjoint to other blocks.

G;,

J;

Proof With help of a transformation

transform each matrix G}, G~ to a Jordan normal form, such that each Jordan block
J~' of G; would be adjoint at most to one block J; of G;. If we obtain so me block
in
wh ich is not adjoint to blocks of G} ,then there exists a matrix

G7,

5' = (So;

5;*) ,

such that (S')-IG;S' has form (5.5.3) and we are under assumptions of Theorem
5.4.1. Thus X can be realized as the monodromy representation of some Fuchsian
system, but this contradicts the assumption of the lemma. Hence, all blocks of G;'
are adjoint to the corresponding blocks üf C;. In the similar way one can prove that
für each block of C; there exists a block of G;', wh ich is adjoint to the first one. The
lemma is proved.
By Lemma 5.6.1 we have
k1

+ ... + kt = I,

ml+···+mt=p-l.

The existence of a Jordan block of the size k j + mj in Gi admits k j + mj - 1
additional conditions (coincidence of k j + mj - 1 eigenvalues of Gi ) . Thus, we
have N 2 additional conditions:

N2

= ((k i + ml

- 1)

+ ... + (k t + mt -

l))n - t

= (p -

t)n - t,

(5.6.4)
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where t ::; I. This formula needs the following explanation. Eigenvalues of the
corresponding blocks in GI, ... , G n-I do not determine uniquely an eigenvalue of
the corresponding block in G n , but by the equality GI ... G n = I they determine
it up to 0, where r = kq + m q for the corresponding q. For example, if I =
1 and t = 1 for all i = 1, ... ,n, then each Gi has only one eigenvalue Mi = g~l'
where Gi = (gfl)' From GI'" Gn = I we have that gfl = (g~l ... gfl- l )-1 is
determined uniquely by g~l' ... ,gfl- l . But for eigenvalue JL n ofthe G; (if we know
that it has only one eigenvalue) we obtain only Mn = gfl "-0. Indeed,

and we get the previous formula. Since the number of possible values for eigenvalue
Mn is finite, we have that this does not inftuence on the codimension. Therefore, for
G n we obtain only p - 2 (not p - 1) additional conditions, wh ich are the conditions
for G; to have only one eigenvalue.
Thus, in general case ( when t
(5.6.4).

>

1) we have to subtract t in the right hand side of

If I = 1, then by Theorem 5.3.1 we have to add one more condition, that is
0 . (For I = 1 the number p from (5.3.8) is integer, therefore this
condition can not be satisfied automatically). In general, this condition can be
expressed in terms of the corresponding Fuchsian system with the monodromy
xl Xl· It is algebraic equation on coefficients of the system (see Chapter 6) and
therefore with help of the holomorphic map from the set of Fuchsian systems into
(which assign to each system its monodromy) we obtain one analytic condition.

"((xlxI ) >

n

And at last we must add some number r conditions, which arise from the fact that
the collection GI, ... , G n is determined up to conjugations. Thus, for codimension
d we get (since I 2: t):

d 2: NI

+ N 2 + r + Dt = l(p -

l)(n - 1)

+ (p -

t)n - t

+ r + D11 2:

(I + l)(p -l)(n -1) + (p -I) -I + r + Dl > 2(p -l)(n -1) + P -1 + r, (5.6.5)
since the quadratic polynomial (I + l)(p - l)(n - 1) - 21 in I, regarded in [1, ~l,
has a minimum at I = 1. (Here D1l is the Kronecker index). Thus,

d 2: 2(p - 1) (n - 1)

+P-

1.

(5.6.6)

Let us show that for nonfuchsian representations of form (5.5.2) with m = 2 and
I = 1 this estimate is exact. For this purpose it is sufficient to prove that r = 0 in
(5.6.5), since d = 2(p -l)(n -1) + P -1 + r in this case.
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Since a centralizer S of one Jordan block has the form

S=

(5.6.7)

o
(see [Ga]), then from

we obtain that S has the form (5.6.7) with some ßI, ... ,ßp-l' From the irreducibility
of the collection Gi, ... ,G~ we get, that

S=(ao

al*p -

l

)

,

therefore ßI = ... = ßp -2 = O. Since there exists i such that g~t ~ 0, 1 < t < p
for the elements g~t of Gi (it follows from irreducibility of xixI), we obtain from
the equality SG i = GiS, that ßp-l = O. Thus, S = al, as in irreducible case, and
we get r = 0 in (5.6.6).
We investigated here only the case of a reducibility of the type m = 2 in (5.5.2).
But it is obvious, that for sufficiently large p and n the codimension of nonfuchsian
representations with m > 2 is larger than (5.6.6), since the number of zeros in
(5.5.2) increases as K, • p . m for some K,. So we get the following statement.

Theorem 5.6.1 For sufficiently large p and n the exact codimension for the main
stratum of nonfuchsian representations in the moduli space of all representations is
equal to
d

= 2(p -

l)(n - 1)

+p -

1 = (p - 1)(2n - 1).

Questions conceming a stratification of nonfuchsian representations and their codimension in (GL(p, C))n-l are also considered in [KoI], [Ko2].
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6

The case p

=

3

For the case p = 3 there is a complete description of all representations, which
cannot be realized as the monodromy representations of Fuchsian systems.

6.1

The complete answer for p = 3

It occurs that Theorem 5.3.1 gives all counterexamples to Hilbert's 21st problem
for p = 3.

Theorem 6.1.1 Hilbert's 21st problemfor a representation X of dimension p
has a negative solution if and only if the following three conditions hold:

=

3

a) the representation X is reducible;
b) each matrix X( ai) can be reduced to a Jordan normal form, consisting of only
one block;
c) the corresponding two-dimensional subrepresentation or quotient representation

X2 is irreducible 1 and the weight
greater than zero.

IX2

(0) of the canonical extension GO for X2 is

Proo! By Theorem 4.2.1, Theorem 5.3.1 and Plemelj's result (cf. Section 3.2) it
follows that all we need is to prove a positive solvability ofthe problem for reducible
representations, possessing the following property: for a given X there exists i such
that the Jordan normal form ofthe matrix x(a;) consists oftwo Jordan blocks. For
such a representation there are two possibilities :
i) X is upper-triangular;
ii) X is not upper-triangular.

Let us consider the case i). In this case all x(ai) can be simultaneously transformed
to the form
Ithe condition of irreducibility follows from others, but it is convenient to have it for concrete
verifications
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(6.1.1)
Let for so me j

=i

two of the numbers /L; are different. If
1

2...J..

/Li = /Li

T

3

2

3...J..

/Li or /Li = /Li

T

1

/Li ,

then with help of an upper-triangular matrix S we can transform the matrix G j to
the form

G: = S-lGiS =

(~t ~;),

(6.1.2)

where the size I of Gl equals two in the first case (/Lt = /L; # /Lr) and I = 1
in the second one. In the both cases we are under assumptions of Corollary 5.1,
since due to Dekkers each two-dimensional representation can be realized as the
monodromy representation of some Fuchsian system ( cf. Section 3.4). Therefore
the representation X also can be realized by a Fuchsian system.
Let now for some i /Ll = /L7 # /L;. We may consider only the case /L] =
/L] for all j = 1, ... , n, since otherwise we are under condition of the previous
situation ( for some j). By an upper-triangular matrix S transform Gi to the matrix
(6.1.3)
Consider a fundamental matrix Y (i) of the form

Y(i)

=

(

yl

~

(6.1.4)

to regular system (1.2.1) with the given monodromy X such that the system is
Fuchsian outside of al and has zero-valuations there ( the existence of such a
system is proved in Corollary 5.2.1). Moreover, let Gi has form (6.1.3) in the basis
of the columns of Y (i) in Ut. Then for y land y3 in each Ut we have

yj(i) = v;(x)(x - a;)'I': (i - at)pi,
where j
3

/Lt·

= 1,3,

vf is holomorphically invertible for all j, t, exp(27ript)

= /L~ =

6.1 The complete ans wer for p = 3
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B Y the theorem on the sum of residues, applied to the form d In yj (x) we get
n

n

)=1

j=1

L p) + 'P~ = L Pj + 'P; = 0,
'Pt

therefore
= 'P;. Thus, in
zation (2.2.25):

U;' for the matrix Y (x) we have the following factori-

~ )

Vi

Y(x) =

(

In,1

~

Y

o

( pt
(x-ai)

~

(6.1.5)
since Gi has form (6.1.3) in the basis of the columns of y(x). Here '01, v 2 , v 3 are
holomorphically invertible at ai; W 12 , W 13 , W 23 are meromorphic there.
With help of the procedure of Lemma 4.1.1 we can obtain the holomorphy of W kl .
Indeed, if
12

W

Cl

=

,

(x - al)r

l

+w,

then we can decrease the order ofthe pole with help ofthe transformation Y'(x) =
rl(x)Y(x), where

r,(x)

~(:

(x-al )rl v 2(al)

1

o

This transformation does not change the element Vi. After finite number of such
transformations we shall obtain the holomorphy of W12 . Then, we shall do the
similar procedure with W 23 , W 13 , using v 3 and a transformation of the form

r(x)
which do not change elements

=

1 0
( 0 1
o 0

Vi, W 12 ,

v2 .

Thus, there exists r(x) such that Y(x) = r(x)Y(x) has form (6.1.5) with holomorphic W kl for all k, l. It means that the corresponding system is Fuchsian at ab
since

0

( ~l 'PT
(x - ai)

~

0

:1 ) ( pt
0

0

0

P;
0

)(x-aJ
pt
c
0

'Pt
0

0

0

'P7
0

:1 )
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is holomorphic at ai and we are under assumptions of Corollary 2.2.1.
The case J.t~
(because cp~

= J.t; = J.tr, i = 1, ... ,n is a simplified version of the previous one

= cp; in (6.1.5».

Let us consider the case ii). In this case all X( O'j) can be simultaneously transformed
to the form

=

GJ

(~} ;;),

(6.1.6)

where both the collections of the matrices {G}} and {G;} form irreducible representations. Consider the matrix Gi, whose Jordan normal form consists of two
blocks. Then the one-dimensional block of this matrix belongs to some
j = 1, 2
and is not ajoint to other block. This means that the condition of Lemma 5.6.1 is not
fulfilled, therefore this representation can be realized as the monodromy representation of some Fuchsian system. (In the case i) the situation differed from this one,
because a two-dimensional collection of the corresponding matrices was reducible
and we could not apply Lemma 5.6.1).

Gi,

6.2

Fuchsian weight of a representation

It is not difficult problem to verify conditions a), b) of Theorem 6.1.1 for a given \:.
But how to calculate the number I'X2 (O)? In this section we present a partial answer
on this question.

Consider a Fuchsian system of two equations

dy (nLBi)
- Y

-=

dx

i=1

(6.2.1)

x-ai

with a monodromy X and valuations {cpi}, i
Section 2.3), that the number

=

1, ... , n, J

=

1,2. Recall (cf.

n

I'B

= L Icp: - y~1
i=1

is called the Fuchsian weight of the system and the number

'Y(X)

= min
I'B
B

(over all Fuchsian systems (6.2.1) with the given X) is called the Fuchsian weight
ofthe representation X.
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following statement
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6.2 Fuchsian weight of a representation

Theorem 6.2.1 The weight of the canonical extension GO for a two dimensional
representation X coincides with its Fuchsian weight:

To prove the theorem the first of all we need the following proposition.

Proposition 6.2.1 For each Fuchsian system (6.2.1) with Fuchsian weight IB there
exists a Fuchsian system ~ = By with the same monodromy X and there exists an
index I, 1
i)

:S 1 :S

n, such that the following conditions hold:

0} = 0; = 0, i = 1, ... ,n,

i

=1=

1,

0t - 07 :S IB
for valuations 0i and for Fuchsian weight 1 Bof the new system.
ii) IB =

Proof For each i we consider factorization (2.2.25) for system (6.2.1):

Y;(i)

= V;(x)(x -

ai)~' (i -

ai)E"

i E

Ut,

(6.2.2)

where V;(x) = (v;"t), cI>i = diag(<p~,<pn,

We denote by J the set of indices such that
1

<Pi

2·
J
> <Pi'
Z E .

If this set is empty or J = {l} for some I, then we transform our system by the
transformation Y(i) = r(x)Y(i), where
r(x)

=

II

n

(X - al )

i=l;i#1

x-ai

~1

'I.

(6.2.3)

As a result we obtain a system, satisfying the condition of the proposition. Indeed,
r(x) "-' 1+ 0(1) at 00 and

"Yi(i)

= fY;(i) = V;(x)(i -

Yi(i)

= Vt(x)(x
-

since f(x) is the scalar matrix.

If J =

0, we can choose any index 1.

ai)E"

i

=1=

al) ~'I (i - al) E I,

1,
(6.2.4)
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=3

Suppose that! contains i, m, .... To prove the lemma, we only need to show that by
substituting Y = ry one can always reduce the number of elements of J without
increasing the Fuchsian weight of the system.
We pass from Y to Y'

= ~-I(ai)Y' which we denote again by Y. Now we have
=I

Vi(ai)

in factorization (6.2.2) for

(6.2.5)

Yi. By the matrix

transform Y to Y' = r 1Y. It follows from the form of r 1 (x) Vi (x) that the valuations
<Pi for Y;' are connected with the valuations 'P{ for Y, by the following relations:
-I

'Pi

= 'P,I

-

1

-2

,'Pi

1\'
-1
-2
L.l.i
= 'Pi - 'P,

= 'Pi':2

A
= L.l.i
-

1,

(6.2.6)

'Pi - CP:·

where ß i =

We consider the matrix Vm(x) in factorization (6.2.2) for Y. The remaining part of
the proof breaks up into two cases:
a) v~(am) =1=

0;

b) v~(am) =

o.

First we consider case a). In this case the factorization has the form

(6.2.7)

where

cI>~ =

cI>m

+ (~ ~), W21

is meromorphic at a m

(it may have a pole of the first order there). Let W21 = cj(x - am)+hol.. We can
again apply the procedure of Lemma 4.1.1 to obtain holomorphy of W21. For this
purpose it is sufficient to trans form our system by the matrix
1

~

)

6.2 Fuchsian weight of a representation
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to a Fuchsian system with the fundamental matrix Y"(i) = f2(X)Y'(i) and with
valuations cfJi. These valuations satisfy the following equalities:
·1
'Pm

2
2
= 'Pm1 + 1, .'Pm
= 'Pm'

Let us consider case b). In this case v~(am)
the similar way as in (6.2.7) we obtain

<P~ = <Pm + (~ ~),
Let W22

= cj(x -

W22

=I

1\"

Um

= Um +1 .
1\

(6.2.8)

0 (otherwise det Vm(a m ) = 0). In

has (in general) a pole at am.

am )+ hol., then by the transformation

~

Y = f 3 (x)Y" with

)

(6.2.9)

we get holomorphy of W22. The system with the fundamental matrix Y is still
Fuchsian and its valuations cfJ; satisfy the relations
·1
'Pm

1·2
2 +1
= 'Pm'
'Pm = 'Pm
' U m = Um 1\11

1\

1.

(6.2.10)

It follows from (6.2.6)-(6.2.10) that both in case a) and in case b) we have
n

·2 ) <
L... 'Pm - 'Pm
- 18, ~',.'= ~,.

, , ( ·1

_1

(6.2.11)

1=1

for Y".

If ~;' > 0 and ~~ > 0, we repeat the above procedure once again. It follows from
(6.2.11) that after no more than ~i = 'P~ - 'P; steps we shall obtain a fundamental
matrix Y = f(x)Y such that (6.2.11) holds and either Ai = 0 or Am = o. This
means that the number of elements of J has decreased. We find from (6.2.6)(6.2.11) that Y is the fundamental matrix of a Fuchsian system (6.2.1), whose
Fuchsian weight does not exceed 18.
Consider a Fuchsian system with a fundamental matrix Y(i) such that for the
corresponding Levelt's fundamental matrices of the system factorizations (6.2.4)
hold true. Let V/(x) from (6.2.2) have the form

V/(x) = ( s(x

2

al)k

c(x

~ ad m

)

(1

+ 0(1)).

(6.2.12)

(To obtain such the condition it is sufficient to transform Y(i) into Y(i)
~-1(al)Y(i).

=
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Lemma 6.2.1/fin (6.2.12) c
Proo! 1. If m ::;

#- 0, m < "IB,

then "Ix

< "IB.

hB, then
Yi(x) = ~'(x)(x - az)'I>;(x - az)E/,

Note that cpj - m 2: cpr
in nonincreasing order.

+m

in this case, therefore the diagonal elements of <r>; are

By Lemma4.1.1 for the second column «( Vi2' V~2)t)2 of~' there exists a polynomial
Q of degree m in (x~ad such that for

r = (~ ~)
vii =

is holomorphic at az. Since
holomorphic at az and

the column

r(Vi2' V;2)t

(x - az)m(l

+ 0(1)),

we have that r~' is

det r~' . (x - az)<I>; = det r det~' . (x - adr<l>; =
det~' . (x - az)tr<l>/

= det Vi . (x -

adr<l>/

since det r = 1, tr<r>; = tr<r>z. Therefore, det ~'(az) #- O. Thus the system with
the fundamental matrix Y' = ry is Fuchsian. It has form (6.2.4) and its Fuchsian
weight "IB' satisfies the following relations:
"IB' = "IB - 2m

< "IB·

Thus
"Ix ::; "IB'

2. To investigate the case ~"IB

< m < "IB

< "In·
we need the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2.2 Let a Fuchsian system (6.2.1) be reduced to (6.2.4), (6.2.12) and let
> O. /f all monodromy matrices Gi are non-diagonalizable, then there is an
i f= l such that the value at ai ofthe element V~i (x) ofthe matrix lIi(x) in (6.2.4)
is non-zero:

"IB

(6.2.13)
2

t means transposition here
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Proof By assumption, it follows that all matrices
Jordan blocks. Recall here that by (2.2.31)

Ei

in (6.2.4) have the form of
(6.2.14)

= <1>j(x) + (x - aj)'l>j Ej(x - aj)-iI>j.
Suppose that Vfl (ai) = 0 for i = 1, ... , n, i f. 1. Then we find from (6.2.14) and
where Lj(x)

(6.2.4) that

Since 'YB

> 0, it follows from (6.2.14) that BI = diag(ßl, ßf). Indeed,

Consequently, we find from Theorem 2.2.2 (the sum of exponents equals zero) that
n

L

n

Pi

+ ßl1 =

Pi

+ ßf

= 0

i=l,i#1

i=l,iiil

and so ßl = ß12 • Since P~
that 'YB > O.

L

= pr, we have <p~ = <Pr, which contradicts the assumption

Let us return to the second part of Lemma 6.2.2. Let now t'YB < m < 'YB. There
are two possibilities for EI in (6.2.4):
a) EI is a diagonal matrix,
b) EI is a Jordan block.
In case a) repeat the procedure of the item 1 for Yi(x), and at the end permute the
columns of Y'. As a result we obtain a system with factorization (6.2.4), where
E; is a diagonal (as it was before the permutation) and <1>; = diag( (pt, cpf). where
cp} = <p} + m, cpr = <p~ - m. Since

CPt - cp7

= <Pt

- <p7 + 2m

we still have a Levelt's factorization in
mental matrix Y' is Fuchsian at al and
'YB'

Thus. 'Yl<. < 'YB·

= 2m -

'YB

= 2m -

'YB

> 0,

Uz*. therefore the system with the funda< 2'YB

- 'YB

< 'YB'
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Let us consider case b). If Ei is a diagonal matrix for some i =I- I, then exchanging
the columns of Y;(x) if necessary we find that (6.2.13) holds true for Vi(x) from
(6.2.4). By virtue of Lemma 6.2.2, if E j is a Jordan block for any j =I- l, then there
is also an i =I- l such that (6.2.13) holds.
Transform the fundamental matrix Y (x) of our system to Y' (x)

U nderthis transformation the matrix ~' (x)
~'(x) =

= r 1 (x) Y (x) by

= r 1 (x) Yi (x) has the form

V;'(x)(x - alr~I-C(x - al)EI,

where C = diag(2m - IB, 0), V;'(x) is holomorphically invertible at ai, and its
first row has the form

((al - ai)2m- 1D , c'(x - al)1D-m)(l + 0(1)), c' =I- O.
The valuation cpf for~' satisfy the following equalities: CPt = <Pt - (2m-, B) and cp~ =
<Pf. Let us note that CPt - cpf = 2(tB - m). Thus, applying the procedure of the
item 1 to Y', we obtain Y" = r 2 Y' and the corresponding system with valuations
tpi such that
-1

<PI

-2

(6.2.15)

= <PI'

This procedure does not change the form

of the first row of the matrix

r 2 V;'. Therefore,

- (2 _
0) V" ( ) _ ( V~l (x)
w here D m IB, , i X -i ( )
W
X
21

V~2(X)(X - ai)2m- 1D )
v-i22 ( X )

,

vb, V~2 are holomorphic at ai, V~2 (ai) =I- 0, uj~l in general has a pole
at most of the order (2m -'B).

V~ 1 (ai) =I- 0,

Applying to the first column of V;" the procedure of item 1, we obtain a Fuchsian
system with a fundamental matrix YO(x) = r 3Y"(X) and with valuations <pi, which
satisfy the following conditions:

<p~

= <P; = 0, t = 1, ... , n,

t =I- l, t =I- i,

6.2 Fuchsian weight of a representation
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2 = 2rn-'B·
rpi1
-rpi

Since by (6.2.15)
therefore

rpi

=

rpT,

we obtain I~ = 2m - IB

< IB

for this system,

IX < IB·
Return to the proof of Theorem 6.2.1. B y Proposition 6.2.1 there exists a Fuchsian
system (6.2.1) such that for its valuations the following equalities hold:
rp~

= rp; = 0, i = 1, ... , n,
1

i i=- l,

2

rpl - rpl = IB = Ix·
By a constant matrix S trans form this system to a system such that the matrix Vi (x)
from factorization (6.2.4) for a fundamental matrix of this system has form (6.2.12).
Then by Lemma 6.2.2 either e = 0 or rn 2 rpf - rpT. But in both these cases we
have
(6.2.16)
where Vi is still holomorphically invertible at al. Indeed, for elements
matrix we have

v;".! = V;2'

V~2

= v~2(X -

ad-'Y x

= e(x -

V~t

of this

al)m-'Y x (l + 0(1))

and under the assumption (e = 0 or rn 2 IX) V~2 is still holomorphic at al.
Due to Section 5.1 Y (i) determines a meromorphic section of the canonical extension R O for the representation X such that the section is holomorphically invertible
off al. And (6.2.16) means that the collection of diagonal elements of <PI presents
the splitting type of GO. Thus,

1(0) = Ix·
Theorem 6.2.2 Any representation X 01 dimension p = 3 with any points al , a2, a3
can be realized as the monodromy representation 01 some Fuchsian system.
Proof Due to Theorem 6.1.1 we can reduce our observation to a reducible representation X of dimension p = 3 such that each of the matrices Gi can be reduced to a
Jordan block and the corresponding two-dimensional subrepresentation or quotient
representation X2 is irreducible. Since X is reducible, it fo11ows that for the corresponding one-dimensional subrepresentation or quotient representation the number
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is integer. Indeed, let GI, ... , G n have the form

o*
In both these cases we get Al ... An

= 1 and therefore r = PI + ... + Pn is integer.

Consider a Fuchsian system with the monodromy X2. By Theorem 2.2.2, applied to
this system we obtain

n
2)Pi
i=1

n

+ cpD + 2)Pi + cpi) = 0,
i=1

n
therefore 2)cp;
i=1

n

and IB'

= 2)cpJ
i=1

- cp;)

= -2r -

+ cp~) = -2r,

n

2

L cp;
i=1

for Fuchsian weight IB' of the system. The latter equality means that this weight is
an even number. Thus, 1:\:2 is even too. Hence, by Proposition 4.2.1 and Theorem
6.2.1 we have
IX2

= 1(0) :S 1,

therefore IX2 = O. Thus, by Theorem 6.2.1 the representation X can be realized as
the monodromy representation of some Fuchsian system.

6.3

Properties of Fuchsian weight

In this section we continue the investigation of Fuchsian weight.

Proposition 6.3.1 For any representation X of dimension p = 2, the inequalities
IB ~ 0, Ix ~ 0

(6.3.1)

hold, andthe parityof,B and Ix coincides withthatof'Lr=l trEi.ffx isacommutative representation that cannot be decomposed into a direct sum of one-dimensional
representations, then Ix = O.
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Proof The first part of the proposition follows from the definitions of 'YB and 'Yx
and the fact that by Theorem 2.2.2
n

0= L,(ß; + ßn =
;=1

n

n

n

;=1

;=1

;=1

L, trE; + L, cp~ + L, cp;,

n

n

n

;=1

;=1

;=1

L, cp~ + L, cp; = - L, trE;,
'YB

and so

n

n

n

i=1

i=1

i=1

= L,(cp~ - cp7) = - L,trEi - 2L,cp;,

If X is a commutative representation that cannot be decomposed into a direct sum
of one-dimensional representations, then the matrices G j can be simultaneously
reduced to the form

(~i

;i)'

Indeed, since X is commutative, we have that X is reducible. Thus, all x(ai) can be
reduced to the form

G,. =

(AO~

Ili)
AT '

where Ili f. 0, A~ = AT for some i. (Otherwise one of them can be reduced to a
diagonal matrix with different eigenvalues. Since Gi commute it follows that all of
them are such matrices and therefore X is decomposable). Thus, from commutativity
of X we get A; = A] for all j). Therefore,

Y(x) = (x - a1)-t L:~=l trE.

n

II(x - ai)E.

i=1

(6.3.2)

is the fundamental matrix for a Fuchsian system (6.2.1) with the given monodromy
and with weight O. Thus 'Yx = O.
To calculate Fuchsian weight of a representation we need first of all the procedure
for calculating the number m in (6.2.12) for factorization (6.2.4). For the concrete
examples this procedure was presented in Chapters 2,3. Here we present slightly
different way.

Lemma 6.3.1 Let (1.2.1) be a Fuchsian system reduced to form (6.2.4), (6.2.12).
Then the matrix A of the system can be written as
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c(m -

ßt + ßn(x -

a~)m-1

+ c(x -

al)'Yn- 1 ) .

~
x-a,

(1

(6.3.3)

+ 0(1))

in a neighborhood of al, where c is defined in (6.2.2).
Proof We find from (6.2.12) that
T .r-1

VI

-

(

1

-s(x - al)

k

where t 1 2: 0 and t 2 2: O. Formula (6.3.3) follows now from (2.2.29). Recall that
in our case this formula has the form
(6.3.4)
and it yields (6.2.14).

Lemma 6.3.2 Suppose that an element a pq of the matrix A of a Fuchsian system
(1.2.1) has a decomposition of the form
(6.3.5)

in a neighborhood of al. Then the elements b~q of the matrices Bi in (6.2.1) are
connected with the numbers c~q by the following relations:

(6.3.6)

Proof From (1.2.1) and (6.2.1) we have

A_B I _ 1_ =
x-al

n

L

i=l,#1

x -ai

Expanding the right hand side of this formula into series in x~al' we get (6.3.5).
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Proposition 6.3.2 Fuchsian weight "Ix 0/ any representation X satisfies the inequality "Ix < n - 1. If X is an irreducible representation, then

"Ix :::; n - 2.

Prao! The last inequality follows from Theorem 6.2.1 and Proposition 4.2.1. Indeed,
"Ix

= "1(0)

1
:::; 2(n - 2)p(p - 1)

=n-

2.

Let X be reducible. Assurne that "Ix > n - 2. Then, according to Lemma 6.2.1,
2: n - 1, where m is the number from (6.2.12). In this case it follows from
Lemma 6.3.1 that the element a12 of the matrix A of the system can be written as
a12 = o( (x - a/ )n-3) in a neighborhood of al. It also follows from (6.2.14), (1.2.3),
and the condition "Ix > 0 that bi2 = 0 and
m

b~2

+ ... + b~2 = o.

Therefore, we find from Lemma 6.3.2 that the numbers
system of n - 1 equations (6.3.6)

1

2: b~2 (a ' _ a )r = 0,
i:1,#1
n

.

r

I

bl 2 for i i=

= 0, ... ,n -

l satisfy the

2,

whose determinant is the Vandermonde determinant of the numbers

1
a1 - al

, ... ,

1
al-1 - al

,

1
al+l - al

, ... ,

1
an - al

and so it is non-zero. Thus, bi2 = 0 for i = 1, ... ,n. Consequently, all thc matrices
Bi of (6.2.1) have the lower-triangular form,and we find that
(6.3.7)
= PI2 + <PI'2 bi11 = Pi'1 bi22 = Pi'2 ·2 -r-I- l .
Since (l.2.3) implies that 2:7:1 pi + <pf = 0 for j = 1,2, and (2.2.2) implies that
o :::; Re 2:7:1 pi :::; n - 1 for j = 1,2, it follows from the last two equalities that

bl11

= PI1+ <PI'1

bl22

<Pt - <Pr :::; n - I, which in conjunction with the assumption that "Ix
the equality "Ix = n - 1 .

>n-

2 yields

Since the matrices Bi have the lower-triangular form, it follows that the representation X is reducible in the case in question. So, we get another proof of inequality
"Ix :::; n - 2 for irreducible representations.
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Proposition 6.3.3 For any points
inequalities

=3

,an and any number "( that satisfies the

al,'"

o < "( ::; n -

2,

there is an irreducible representation X such that
matrices X( (Ti) are non-diagonalizable.

(6.3.8)
= "( and the monodromy

"(x

Proof Suppose, that al = 0 and 00 is not among the points in D. (We can always
make sure that this is the case by applying a linear fractional transformation of the
Riemann sphere.)
1. First, we shall prove the proposition in the case of an even "( = 2"('. Let us consider
the following two systems of equations for unknown d2 , ••• , dn and C2, ... , Cn :
1

Ld a
n

i=2

i --;:
i

(6.3.9)

= br,-y,

and

(6.3.10)

where r = 0 , 1 ... , n an d

f:

Vi J.

,

i. -1= j,.
= J.

= {O,
1

,Z

Since the determinants of (6.3.9) and (6.3.10) do not vanish, there is a j such that
dj -1= 0, d being the solution of (6.3.9). But any solution C of (6.3.10) has the form
C = z 2 t with t i -1= 0 for i = 2, ... ,n. Thus, we can choose the values of the roots
v'd;t; so that s = 2:7=2 v'd;t; -1= O. Let us set z = -,,(/(2s) = -"(' /s. Then

and so the matrices

d

-v'diCi

)

(6.3.11)

satisfy (1.2.3).
Let us consider a Fuchsian system (6.2.1) with matrices (6.3.11). From (6.2.14) and
the fact that diagonal elements of LI (ai) are ßf we get

ßI

=

pi

=

'Pi

= 0, i -1= 1, j = 1,2,

(6.3.12)
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ßII = <PII = ,,{,, ßI2 = <PI2 = -"{ ,
for the exponents of the system. Indeed, the matrices Bi, i =J 1 have only zero
eigenvalues, therefore we get the first equality in (6.3.12). The second equality in
(6.3.12) follows from the form of the matrix BI in (6.3.11).
Let us consider factorization (6.2.2) at al

= 0:
(6.3.13)

It follows from (6.3.12) that

o

(6.3.14)

-"{'

From (6.3.11) and (6.2.14) we find that

and so

Consider the matrix

Factorization (6.3.13) holds true for the matrix with the same cI> I , with
EI

=(

0

0

c:) ,c: = 0:

0

Uu
U22

and with VI (x) of form (6.2.11). Denote again Y! by Y1 • From (6.3.9) and Lemma
6.3.2 for the matrix A of the constructed system (1.2.1), (6.2.1), (6.3.11) we get
(6.3.15)
It follows from (6.3.15) and Lemma 6.3.1 that the number m for VI (x) in (6.3.11)
satisfies the inequality m ~ "{. From this inequality, Theorem 6.2.1 and Lemma
6.2.2 we find that "{B = "{x = "{ for the constructed system.
It remains to prove that the monodromy matrices GI,'" ,G n of the constructed
system are non-diagonalizable and the monodromy representation of the system is
irreducible.
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By virtue of the definition of Ei to prove that GI, ... , G n are non-diagonalizable
it is sufficient to show that so are EI," . ,En- It follows from (6.2.14) and (6.3.12)
that for i =f 1 the matrices Li in (6.2.14) coincide with Ei. Thus, by virtue of
(6.2.14) the matrices Ei are non-diagonalizable since the matrices Bi in (6.3.11)
are non-diagonalizable for i =f 1.
We claim that EI is also non-diagonalizable. We observe that in (6.3.3) if c =f 0,
then m = ,,(, and the expression c(m - ßt + ßf) vanishes by virtue of(6.3.12) and
so does this expression for c = 0. Therefore, if m 2: "(, then the element a12 in
(6.3.3) is of the form
al2

=

cX"Yß-I

+ O(X"Yß-I).

Comparing the last equality with (6.3.15) and using the equality "(8 = "()( = ,,(,
which was proved earlier, we find that c = 1 and 0' = U22/Ull =f 0, which means
that EI is a non-diagonalizable matrix.
However, if the monodromy representation of the constructed system (6.2.1),
(6.3.11) were reducible, then the fact that GI,' .. ,G n are non-diagonalizable would
imply that the representation is commutative. In this case we would find from Proposition 6.3.1 that "()( = 0, contrary to the equality "()( = "( > already proved.

°

2. We consider the case when "( = 2"(" + 1 is odd. In this case the proof can be
carried out exactly as in the case of even "( but with the matrices Bi in (6.3.11),
replaced by

BI

=(

°

-n + 2 +,,("

-n +

~d +
i

- y u,Ci

~ - "("

),

)

,i

2n-3
2n-2

=f 1,

with <PI replaced by

-n

+ 2 +,,("

°

and with the exponents in (6.3.12) replaced by

.

.

ßi = pi =

ßi = 'P~

2n - 3
2n _ 2' i

= -n + 2 + "(",

=f

1, j

= 1,2,

ß; = 'P~ = -n + 1 -

"(".

Remark 6.3.1 Since YI in (6.3.13) has theform (6.2.4), (6.2.12), itfollows that
'PI (yil)

= "(',

yl

ofYI .

for the elements

j

'PI (yi2) 2: 0, 'PI (Y~l) 2: "(', 'PI (Y~2)

= -"('
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The system (2.1.4) of Chapter 2 is the example of a system, satisfying the conditions
of Proposition 6.3.3 for n = 4, p = 3, 'Y = 2.

6.4

Instability of Fuchsian weight

In this section we use the following notation: Sa for the space t \ {al, ... , an} ,
Sa for a universal covering of Sa , and ß a for the corresponding group of deck
transformations. We also equip by index a the generators (jf E ß a and the ways
ßf, ... ,ß~, which take part in identification (2.2.42).
We denote by Fa a group with n generators h l , ... , h n satisfying the identity relation
h[ ..... hn = e and we denote by "'a the isomorphism
(6.4.1)
such that

"'a ((jf) = h i .

Any representation X can be written in the form X = X'

X' : Fn

--+

0

"'a, where

G L(p, C)

(6.4.2)

is a representation of the group Fn . In what follows we shall denote X by x(a),
where a = (al,"" an).
The proof of the following statement is straightforward.

Lemma 6.4.1 Iffor two sequences of points a
there is a linear fractional transformation r :

r(ai)
then

'Yx(a)

= bi ,

r(ßf)

= (al, ... , an) and b = (bi' ... , bn )

t

= ßf,

--+

i

t

such that

= 1, ... ,n,

= 'Yx(b)'

Theorem 6.4.1 Let the Fuchsian weight 'Yx(a) of a representation x(a) with nondiagonalizable monodromy matrices X'(hd, ... ,X'(h n ) be greater than one. Then
there are an c > 0 and an index I such that the inequality
'Yx(a')

holds for any sequence of points a'

0< Itl < c.

< 'Yx(a)

=

-

1

(al,"" al-I, al + t, al+l' ... ,an) with
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Proof Let us consider a Fuchsian system (6.2.1), reduced to form (6.2.4), (6.2.12)
with the monodromy X and with Fuchsian weight 1 = Ix(a)' It follows from Lemma
6.2.2 that in (6.2. t 2) either c -=I 0 and m 2: 1 or c = O. We use a linear fractional
map to transform a/ into 0 and 00 into 00. We denote the resulting sequence again
by al,' .. , an'

We consider the isomonodromic deformation
(6.4.3)
of the constructed system, where
(6.4.4)
and t varies over a small neighborhood of O. For sufficiently small t (6.4.3) has the
same monodromy as the original system (6.2.1) (see [Sch]).
Let the matrix <I> I in (6.2.4) has the form <I> I = diag (b + 11 , b- 12), where 11 + 12
= [7] ([x] means "integer part ofx" ).

",1

=

From (6.2.12) and (6.2.14) we get

B1(0)

= ( b +0'1 b -0 12 )

Hence, it follows from (6.4.4) that

dB~:O)

=

:i ('~~1

-'ob l 2

.

)

and
i

B (t)

=

(

b'21

b~ 1 + o( t)
+ ~b:21 t+o(t)

(6.4.5)

ai

From this and again from (6.4.4) we have
(6.4.6)
since, by Lemmas 6.3. t, 6.3.2 and Proposition 6.3.2, the equality
n

bi

i=2

ai

L -q. = hOr."h -=I O,T = 0, ... ",2::; ,::; n -

2

(6.4.7)
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holds.
Factorization (6.2.4) for system (6.4.3) in

Ut

is of the form

Yl (x, t) = VI (x, t)(x - t)1>\ (x - t)E\.
It follows from (6.2.14) that Vl(t, t)Bl(O) = Bl(t)Vl(t, t). Thus, as in the proof
of Proposition 6.3.3 we may assume that

V,(t t)= (l+X l t+O(t)
1

0(1)

,

o(t)
)
1+x2t + o(t) .

We shall reduce the system (6.4.3) to the form (6.2.4), (6.2.12). With this end in
view we pass from its fundamental matrix Y to Y' = V-l(t, t)Y. The matrices of
coefficients of the new system have the form

iJ 1(t) ~
Bi(t) =

(b +o1'1

0
)
b - 1'2 '
Vl-l(t, t)Bi(t)Vl (t, t) =

b~2 -

(:

(Xl -

(6.4.8)

x2)b~2t -I'~t + o(t)

) .

From (6.4.8) and (6.4.5) we get
n

bi

i=2

ai

2:= --q = o(t), 0 ~ r ~ I' 2:=
n

;=2

for elements

2,

II

'l'l~l = -I'ht+o(t)

ai

&t2 of the matrices Bi.

Thus, according to Lemma 6.3.1, we find that for any sufficiently small t, C~~2 =f.
o in formula (6.3.5) for the matrix A of the new system in a neighborhood of
x = t. Hence, using (6.3.3) and the equality I'B = 1', we find that C =f. 0 and
m ~ I' - 1 in (6.3.3), (6.2.12) for the new system. From Lemma 6.2.2 we deduce
that I'x(a') < I'x(a)' Proposition 6.3.1 implies that the parity of I'x(a) is the same as
that of~(x(a')' Therefore, I'x(a') < I'x(a) - 1, where a' = (al + t,a2,'" ,an) and t
is sufficiently small. To complete the proof of the theorem, we only need to apply
the transformation inverse to the transformation introduced at the beginning of the
proof and use Lemma 6.4.1.

Remark 6.4.1 Due to Theorem 6.2.1 the instability of the Fuchsian weight of a
representation is equivalent to the unstability of a vector bundle on the Riemann
sphere with splitting type (Cl, C2), Cl - C2 ~ 2. It is weil known (see [Boj]), that
under "small" analytic transformation each such a bundle is transformed to a
bundle with splitting type (c~, c~), c~ - c; ~ 1.
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6.5

The theorem of realization

Theorem 6.1.1 gives the complete answer to Hilbert's 21 st problem in dimension
= 3. The counterexample of Chapter 2 shows that this problem really has a
negative solution (in general) for p = 3. The following statement pro vi des an
existence of a negative solution for all given al, ... , an, n > 3, p ~ 3.

p

Theorem 6.5.1 F or any n > 3. any sequence 0/ points al, ... , an. and any p ~ 3.
there is a representation x/or wh ich there are no Fuchsian systems that realize the
representation.
Proof 1. First we shall prove lhe theorem for p = 3, for which it is sufficient to
construct a representation X. that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.1.1.
Let us consider the system (6.2.1), (6.3.11). Since the number n of points is greater
than three, there are row vectors b2 , •.• , bn of two components such that bJ =j:. 0 for
j = 2, ... ,n, and
n

2: b

j

= 0,

rankBj

= 2, j = 2, ... ,n,

(6.5.1)

j='2

where we set

o ), Bi = (

BI

~

bi

.

0 B'

)

' i

> 1.

(6.5.2)

I

Here B' are the matrices given by (6.3.11), and " = 'x/2, where 'x is the Fuchsian
weight of the monodromy representation X of (6.2.1), (6.3.11) and
> O.

'x

Let us consider the system (6.2.1), (6.5.2). By virtue of (6.5.1), the system has
no a singularity at 00. We claim that the monodromy representation of the system
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.1.1.
It follows from the construction of this system that conditions a) and c) of Theorem
6.1.1 are satisfied. Indeed, condition c) is fulfilled by the construction from Proposition 6.3.3. Reducibility of X follows from the fact that the column vector (1, 0, 0)
is the solution of the system and from Lemma 4.2.1.
Each matrix Bi, i f. 1, has single eigenvalue 0 and has rank two, therefore it can
be transformed to one Jordan block. As in Proposition 6.3.3 by (6.3.12) we get that
the same is true for the matrices Ei and for Gi = exp(27riEi ).
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Consider system (6.2.1), (6.5.2) in Ur Let Y1 (x) be the fundamental matrix of
(6.2.1), (6.3.11) given by (6.3.13). Then

1 Y12

Y13)

o

Y1

Y= ( 0

(6.5.3)

is the fundamental matrix for the considered system. Substituting Y (x) into this
system, we get
{

!!u.ll.
dx

~

= X -"I' -1 Y22 + "n
L...i=2

1
x-ai

(bi12Y22

+ bi13Y32 ) ,

(6.5.4)

= X-"I'-l Y23 + 2::2 x~a. (bi2Y23 + bbY33)

Since it follows from Remark 6.3.1 that

lP1(Y22)

= "'/,

lP1(Y23) :::: 0, lPI(Y33)

= -1',

lP1(Y32) :::: 1',

where lPl (f) is the valuation of f at al = 0, we find from (6.5.4) that

Y13
Yl2
, - l.
lPl ( ddx ) = -1, lPl (ddx )
= -1
So we get that al

(6.5.5)

= 0 is a regular singular point for our system.

The matrix EI in factorization (2.2.45) of Y (x) has the form

0
EI = ( 0

Cl!

0

ß)
1
.

(6.5.6)

000
If the equality

Cl!

= 0 were satisfied, xE1

x =
E1

would be of the form

1 0
( 0 1
o 0

ßIUX)
lux
1

and Y12 in (6.5.3) would be a single-valued meromorphic function in a neighborhood
of al = O. But then lPl (~ ) would be non-negative if Y12 (x) were holomorphic
and it would be less than -1 if Y12(X) had a pole at al = O. We have obtained
a contradiction with the first equality in (6.5.5). This means that Cl! =1= 0 in (6.5.6)
and EI can be reduced to a Jordan block. Therefore, GI has the same property.
Condition b) of Theorem 6.1.1 is satisfied.
Thus, Hilbert's 21 st problem for the monodromy representation X of system (6.2.1),
(6.5.2) has a negative solution.
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=3

2. Let p be greater than three. Denote by GI, ... , G n the monodromy matrices of
the system, constructed above. We may assume that

G,

= (~ ::), i = 1"

and

( 1 1 0)

Gn =

0 1 1
001

,, ,n

.

Consider a representation X of dimension p > 3 with the monodromy matrices
1

1

=

x(oJ

0

0

, i

1
1

1

1

0
1 (-n

x(a n )

+ 1)

0
Gi

= 1, ... ,n -

0

0

0
1 (-n

=

1,

+ 1)
1

(-n

+ 1)

1
0
0

0

0:1

0:2

1

0
1
1

1
0

where 0:1, 0:2 are chosen in the following way. The product G of the matrices
x(a,), i =1= n is equal to
1

(n - 1)

o

0
1 (n - 1)
1

G=

(n - 1)
1
0
0

0
We choose

0:1

= -n + 1 -

ßl'

0:2

= - ßl

-

ß2'

n

IIx(a;) = I
;=1

ßl

-1
1
0

ß2

0
-1
1

Thus, we have that
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and each x(a,) can be transformed to Jordan normal form consisting of only
one block with eigenvalue 1. Therefore, we are under assumptions of Theorem
5.3.1. Thus, Hilbert's 21st problem for the monodromy representation with the
singular points al, ... , an and with the monodromy matrices X( ad, ... , X( an) has
a negative solution.
It follows from Theorem 6.2.2 that the counterexample of Chapter 2 is the minimal
possible (with respect to p and n).
From Theorem 6.4.1 and Theorem 6.1.1 it also follows that all counterexamples to
Hilbert's 21st problem in dimension p = 3 are unstable in the following sense. If one
slightly perturbs the singular points al, ... , an without changing the monodromy
matrices x(ad, ... , X(a n ), then the answer to Hilbert's 21st problem can become
positive. Indeed, by Theorem 6.4.1 under some slight move of the singular points
we obtain '"Yx(a') = 0 or '"Yx(a') = 1. Since by the proof of Theorem 6.2.2 '"Yx(a) is
even, we get '"Yx(a') = O. Thus, by Theorem 6.1.1 the representation '"Yx(a') can be
realized as the monodromy representation of some Fuchsian system. More precisely,
in terms of Section 6.4 the following statement holds.

Theorem 6.5.2 For any sequence of points a = (al, ... , an)' any representation X
of dimension p = 3, and any E > 0, there is a sequence of points a' = (a~, ... , a~)
such that la; - ai I < E and Hilbert's 21st problemfor X( a') has a positive solution.
This theorem means that there is no a sequence of (3, 3)-matrices GI, ... , G n with
the condition G j ' •••• G n = I such that Hilbert's 21 st problem for the representation
X( a) has a negative solution for all sequences of points a = (aj, ... , a..,).
The following statement is a straightforward corollary of constructions ofTheorem
6.5.1.

Corollary 6.5.1 Let a representation X of dimension p = 3 satisfy conditions a),
b), c) ofTheorem 6.1.1. Then there is a system (1.2.1) with the monodromy X anJ
with regular singular points aj, ... , an that is Fuchsian at all the points except one,
where the order of the pole of the matrix of coefficients is equal to '"YX2 + 1, and
there are no such systems with a pole of order less than '"YX2 + 1.
From Proposition 6.3.2 and previous corollary we obtain the following result.

Corollary 6.5.2 For any representation X of dimension p = 3 there is a system
(1.2.1) with regular singular points al,'" ,an and with monodromy X that is
Fuchsian at alt the points except perhaps one, where the order of the pole of the
matrix of coefficients does not exceed [~], where [xl is the integer part of x.
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7.1

Fuchsian equations

The number of apparent singularities

In introduction we c1aimed that for P > 1 a Fuchsian equation of pth order with
singularities al, ... , an contains fewer parameters than the set of c1asses of conjugate representations X : ß - - G L(p, q. This set depends on N r = p2( n - 2) + 1
parameters (cf. (5.6.1». Let us calculate the number of parameters for a Fuchsian
equation of the pth order with n singular points a1, ... , an.
We may assume that for all i, ai =f.

00.

Then by (1.2.12) we obtain

Pi(X)

qi(:r) = ( x-al ) t . . . ( x

- an

(7.1.1)

)'
i=1, ... ,n,
t

where Pi (x) are analytic in C. We must inquire when equation (1.2.11), (7.1.1)
has no singularity at 00. In order to do so we must rewrite (7.1.1) in terms of the
new independent variable ( = ~. It follows from (4.2.16) that under this change
equation (1.2.11) is transformed to the following one:

dPy
d(p

_

dP- 1 y

where
_

qi(()

=

_

+ q1(() d(p-1 + ... + qp(()Y = 0,

Pi(X)X 2 (P-1)
(x _ adi ... (x _ an)i

(1

X2(i-1)

From the condition of holomorphy for ij;( () at (
a pole of the order ni at x = 00 and

1)

+ O(X 2 (1-1))

(7.1.2)

.

= 0 we get that Pi(X) has at most
(7.1.3)

ni:S (n+2)i-2p,

therefore it is a polynomial in x of degree ni. Since any polynomial of degree ni
contains ni + 1 parameters (wh ich are the coefficients of the polynomial), we obtain
that any Fuchsian equation (1.2.11) on with n singular points depends on

t

Ne

= f)ni + 1) = (n + 2)p(p + 1)
i=l

2

_ 2p 2

+ P = (n -

2)p2
2

+ pn
2
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parameters.
The difference dO between NT and Ne is equal to
dO

= N r _ Ne = (n -

2)p(p - 1)

2

+1_ P

(7.1.4)

This difference is greater than 0 for all n > 3, p > 1 ( or n = 3, p > 2), therefore in
general a construction of a Fuchsian equation with a given monodromy is possible
only in the case of an appearance of additional so-called apparent singularities.
(Recall that these singularities are called apparent, because they are not ramification
points for solutions of a equation. Let us estimate the number of such singularities
. Consider a vector bundle GA, constructed by a representation X and by some
admissible set (A I, ... , An) (cf. Section 5.1).

Theorem 7.1.1 For any irreducible representation X and admissible set A there
exists a Fuchsian equation (1.2.11) with the given monodramy, which has a ntlmber
m of additional apparent singular points, satisJying the following inequality

m<
-

(n-2)p(p-1)

2

'

(\)

-'VA

I

+1- ,

where ,(A) is the weight ofGA , I is a number ofterms
which are equal to CI. ([ B03 ].)

Ci

(7.1.5)

in decomposition (5.1.6),

Prao! The proof consists in a small modification of the proof of Proposition 4.2.1.
Consider a meromorphic holomorphically invertible off al section of the bundle
RA and consider the corresponding fundamental matrix Y(i) from (5.1.2), constructed by the section. Let CI = ... = Cl f. Cl+! in factorizations (4.2.1), (4.2.2)
for· the matrix Y (i) = r I Y (i) with B = diag( A~, ... , A~). Then there exists a
nondegenerate matrix

5

= ( 5'0

0

fP~1

)

such that the first row ofthe matrix 5(x - al)CV(x) has the form

(0, ... ,0, t l ,· .. , tp~l+!)
~
1~1

at al. Denote by YI, ... ,yP the first row of the matrix 5Y (i). Then, for this
row factorizations (4.2.10) hold with replacing B + clf by B + clf + F, where
F = diag(1, ... ,1,0, ... ,0). Thus, we also may replace B + clf by B + clf + F.
~
l~l
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By the same way as in the proof of Proposition 4.2.1 , we get
PCl

+ 1-

1

+ trB + L
n

tr<l>i

i=2

+L
n

trE;

+d =

(n-2)p(p-1)
2

(7.1.6)

i=l

instead of (4.2.20). Subtracting (4.2.9) from (7.1.6), we obtain
p

d = L(CI - cp )

+ 1- 1 =

(n-2)p(p-1)

2

i=l

.

(7.1. 7)

Consider the equation

y

1
W(X)

1:JJ.
dx

1!:.Y.
dx"

Yl

1:JJ.!.
dx

d"1Jl
dx"

YP

!!:Ja.
dx

=0

(7.1.8)

d"v"
dx P

This equation is Fuchsian at the points al, ... , an and has the given monodromy. Its
additional singularities are the points bl , ... , bm , which are zeroes of the Wronskian
W(x). Obviously, these points and the orders dJ of zeroes of W(X) coincide with
that for det T'(x) from (4.2.12).
Since by the formula below (4.2.20)
m

where dl , ... , dm are the orders of the zeroes for W (x) at bl , ...
s ~ 0, we have that m ::; d. Thus, from (7.1.7) we get (7.1.5).

,

bm

and since

Remark 7.1.1 Formula (7.1.5) improves the estimate
m ::;

(n - 2)p(p - 1)
2

+1-

p,

whichfollows from the corresponding inequality in [Oht], obtained there for any
compact Riemann surface (under the assumption that one ofthe monodromy matrices is semisimple). In the case Cl - cp ::; 1 both the estimates coincide.
Example 7.1.1 Consider system (1.2.1), (2.1.4). Since the weight ,(0) ofthe canonical extension GO, constructed by the monodromy X of the system, is equal to
two (see Section 2.3 and Theorem 6.2.1), we have ,(0) = 0,1 = 1, and m = 0 in
(7.1.5). Thus, the monodromy representation of this system can be realized as the
monodromy representation of some Fuchsian equation (1.2.11) with the singular
points al, ... , an without additional singularities.
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7.2

Fuchsian equations and systems

The main result of the part is formulated as follows
Theorem 7.2.1 For any Fuchsian equation (1.2.11) on the Riemann sphere there
always exists a Fuchsian system with the same singular points and the same monodromy.

Proo! In order to prove the theorem we need to extend some constructions from
local theory of Fuchsian systems on Fuchsian equations.
The concepts of a Levelt's filtration and of a Levelt's basis for equations are the
same as for systems. If Yl) ... ) YP is a Levelt's basis in Ut for (1.2.11), then instead
of (2.2.25) we have the factorization
(7.2.1)

with holomorphic Vj and with VI (ai)

#- O.

Lemma 7.2.1 IJ in Jactorization (7.2.1) Jor a Levelt's basis Yl) ... ) Yp the equality
Vj(ai) = 0 holds, then

Proo! From the fact that Ei is upper-triangular it follows that

(7.2.2)
where <I>; = diag( 'P~ ) ... ) 'Pi)
columns of Ei. Therefore,

E; is formed by intersections of the first j

rows and

Yj) _
( (x - Yl
ai)",;+l)'" , (x - a,)",;+l (

-VI
- , ... , -Vj- ) ( x-ai )~)_ 'P j/(-x-ai )Eji .
x-ai

x-ai

t

l

If VJ ( ai) = 0) 'Pi -1 > 'Pi, then all --..!!L,
1 = 1) ... ) j are holomorphic at ai and the
x-al
elements of <I>i - 'Pi I are nonnegative. Thus, from the definition of valuations we
get the inequality
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wh ich contradicts the choice of the basis Yl, ... , Yp. Therefore,
The exponents

<pi -1

=

<pi.

ßl, ... , ßf are the roots of the indieal equation

>'(>' -1)··· (>' - p + 1) + >'(>' -1) ... (A - p + 2)rl(ai) + ... +

+ >'(>' -

1)··· (,\ - p

+ j + l)rj(ai) + ... + rp(ai)

= 0

(7.2.3)

for equation (1.2.11).
Indeed, let Yl, ... ,yP be a strongly Levelt's basis (see Section 2.2) and let for a
given ßl we have that either j = 1 or <pi-I> <pi. Then by (7.2.1) we obtain

where Vj(x) is holomorphic at ai' Substituting Yj in (1.2.11) and multiplying the
result by (i: - a,)-ß; , for x = ai we get equality (7.2.3) with A = ßi.
Inversely, if >'0 is a root of (7.2.3), then there exists a solution of (1.2.11) of the form
y = (i: - aY'o h(x) with holomorphic h( x), h( ai) =1= O. It follows from (7.2.1), that
'\0 is an exponent ß; for some j (see [In] for details).

Lemma 7.2.2 Let thefulletion h(x) be holomorphie in the neighborhood U/ ofthe
point a/ and h( a/) =1= O. System ( 1.2.1 ). eonstrueted from equation ( 1.2.11 ) by means
of the substitution
dJ - 1
j j(-)
x -_ ((,x - a/ )!~ (x ))J-l--.l!..
d'
x J- l'

(7.2.4)

is Fuehsian at the point a/ and its exponentsßl at that point eoineide with those of
equation (J .2.11).
Proof A straightforward computation shows that the 'matrix A ofthe system (1.2.1)
constructed by means of the substitution (7.2.4) from equation (1.2.11), (1.2.12)
B, where B =
has the following......, form: A = _1_
x-al

o
o

o

1

0

((x-a.)h)'
h

1

h

h

o
o

o
(j-l)((x-a.)h)'
h

1

h

o
_ (r,-(p-l))((x-a.)h)'
h

therefore the constructed system is Fuchsian at the point a/.
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By (7.2.4) and the definition of valuations it follows that

thus, for any solution 1 of the constructed system we have

since 11 = y. Let Yl,''''Yp be a Levelt's basis in Üt for (1.2.11). The latter
equalities me an that the basis 11, ... , 1p, constructed from Yl, ... , YP by (7.2.4) is
a Levelt's basis for the system. Thus, exponents of the system coincide with that of
equation.
Consider again the proof of Proposition 4.2.1 and apply it to the row Yl, ... , YP'
where Yl, ... , YP is a Levelt's basis for Fuchsian equation (1.2.11). Since Wronskian
of these functions has no additional zeroes or poles, we have that dj = 0 in (4.2.12)
and d' = 0 in (4.2.19). From the fact that the constructed system is Fuchsian at a/
we get that det ~'(a/) =f. 0, therefore s, = 0 in (4.2.15). Thus d = 0 in (4.2.20) and
of course Cl = 0, B = 0 (we started from YI, ... , yp with Cl = 0 and with an)' B).
So, from (4.2.20) we get the classical Fuchsian relation

t t ßl

= (n -

2)~(P -

1)

(7.2.5)

,=1 J= 1

for Fuchsian equation (1.2.11) on the Riemann sphere.
Consider factorization (2.2.25) for system (1.2.1), constructed from (1.2.11) by
(7.2.4). Denoting by T/(i) the corresponding Levelt's matrix, we obtain
(7.2.6)

Lemma 7.2.3 All principal minors of the matrix Vi(x) infactorization (7.2.6) for
the fundamental matrix Tl (i) are different from zero at the point al.
Proof Consider the first components YI, ... , Yn of the first i columns of the matrix
YI (i), ... , Yi (i) are linearly independent, and the space
Xi that they span is invariant under the action of the monodromy operator eT( (this
follows from the upper-triangularity of the matrix EI in decomposition (7.2.6)).
Therefore, Xi is the space of solutions of some equation (7.1.8) that is Fuchsian
in U1• From the uniqueness theorem for the Wronskian Wi(i) of the functions
Yl, ... , Yi it follows that the number of additional apparent singularities of this
equation in U1 is finite. Let 0 1 C U1 be such that 0/ does not contain those points.
Now the assertion of the lemma follows from the fact that the ith principal minor
of the matrix Vi (x) in question coincides with the determinant det ~i (x) of the

7/. The analytic functions
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matrix Vi (x) figuring in decomposition (7.2.6) for the fundamental matrix Ti(x),
constructed from the functions Yl (x), .. . ,Yi(X) by means ofthe substitution (7.2.4),
and , by Lemma (7.2.2) this last determinant does not vanish at the point a/.

ProofofTheorem 7.2.1. With no loss of generality one can assurne that al = 0 and
is not a singular point of equation (1.2.11) (this can be always achieved by a
suitable conformal mapping of the Riemann sphere). Use substitution (4.2.11)
00

r

=

(

n

II(x - ai)i-1
.
,=1

)

dj - 1
-.-Y
dx J - 1

(7.2.7)

to pass from Fuchsian equation (1.2.11) to system (1.2.1). By Lemma 7.2.2 we have
that this system is Fuchsian at the points al, ... ,an, and its additional apparent
singular point 00 is a regular singular point. The fundamental matrix T(x) of the
space of solutions of the system admits a decomposition

(7.2.8)

111

= 1,

Ijl

= 0, j i= 1,

Iji

= klx j - 1 ,

1<

i::;

j,

(7.2.9)

and

(such a factorization follows from (4.2.16».
Denote by f 3 (x), f 4 (x) the matrices
f 3 (x) = diag(1, x-(n-2), ... ,x-(n-2)(p-l»),

f 4 (x) = x(n-2)(p-l)f 3(x) = xC,

where C

= diag( (n -

(7.2.10)

2)(p - 1), ... ,0), and denote by f 5(X) the matrix
f 5(x)

= f 3f 2f 1f;lf;l.

From form (7.2.9) of the matrix f 1 (x )-in particular, from its lower-triangularity-it
follows that f 5 (x) is a lower-triangular matrix that is holomorphically invertible
off the points al = 0 and 00 and such that the elements on its principal diagonal
are nonzero constant numbers (equal to the numbers
from (4.2.16». Hence, the
1.
same holds true for the matrix

f.s

k;
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Lemma 7.2.4 There exists a lower-triangular matrix r 6 (x), meromorphic on t
and holomorphically invertible offthe point 111 = 0, such that the matrix r 7 (x) =
r 6(X )r 51 (x) is holomorphicalty invertible offthe point 00 and is lower-triangular
with alt elements on the principal diagonal equal to 1.
Proof Letr 5 1(X) = hji)' 5 = diaghll' ... ,/,pp). The matrix r~(x) = 5- 1r 5 1(X)
has unit prineipal diagonal and is meromorphie at the point O. Eaeh element /'Ji
of q has the form /'Ji(X) = Qb i (l/x) + hJ;(x), where Qb i (l/x) is a polynomial
and the funetion hJi (x) is holomorphic at zero. Consequently, the elements in the
(p - 1)st and pth eolumn of the matrix q = r~-1 . q, where

o

o

1
-

Q 0Pp-1

are holomorphie at zero. The remaining elements /']i of this matrix are also of the
form /']i(X) = Qf(l/x) + hJi(X). For the matrix r~ = r~-2 . q, where

0

1

r 6p - 2

-

1

-

0

_Qr- 1p - 2 1
QPp-2
0
1

0
1

already the (p - 2)th and (p -1 )st eolumns are holomorphie, and so on. Iterating the
proeedure whose first two steps were just deseribed, after p - 2 steps we obtain the
sought-for matriees r 6 = (I1f~i r~) 5- 1 and r 7(x) = r 6 (X)r 5 1 (X). The lemma
is proved.
The matrix r 7(X)r 4 (x) ean be written in the form
(7.2.11)

where r 8(X) = r 41 (x)r 7(X)r 4(X) is a lower-triangular matrix that is holomorphieally invertible off the point 00, meromorphic at 00, and with the elements on the
prineipal diagonal equal to 1.
Next, let us pass from the system (1.2.1), eonstrueted by means of substitution
(7.2.7) with the fundamental matrix T to the system (1.2.1) with the fundamental
matrix
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Lemma 7.2.5 The system (1.2.1) with the fundamental matrix T' is Fuchsian at the
points a2, ... , an, and has al = 0 as a regular singular point and 00 as a point of
holomorphy.
Proof That the constructed system is Fuchsian at the points a2, . .. ,an follows from
the fact that det(r 4( al)r s( al)) . a;(n-2)(p-l) =1= 0 and from holomorphy of r 4r s at
al. From relations (7.2.9) and (7.2.9)-(7.2.11) we obtain

r 4r Sx-(n-2)(p-l)T(x) = r 7r 3T(x) = r 6r;-lr 3T(x) =
r6r3r2r~lr2Ir31r3T(x) =

1

r 6r 3r 2R( -=-).
x

Since the matrices r 6 (x), r 3 (x) . r:z(x) are holomorphically invertible at 00 and
l!(1/ x) is holomorphically invertible at the points p-l (00) ofthe universal covering
5, we get that 00 is not singular for the constructed system. The lemma is proved.
Factorization (7.2.6) for T' at the point al = 0 is connected with a similar factorization for T as follows
(7.2.12)
where V10(x) = rs(x)V'i(x), <P~ = <PI - (n - 2)(p -1)1. Since the matrix rs(x)
is lower-triangular and holomorphically invertible at zero, Lemma 7.2.3 guarantees
that all principal minors of the matrix VIO(x) are different from zero at al = O.
Next, it follows from the form of the matrix <P~ that valuations tPi of T' at zero are
connected with the corresponding valuations rp{ of T by the relations

tPi

~

rpi - (n - 2)(j - 1), j = 1, ... ,p.

By Lemma 4.1.2 there exists a meromorphic on
al = 0 matrix r(x) such that

t

(7.2.13)

holomorphically invertible off
(7.2.14)

with C from (7.2.10) and with det VI (0) =1= O. Consider the system with the fundamental matrix T(x) = r(x)T'(x). This system is already Fuchsian at all the points
al, ... ,an. The theorem is proved.

ßf

Let us again denote by
the exponents of the constructed system. From (7.2.13),
(7.2.14) and (7.2.10) we obtain
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Corollary 7.2.1 The exponents ßf of the original Fuchsian equation (1.2.11) and
the exponents ßI ofthe Fuchsian system (1.2.1), constructed according to Theorem
7.2.1 are connected by the equalities

ßi = ßi - (n -

2) (j - 1),

ßf = ßf,

(7.2.15)

i#l, j=l, ... ,p.
From Theorem 7.2.1 we also get the following sequence of statements.

Corollary 7.2.2 The solutions of the original Fuchsian equation (1.2.11) coincide
with the first components of the system ( 1.2.1) constructed in Theorem 7.2.1.
Proof immediately follows from the forms of transformation (7.2.7) and of the
transformations used in the theorem.

Proposition 7.2.1 Suppose the representation X is reducible and each monodromy
matrix G; = X(oJ can be reduced to a Jordan block. Then there is no Fuchsian
equation (1.2.11) without additional apparent singular points, the monodromy of
which coincides with X.
Proof Let such a Fuchsian equation exist. Then by Theorem 7.2.1 and Corollary
7.2.1 there exists a Fuchsian system with the same monodromy and with valuations
'P~ , ... , 'P;, such that 'P~ > 'P;. But this inequality contradicts the statement of
Proposition 5.2.1. Thus, such an equation does not exist.
Proposition 7.2.1 can be directly deduced from Fuchsian relation (7.2.5) as folIows.
Ifthe matrix X( 0';) can be reduced to one Jordan block, then by the properties (2.2.6)
and (2.2.8) of valuations one has
(7.2.16)
for a Fuchsian equation at a;. Indeed, the Jordan basis el, ... , e p is also the Levelt
basis in this case (cf. the proof of Proposition 5.2.1). And we obtain that

'Pi

= 'P;(ej) = 'P;(0'7 ej) = 'P;(ej + ej-d

therefore by (2.2.8): 'P;(ej-d =

'Pi- 1

~ 'Pr

~ min{'Pi,'P;(ej-d},
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If Xis reducible, then for some l, 1 :S l < p, lindependent solutions Y1,'" ,Yl of
the equation generate Fuchsian equation (7.1.8) (with p = l). Since for each singular
point ai : (Y1'" . ,yz) = q el, ... , ei), where el, ... , ei are the first leiements of
the corresponding Jordan basis at ai, we get that the exponents ßl ofthe equation at
a1, ... , an coincide of that for the original equation. The constructed equation may
have additional apparent singularities b1,·.·, bm , where CPk = tpk(Yj) 2: O. Thus,
by (7.1.8) we get

~~ßj
~~
io=l j=l

i

~~_j_(n+m-2)l(l-1)

+ ~ ~ tpk

2

-

.

(7.2.17)

k=l j=l

Let us show that

~

~
j=l

_j

>

tpk -

ml (l - 1)

(7.2.18)

2

for all k = 1, ... ,m. Consider a basis Y1, ... , Yl in the space of solutions for the
constructed equation such that
(7.2.19)
where hj(i), j = 1, ... , l are holomorphic at p-1(b k ); t 2: O. Obviously, such
a basis always exists and can be constructed by induction. Indeed, if Yj (i) =
(x - bk h j (i), j = 1, 2, then a suitable linear combination y~ = 81 Y1 + 82Y2 has
the form (X-bk t+ 1h;(i), and so on. Thus, we get from (7.2.19) that tpk (Yj) 2: j -1,
which implies (7.2.18).

t

Subtracting (7.2.18) from (7.2.17), we obtain

t,t,ßl :S (n ,= 1 j= 1
But from inequalities rp; 2: rp~, 1 :S t :S l, l
n

n

p

2)~(l-1).

(7.2.20)

< j :S p it follows the inequality
l

LLßf :S TLLßf :S
i=l j=l

i=l j=l

< p (n - 2)l(l - 1) _ (n - 2)p(l- 1) < (n - 2)p(p - 1)

-T

2

-

2

which contradicts Fuchsian relation (7.2.5).

2'
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Theorem 7.2.2 An irreducible monodromy representation X can be realized as the
monodromy representation 0/ some Fuchsian equation (1.2.11) without additional
apparent singularities if and only if the maximal Fuchsian weight 0/ X is equal to
(n-2)p(p-1)
2

Proof If/'m(X) = (n-2)~(p-1), then from (7.1.5), applied to /'m(X) we get m = 0
for the number of apparent singularities of the Fuchsian equation, constructed in
Theorem 7.1.1.
Let such an equation exist and let ßf , 'Pi be its exponents and valuations respectively.
Consider the bundle GA with A = (Al, ... , An), where

/\, j --

... ,'PjP)·
, J -- 2, ... ,p,

( 'P),
1

Al = ('Pt

+ (n -

2) (p - 1), ... , 'Pi).

But from (7.2.12) and (7.2.10) it follows that

GA ~ O((n - 2)(p - 1)) EB O((n - 2)(p - 2)) EB ... EB 0(0).

(7.2.21)

(See Section 5.2 for details.) Thus,
~

.

/,(A)=p(n-2)(p-1)-~(n-2)(p-J)=

(n - 2)p(p - 1)
2
.

j=l

Due to (7.1.5) we again obtain

(. ) _ (n - 2)p(p - 1)
2
.

/'m X -

7.3

Examples

In what follows many calculations and other intermediate steps are left to the reader
as exercises.

1. Consider the case p
most one singularity al

=

=

2, n
0 is

=

1. The only Fuchsian equation (1.2.11) with at

(7.3.1)
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(As we see, it really has a pole; so there are no Fuchsian equations (1.2.11) which
have no singularities at all). Its solutions are y = Cl + C2/X; they do not branch. But
S = C \ {o} is simply connected, S = S and ~ = {identity}. So the monodromy
must be trivial, and it is realizable by (7.3.1).
If n = 2, it is convenient to choose singular points al = 0, a2 = 00. (This can
be achieved using an appropriate conformal map of C). All Fuchsian equations
(1.2.11) of the second order with these singularities are

d2 y
a dy
b
-d2+--d +-2 Y =0
x

x

X

(7.3.2)

x

with arbitrary constants a, b. This is well known Euler's equation; it can be solved
easily. Introducing a new independent variable t = In x we get

d2 y
dt 2

+ (a -

dy
1) dt

+ by =

O.

If the indical equation
),2

+ (a -

1), + b = 0

(7.3.3)

has two different roots )'1, ),2, then solutions to (7.3.2) are y = C1X At + C2XA2. 11'
(7.3.3) has a double root )" then solutions to (7.3.2) are y = C1X A In x + C2XA. S is
the "ring" C \ {O}, Ö = 7rl(S) = Z = {O"k}, and we want to realizejust the one
matrix G = X(O"). Take Yl = x At , Y2 = X A2 or Yl = xAInx, Y2 = x A for the basis
in the space of solutions. Then for the deck transformation 0" corresponding to one
turn around the origin in the positive direction we obtain the monodromy matrices
(7.3.4)
Clearly any matrix G is conjugate to one of the matrices (7.3.4). So in this case
Hilbert's problem for equations has a positive solution.
The case p = 2, n = 3 (the case of the Riemann cquation) is the unique nontrivial
case for which the difference dO from (7.1.4) is equal to zero.

Proposition 7.3.1 Each irreducible representation X wirh n = 3, p = 2 can be realized as the monodromy representation 01 some Riemann equation. Representations
which are conjugate to representations 01 the lollowing lorm:
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1

(7.3.5)

.\'.\2

o

Cl C2

C3

where
i= 0,
= - .\(~'11~;2C] i= 0 cannot be realized as the monodromy
representations 0/ any Riemann equations.
Proof It follows from Theorem 7.1.1 that m = 0 in (7.1.5), therefore each irreducible representation is realizable by aRiemann equation. From Theorem 7.2.2 it
follows that each representation of form (7.3.5) is not realizable in this way.

The complete answer for aRiemann equation is presented in [KS]. It is proved there
that all two-dimensional representations with three singular points can be realized
as monodromy representations of Riemann equations except representations wh ich
are conjugated to representations of form (7.3.5) and of the next form:

GI =
with Al

i= A2'

/LI

(~1 ~2)' G2= (~1 ~2)' G3= G2 G1
1

i= /L2,

Al/L1

1

,

i= A2/L2.

The constructions of Theorem 7.2.1, applied to the hypergeometric equation
2
-d y"(-(a+ß+1)xdy
+ -'----'------'--

dx 2

x(1 - x)

dx

aß
---y=O
x(1 - x)

(7.3.6)

lead to the Fuchsian system

dy

dx =

((

0

-aß

( In this section, dealing simultaneously with vectors and scalars, we use arrows to
indicate vectors).
2. Now as an illustration to local theory, presented in Section 2.2 we shall apply the
local theory to one of the most well-known equations of the mathematical physics
- Bessel's equation.
Let us first recall some basic facts about the equation

d2 y p(x) dy
q(x)
-+--+-y=O
dx
x dx
x2

(7.3.7)

with p, q holomorphic in some disk with the center at O. This equation has a Fuchsian
singularity at O. The indical equation to (7.3.7) at 0 is as folIows:

A(A - 1) + p(O)A

+ q(O) = O.

(7.3.8)
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A short (but formal) way to derive (7.3.8) - or, rather, to remember it - is to replace
in (7.3.7) p(x) and q(x) by their values at x = O. The equation thus obtained
is Euler's equation (7.3.2) with a = p(O), b = q(O). And (7.3.8) coincides with
(7.3.3). Later we shall arrive to (7.3.8) in a less formal way tieing it with our
previous considerations.
Let Al, A2 be roots of (7.3.8) , such that ReAl

2: ReA2'

The corresponding Fuchsian system (at the moment "Fuchsianity" means Fuchsianity at 0) is a system for an unknown vector

This system has the following form:

dy

-d
x

1 _ C(x) = (0( )

= -C(x)y,
x

(7.3.9)

-q x

A characteristic equation for C(O) is just (7.3.8).
Let Y (x) = (YI (x), Y2 (x)) be a Levelt's fundamental system of solutions and let

o ) _ ({LI0

cp2

X

e)

{L2

(7.3.10)

be its factorization of form (7.2.1). (Recall that E is upper triangular, e can be
0 in other. We know that matrices C(O), L(O), <I> + E are
similar. Thus, Aj = cpj + {Lj which provides the better motivation for (7.3.8) from
the point of view of our theory than the arguments presented above: (7.3.8) allows
to determine cpj and {LJ. Namely, let Aj = ßj + i'yj. As 0 ~ ReJi,J < 1 , we get
cpj = [ßj], {LJ = {ßj} + i'yj, where [xl, and {x} denote the entire and nonentire
parts of the number x respectively. (Cf. 2.2.2). It follows from (7.3.10) that

o in one cases and #

YI(X)

= X'P

1

XJ1- 1 Ü[(x),

while the corresponding expression for Y2 may contain a logarithm (if e # 0). Taking
into account what we know about Levelt's valuations, we obtain the following
conclusion:
i) equation (7.3.7) always has a solution ofthe form XA1 j(x), where j is holomorphic in some disk with the center at 0, and j(O) # O. (lfthere were j(O) = 0, then
itwouldfollowthatcp(xA1j(x)) > cpl).
In addition to it we shall prove the following statement:
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ii) if )'1 - A2 is not integer, then (7.3.7) has also a solution of the form
where g(x) has the same properties as f.

5;)..2

g(x),

Consider the first case: cpI = cp2. Then Levelt's filtration reduces to the following
trivial one:

{O} = XO C Xl = X,
i.e. all nontrivial solutions have the same Levelt's valuation. So all we need to
obtain a Levelt's basis is to choose YI, Y2 such that the monodromy matrix G (wh ich
describes the map a* in terms of the basis YI, Y2) would be upper-triangular. But
in the case under consideration G can be transformed into diagonal form. Indeed,
since
JLI - JL2

= cpI

- cp2

+ JLI

- JL2

= Al

- A2,

we have that JL I - JL 2 is not integer. Thus, eigenvalues e2"ip.l , j = 1, 2 of the matrix
Gare different. This implies that e = 0 in (7.3.10) and Y2(5;) =
= X<P2 5;p.2 V2(X), consequently (7.3.7) has the second solution of the desired form
and this solution is linearly independent of the first one.
Consider now the case cpI

> cp2. Levelt's filtration

has the form

{O} = XO C Xl C X 2 = X, dimX I = 1.

Avector YI belonging to Xl is defined in essentially unique way (up to a multiplier)
and there is a freedom in the choice of Y2 from X 2 \ Xl. For any choice of such Y2
we obtain an upper-triangular G and E. Indeed, since Al - A2 = cpI - cp2 + JL I - JL 2
is noninteger and cpj are integer, it follows that JL I - JL 2 is noninteger number, so that
eigenvalues of G are different and G has two linearly independent eigenvectors.
We know that Yl is one of them, thus we can take Y2 to be another eigenvector.
We obtained i) and ii) as immediate consequences of Levelt's theory, but classically
they were proved in another way (and long be fore Levelt). Classical proofs can be
found in many textbooks, e.g. [Ha], [CoLe], [Tr]. Tricorni considers only the case
of 2nd order Fuchsian ODE (wh ich we need in this section), whereas other two
books contain a more complicated treatment of Fuchsian systems of any order.
3. Now we turn to Bessel's equation

d2 y
1 dy
v2
-+--+(l--)y=O
dx 2
x dx
x2

(7.3.11)

(v is a parameter). Its solutions are called Bessel's functions (so to say, in a broad
sense). There are special solutions which have special names. One of them is also
called Bessel's function (so to say, in the narrow sense).
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Equation (7.3.11) has a regular singular point x = 0 and irregular singular point
x = 00. The indical equation at x = 0 is as folIows:
(7.3.12)
According to general theory , one can consider solutions to (7.3.11) as functions on
S, which is an universal covering surface for S =
{O, oo} = C \ {O}. Thus, it
would be more correct to write y(x), as we do in numerous cases. However, in this
section we make a concession to classical treatments and write y(x), when dealing
with the Bessel functions.

t\

We shall study a behavior of solutions to (7.3.11) near x = O. Thus, our approach
is local. But since there are no other singularities in C, our results will be not so
loeal. Formulas we shall write will be valid in the whole C
(to be precise, in S) and the functions appearing there will be either entire functions
or meromorphie funetions having only pole at x = up to multipliers like XV and
up to change of independent variable like something with the square root x = 20
. (Of course, this is the simplest part of the theory of Bessel's functions. Another
part eoncems their behavior at 00. Also, there are approaches to this theory based
not on equation (7.3.11), but on the integral representations for these functions and
on the theory of group representations).

°

Formula (7.3.12) prompts the change y
the following equation for z:

= XV Z

of an unknown function. One gets

d2 z
1 + 2v dz
-d2 + - - - d +z=o,
x
x
x

(7.3.13)

and the corresponding indical equation at the P<?int 0:

.\(.\+2v) =0.

(7.3.14)

Applying i) and ii), we obtain the following three cases:
1) if 2v is not integer, then (7.3.13) has solutions of the next forms: j(x) and
x 2v g(x);

2) if 2v E Z and v

2: 0, then (7.3.13) has a solution ofthe form j(x);

3)if2v E Zandv

< O,then(7.3.13)hasasolutionoftheformx 2Iv1 j(x).

Above, j and gare entire, because 0 is the unique singular point of the differential
equation (7.3.13) in C.
Now pay attention to the parity properties of the coefficients of (7 .3.13) : a eoefficient
at ~; is odd and other eoefficients are even. First of all we shall try to use this faet
in the most "naive", "immediate" way; later we shall use it more effectively.
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Immediate conclusions concern the existence of even entire solutions. Parity of
coefficients implies that if z(x) is a solution to (7.3.13), then
y(x) := z( -x) is also a solution. Thus,

j(x) + j( -x)

(7.3.15)

in the first two cases and
(7.3.16)
in the third case also are solutions. They are entire and even. Solution (7.3.15) is
nontrivial, because j(O) i- O. Solution (7.3.16) could be identically equal to zero
only if x 21L1l j(x) were odd. Since j(O) i- 0, this would imply that 2\v\ were odd.
Thus, in the case, when 2v is a negative integer odd number it remains uncertain
whether (7.3.13) has an entire even solution.
Later we shall see that a more clever use of the parity of the coefficients of (7.3.13)
provides a positive answer to the last question. And in fact, we shall see a more important thing: in the case , when 2v is a negative integer odd number (independently
of the sign of v), (7.3.13) has solutions of the same form as in the case 1) (so one
of them again is of the form j (x) with entire even function j, j (0) i- 0), whereas
in the case v E Z equation (7.3.13) has a logarithmically branching solution ( and
as we already know, it also has an entire even solution of the form j (x) for v = 0
and X 21L11 j(x) for v < 0). The arguments below from the very beginning assure that
j, gare even (so the primitive arguments above with (7.3.15), (7.3.16) are needless
in reality).
4. Return to equation (7.3.7) and assume that p and q are even functions (of course,
holomorphic in some neighborhood of 0). Introduce a new independent variable
t such that x = 20. ( The multiplier 2 is not essential, simply it is convenient
for calculations). Dealing with (7.3.7), we shall return to "less classical" notation,
where 5 is replaced by 5, x is replaced by i: etc. When we write x = 20, this
means that we have a two-sheeted covering 5 ~ ~ = C \ {O}, x E 5, t E ~. Of
course, this ~ is the same Riemann surface as 5, but when we consider a covering
5 ~ 5, it seems to be more convenient in our case to distinguish these two copies
of 5. The only nontrivial deck transformation for 5 ~ ~ is the following one :
i : x f-t -x. An even function on 5 is the function such that it can be obtained
as a lifting of some function on ~. By virtue of the composition 5 ~ 5 ~ ~, 5
becomes the universal covering of ~; when considered in such a role, 5 will be
denoted by t. In terms of t we obtain the equation

..
y

+

1 + p(20).
q(20) _ 0
2t
Y + 4t2 Y - ,

(7.3.17)
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where a derivation with respect to t is denoted by dot. Since p and q are even, the
numerators in (7.3.17) are holomorphic functions in t in some neighborhood of O.
Thus, (7.3.17) is ofthe same type as (7.3.7). When dealing with y(x(t)), we again
write y( t), which can be considered as a kind of quite common freedom of speech.
But if we want to be precise, we must remember that solutions to (7.3.7), (7.3.17)
are not single-valued functions in x, t; they are functions on S = i; (on so me part
of S = i;, which is a covering of some punctured neighborhood of 0 in E). And
even from the most formal point of view there is no harm in writing y(t) instead
of y(x),-as S = i;, x and t may weIl be the different notation to the same point
(which covers points x E Sand t = ~2 E E). (So some freedom of speech is not in
writing y(t) instead ofy(x(t)), but in writing y(x) instead ofy(x)!).
If Al, A2 are solutions to the indical equation for the original equation (7.3.7), then
the solutions to the indical equation for (7.3.17) are A1/2, A2/2. This is c1ear even
without wring out the latter indical equation, just in view of the formal way of
obtaining the indical equation, because the former x A (in reality, A ) now becomes

x

t>./2.

Now, if Al /2 - Ad2 is noninteger, then i) assures that (7.3.17) has two linearly
independent solutions of the form

Pt/ 2 / 1 (t),

P2/ 2 g1 (t)

with /1, gl holomorphic at 0 and /1 (0) -# 0, gl (0)
of p, q allow somewhat to strengthen i) and ii):

-# O. Thus, the parity properties

iii) if Al - A2 is not integer, then (7.3.7) has solutions ofthe form XAl /(x),
where /, gare even and /(0) =I 0, g(O) -# O.

x

A2

g(x),

Of course, these /, gare entire if, in addition to our assumptions, p and q are entire
functions.
5. Applying these considerations to (7.3.13), we co me to the equation

l+v.

..

1

z+ --z+ -z
t

t

=0

(7.3.18)

with the indical equation A(A + v) = O. If v is noninteger, then (7.3.18) has an
entire solution, corresponding to A = 0 and also a solution of the form t- V • (entire
function), corresponding to A = -v. If v E Z and v 2: 0, then (7.3.18) has an entire
solution, corresponding to A = O. If v E Z and v < 0, then (7.3.18) has a solution
ofthe form

C

V

•

(entire function),

(7.3.19)

which is also an entire function. However, the previous entire functions do not
vanish at t = 0; and (7.3.19) equals zero at t = O.
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Let;: = 2:::=0 Cn t n be an entire solution. Substituting this into (7.3.18), one obtains
the recurrent relations

n(n+v)Cn+Cn_l=O, n=1,2, ...

(7.3.20)

If v = -l, l E Z, l > 0, then it follows that n + v = 0 for n = l, so Cl-l = O.
Then, (7.3.20) implies that Cn = 0 for all n < l. In this case we can start from
arbitrary Cl and then define Cn for n > l, using (7.3.20). For other v we can start
from arbitrary Co and then define Cn for all n > I. A particular choice of Cl or
Co means a kind of "normalization". "Standard" ways of "normalization" in the
theory of differential equations are related either to the Cauchy matrix, wh ich is
the identity matrix at some prescribed point or to orthogonality. In these cases one
performs "normalization" having in mind some exact criterion. But for the special
functions "normalization" often means a more simple form of their coefficients or
some formulas,-a criterion , which scarcely can be formalized. In the theory of
Bessel's functions the following "normalization" is used:

.

Ifv E Z, V< 0, v

otherwise

Co

= (1

rv+1

= -l,

)' where

(_1)1

thencl = -l-!-j

r is Euler's gamma-function.

Then one obtains the following series:

L
00

Fv(t)

:=

n=O

(_l)n
r()r(
n+1

) tn.

n+v+1

(7.3.21)

(If v = -l, then the first l coefficients have infinite denominator, so this se ries starts
from (~~)l t l • It is remarkable that in this "exceptional" case one manages to write
the same formula as in the "typical" case).
We shall use later that the map
(7.3.22)
is holomorphic. This is proved as folIows. It is weIl known that 1 Ir( s) is an entire
function in s. Thus,

k

ik(t, v)

:=

~

(_l)nt n
r(n + l)r(n + 1 + v)

is an entire function in (t, v). It is sufficient to prove that for any r > 0 the
convergence fk(t, v) -+ Fv(t) is uniform with respect to Itl, lvi ~ r. Fix j > r.
Let M be such that
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(' 1
)I< M
I fJ+1+v
Then for lvi ~

T

and integer n

for all v with lvi

~ T.

> j we have

In + v I 2: Re( n + v) 2: n -

T

2: n - j 2: 1,

Ir(n +11 + v) 1= I(n + v)··· (j + 11+ v)f(j + 1 + v)1 <- M.
Thus, if m

> l > 0 and Itl, lvi

~

T,

then

I!j+m(t, v) - !j+l(t, v)1 =
(_l)ntn

L
n=j+l+l r(n + l)f(n + 1 + v)
j+m

<M

n

L ~
n=j+l+l n!'
j+m

wh ich proves the uniform convergence.
Returning to (7.3.11), one gets a special solution to (7.3.11), which is called Bessel 's
function (in the narrow sense), it is also called Bessel's functions of the first kind
and is defined as folIows:
(7.3.23)
U sually one deals directly with this function. However, from the local point of view
we explain here F v seems to be somewhat more convenient: it never branches,
series (7.3.21) is slightly simpler than the corresponding expression for .Iv' (But we
do not claim that F v is more convenient for all purposes).
Notation F v is used in the book [GM]. These authors attribute this function to
G.Greenhill. Tricomi in [Tr] also uses this function, but he denotes it by Ev(t).
In (7.3.11) we can replace v by - v without any change. We never used any condition
on v like fixing its sign or sign ofRev. Thus, Lv(x) is a solution to (7.3.11) as
weIl as Jv(x). If v is not integer, then

Lv(x) = x-" (r( _~v+ 1)

JAx) =

XV

+ ... ) ,

CVr(~ + 1) + ...) ,

where dots denote the convergent power series in x (in fact, in x 2 ) without free
term. Clearly, Jv(x) and Lv(x) are linearly independent; so we found two linearly
independent solutions to (7.3.1 t). In different terms we can say that
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are solutions to (7.3.13), and

are solutions to (7.3.18). If 1/ is noninteger, then

are linearly independent solutions to (7.3.18).
Let us summarize what we proved for noninteger 1/. We may assurne that Rel/ ~ 0,
because (7.3.7) contains only 1/ 2 . Then (Jv , Lv) is Levelt's fundamental system
of solutions to (7.3.11). The related matrices E and <I> are diagonal and if 1/ =
ß + i{, ß, "( E R then 'PI = [ß]' /11 = {ß} + i{, 'P 2 = -[ß] - 1 for noninteger
ß and 'P 2 = - [ß] for ß E Z (in the present case this happens only when "( i= 0),
/12 = 1 - {ß} - i{ for noninteger ß, and /12 = -i{ for ß E Z.
The essential new information we got comparatively to item 3 is that the case
1/ = k + 1/2, k E Z is not exceptional as far as concems the existence of solutions
of the special type we discussed. By the way, it is exceptional in another sense: in
this case Bessel's function can be expressed by means of e\ementary ones.

If 1/ = -1/2, (7.3.13) becomes ~:~ + z = O. This equation has a fundamental
system of solutions eos x, sin x. It turns out that

up to a multiplier are just these functions: some computation with help of (7.3.21)
and weil known properties of shows that

r

x2
F _1 (-4 ) =
2

1

~ eos

v~

x2
x, F 1 (-4 ) =
2

2

~

v~x

sin x.

And (7.3.23) gives elementary expression for hl/2. In order to see that other J k +l/ 2
also have elementary expressions, one can use the recurrent relation
(7.3.24)
which can be proved as follows. First, a calculation using (7.3.21), shows that
Fv(t) = -Fv+ 1 (t). Thus, it follows from (7.3.18) that
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1+ v
F +2 - - - F +1

t"

"

1

+ -t"
F = O.

After we replace v by v-I, the latter relation becomes equivalent to (7.3.24).
6. Let now v E Z. In this case we usually write n instead of v. We can assume that
n ~ O. We have

(-1 )jt j

= J=n
L f( ] . + l)f( ] . 00

F_n(t)

After we proved this for n

~

n

+ 1) =

0, it is easy to see that the formula
(7.3.25)

is valid for all n E Z. Thus, c nF -n (t) = (-1) nFn(t) is the same solution to
(7.3.18) as F n (t) up to sign. In terms of J n (7.3.25) means
(7.3.26)
Later we shall construct a solution to (7.3.18) (with v = n) which branches logarithmicaIly: it would follow that the only solutions which do not branch logarithmically
are multiples of Fn . But it is instructive to give a direct proof of the latter fact using
only general consideration ".
11

Roots of the indical equation for (7.3.18) are Al = 0, A2 = -n, so 'P l = 0,
'P 2 = -n, /-Lj = O. Writing a Fuchsian system (7.3.9) for (7.3.18), we find that

C(O)
Recall that in (7.3.10) <I>

+E

=

(0o -n1 ).

is similar to C(O).

If n = 0, then C(O) is the Jordan block of the second order, <I> = 0 and therefore
E is similar to such a block. Thus, e can not be equal to 0, and the second solution
from the Levelt's fundamental system branches 10garithmicaIly.
If n > 0, then the argument must be somewhat more subtIe , because C(O) is
diagonalizable and the fact that
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is similar to it does not provide enough information. Assurne that (7.3.18) has a
single-valued solution z, which is linearly independent of Fn . Its valuation must be
'P(z) = -no Thus, :; = I:~-n cjtJ, C n 1= O,i.e. z = rnw with entire w. Then w
must be a solution to (7.3.18) with n replaced by -n, i.e. solution to

°

..
I-n.
I
w+--w+-w=
.

t

t

(7.3.27)

This can be easily checked immediately, but in reality we al ready know this. Indeed,
if z is the solution to (7.3.18) (with v replacing by n), then z(x 2 /4) = x-ny(x),
where y is a solution to (7.3.11). Thus, y = const· x-nw; const is ofno importance.
We see that the passage from y to w is the same change of dependent variable as
the change y = x n z, which we considered in item 3, only with -n instead of n.
(Remember that in (7.3.11) one can replace v by -v). Thus, w satisfies (7.3.13)
with n being replaced by -n, i.e.

d2 z
dx 2

I - 2n dz

+ - -x- - dx + z

(7.3.28)

= 0,

and then, as we know, in terms of the independent variable t, w is a solution to
(7.3.27), the latter being (7.3.18) with v being replaced by -no

°

In item 5 we tried to find apower series which is a solution to (7.3.18) and found out
that in the case v = -l, l E Z, l > the only solution is const·F_ l • For (7.3.27)
this means that the only solution to it, which is holomorphic in some neighborhood
of is a multiple to F n ; its first term is cnt n and not the co. In terms of (7.3.28) this
means that this equation has no solutions of the form

°

z = x- 2n (co

+ C2X2 + C4X4 + ... ),

Co

1= 0,

where the term in the brackets is an even function which is holomorphic in some
neighborhood of 0. We want to prove a somewhat more general statement: (7.3.28)
has no solution of the form

Assurne that there exists such a solution. Then z( -x) is also the solution (because
in (7.3.28) the coefficient at z is odd and other coefficients are even), and so the
even function

would also be a solution, which is contradictory.
If in (7.3.10) there were e
J-lj

= 0.

= 0, then E

would be equal to 0, because we know that
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Thus, (7.3.13) would have a Levelt's fundamental system of solutions, which would
be single-valued on S. (Conversely, if there were two Iinearly independent singlevalued solutions on S, then (j* would be an identity map of X, thus in any basis
there would be E = 0). In Levelt's basis the second solution would be of the form
x- 2n (co + CIX + ... ), Co ::/:: O. But (7.3.13) does not have such a solution. So,

E

= (~ ~)

with e ::/:: O.

Returning to the beginning of item 2, we obtain in the corresponding(7.3.1O)

xn

27rei )
1
.

= V(x) ( 0

By changing ih, one can make e any given number except O. Prescribing this
number defines Y2 up to a summand from C.Yl . A standard choice of Y2 is provided
by a special kind of the second solution to (7.3.11) - the so-called Neumann- Veber
function (or Bessels function ofthe second kind). It is usually denoted by N" or Y II ;
we shall use the first notation.
Nil is defined für all v, not ünly integers. First, we shall give its definition for
noninteger v:

1
Nil := -.-(JII(x) COS 7rV
Slll7rV

-

LII(x)).

(7.3.29)

Clearly, it is solution to (7.3.11). Replace v by -v in (7.3.27) and consider the two
relations thus obtained as a system of 2 linear algebraic equations which allows
"unknowns" J_ II , N_ II in terms of J II , Nil. As a result we get

J_ II

= J" cos 7rV -

Nil sin 7rV, N_ II

= J II sin 7rV + Nil COS 7rV.

(7.3.30)

This is easy to remember, because it looks like a rotation in X. However, it is not a
theorem, but rather a matter of definition -having two independent vectors J II and
J_ II , we define new vectors Nil, N_ II in such a way that (7.3.30) holds.
It turns out that for any integer n and x::/::O there exists lim ll _ n N,,(x), which is
taken as definition for Nn(x). In virtue of analyticity of J" with respect to v (when
x ::/:: 0) we can use L'Hopitale's rule, which gives
(7.3.31)
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Convergence in Nil --t N n is uniform with respect to any compact K
Nil is a solution to (7.3.11) (with v = n).

c

S. Thus,

Similarly to (7.3.26),

This follows directly from (7.3.31)-one does not even use (7.3.26). (Whereas the
proof of (7.3.26) is more "susbstantional"-one uses a precise form of the power
series for F II ). So for an integer v (when there is a special need in Nil) it is sufficient
to consider only N IIII .
Now our goal is to present N n , n E Z, n ~ 0, in a form A(1nx)Jn (x) +
meromorphic function and to compute this A. In particular, we shall show that
A i O. Thus, N n is really solution to (7.3.11), which is linearly independent of J n .
Apparently it is again better to work in terms of (7.3.18) and its solutions. Since
each solution to (7.3.11) is equal to so me solution to (7.3.18), multiplied by t- II / 2
(recall that x = 2-Ji), we shall define 3 (t) in such a way that
11

i.e. for noninteger v we have

3 (t)
11

= -._l_(FII(t) COS 1W sm1W

eil F_ II (t)).

(Notation 3 is by no means common. We introduce it only for aminute. We
intentionally use a letter which is "free" in this area so that our use of it can not lead
to misanderstanding). It's clear that
11

By virtue of (7.3.25), the underlined term equals Fn(t). Remember that (7.3.22) is
holomorphic. Thus, the square bracket is equal to some I:~-n aje. Now In t =
21n x - 21n 2, so
(7.3.32)
Usually one writes this in a slightly different form:
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(7.3.33)

where C is the Euler's constant. When passing from (7.3.32) to (7.3.33), one adds
~(C -ln2)Jn(x) to ~ lnxJn(x) and subtracts the same tenn from I:;:-n bjx j .
Explicit fonnulas for Cj are known, but they are more complicated than in (7.3.21)
and we shall not write them.
Logarithmic term makes clear that N n is linearly independent of J n . Then, as we
know, there must be c.p(Nn ) = -no Thus, for n > 0 Ln in (7.3.32) and C n in
(7.3.33) are not equal to zero. The monodromy is clear from (7.3.33):

G=

( 10 4i)
1
'

E=

(00 2)
0 .

There is a generally accepted agreement that Bessel' a functions of the first kind are
just the J" described above. As regards to Bessel's functions of the second kind, at
least 2 linear combinations of our N" and J" are used as weil (besides, there is a
version of N", which differs from our N" by a multiplier depending on v). Primarly
this is a matter of hystorical accidence, but also up to some extent this seems to be
related to the fact that usually the first vector of Levelt's basis is uniquely defined
up to a multiplier, whereas there is more freedom in the choice of the second vector.
(Of course, there can be also reasons of the different nature,-e.g., functions J" :tiN"
have simpler asymptotic at infinity).
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The contemporary study of complex dynamics, wh ich has flourished so much
in recentyears, is based largely upon work byG. Julia(1918)and P. Fatou (1919/
20). The goal of this book is to analyze this work from an historical perspective
and show in detail, how it grew out of a corpus regarding the iteration of complex
analytic functions. This beg an with investigations by E. Schröder (1870/71)
which he made, when he studied Newton's method. In the 1880's, Gabriel
Koenigs fashioned this study into a rigorous body of work and, thereby,
influenced a lot the subsequent development. But only, when Fatou and Julia
applied set theory as weil as Paul Montel's theory of normal families, it was
possible to develop a global approach to the iteration of rational maps. This
book shows, how this intriguing piece of modern mathematics became reality.
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